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1. In accordance with the reference, the following report is submitted.

2. Enclosure (I) lists forces participating In Exercise SOLAR FLARE-87.
Enclosure (2) provides a chronologlcal list of significant events. Enclosure
(3) provides a CC II HAF Narrative Description on the overall exercise plannlng

and execution. Enclosures (4) and (S) provide C 2D NAB and CC 4th NAB After

Action Reports respectively. Enclosure (6) is CG 2D HAW After Action Report.

3. Exercise SOLAR FLARE-87 was a force-on-force (NAB vs NAB), free-aaneuver
exercise conducted in the Camp LeJeune/Cherry Polnt operating areas. The
exercise was conducted during 2D NAB ATD (18 July I Aug 87) and integrated
reserve and active forces from the platoon/detachment level to the
battalion/squadron level. As a first in an exercise of this type and scope,
SOLAR FLARE-87 was a success. While the true benefits of the exercise are

intanglble and reflected in the improved confidence and warflghtlng ability of

the indlvidual participants, the enclosed report provides a perspective from all
major participants. In this regard, the specific format contained in the

reference has been modified to encompass the unique qualities of SOLAR FLARE-87.

4. Attention is invited to Enclosure (3) which provides the overview of the

scope and planning for the exercise; an execution summary; TECC recapitulation;

and lessons learned.

Chief of Staff
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Task Oranization

II MAF
II MAF CE

DET, HQSVCBN FMFLANT/II MAF
8 CO BN (-)
HQ 2D RADBN
2D RPV CO
DET 2, HBN, 4TH MARDIV (TECG)

MAJGEN COMFORT

II MAF ACE, (PURPLE AIR)
DET, H&HS-28 (TACC)
DET, MACS-28 (TAOC)
DET, 3D LAAM BN
DET, VMGR-234
DET, VMGR-252
DET, VMAQ-2
VMA (AW) 533 (NIGHT MISSIONS)
DE"r, VMO-I (NIGHT MISSIONS)

MAJGEN DAILEY

BGEN OMROD2D MAB
2D MAB CE

HQSVC CO, 2DMAB
DET 1,2,3, HQ, 2D MAB

HQ BN(-), 4TH MAEDIV
2D PLAT, TRK CO, HQ BN
PLAT, MP CO, HQ BN
DET, AVSS, HQ BN
DET, 2D SCAMP
DET, 32D, 33RD, 3TH, 35TH, ITT, HQ BN, TH MARDIV
DET, 10TH, 12TH, 14TH, CIT, HQ BN, 4TH MARDIV

6T CCOW BN (-)
DET, HQ CO, 6TH COMM BN
COMM CO, 6TH COMM BN

DET, COMM SPT CO, 6TH COMM BN
DET, LONGLINES CO, 6TH COMM BN
DET, 4TH FORECON CO
DET, PAO, 23D MARINES
DET, PAO, MAG-42 (REIN)
DET, PAO, H&S BN, 4TH FSSG
DSU, 2D PAD BN
DET, 4TH FIIU, HQ BN, 4TH MAW

REGIMENTAL LANDING TEAM 23
23D MARINES (-) (REIN)

HQ, 23D MARINES
HQ CO, 23D MAR
IST BN, 23D MAR
2D BN, 8TH MAR
IST N, 14T MAR (-) (REIN)

HQ BTRY, IST BN, 14TH MAR
DET, TPC IOTH MARINES
BTRY A, IST BN, 14TH MAR

COL GARCIA
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BTRY C, 1ST BN, lATH MAR
BTRY I (-), 3BD BN, 1OTH MAR
BTRY P (-) , 5TH BN, 10TH MAR (CONSTRUCTIVE)

CO D, 4TH RECON BN
ST" TA BS (-)

CO D, 8TH TANK BN
AT (TOW) CO, 8TH TANK Bff

CO B, TH AAV BN
co B (-), 2D LAY
CO A, 4TH CBTENGR BN

MARINE AIRCRAFT GROUP 20
macs-48 (-)

B&HS-8
MASS-6
MACS-24
MATCS-48
DET, 4TH FAAD BTRY

MAG-VF/VA
.S-(VF/VA)
VMFA-251 2D MAW
WA-33(-)

MAG-VH
H&MS-(VH)
MABS-42
HHH-774(-)

m-zz3(-)
HML-771
DET VMO-4

MSWG-47
H&HS-47
WTS-47
NES-47
IWSS-271

OOLOR

BRIGADE SERVICE SUPPORT GROUP 2
HQSVC BS, 4TH l,SSG (-)

svc CO (-)
com CO (-)
2D MP CO (-)

DET, HQSVC BN, 2D FSSG
4TH LANSPT BN (-)

HQSVC CO (-)

DET, 2D LANSPT BN, 2D FSSG
6TH ENGRSPT BN (-)

I.IQSVC CO (-)
COC
BRIDGE CO (-)

DET, 4TH BULKFUEL CO
DET, 8TH ENGRSPT BN, 2D FSSG
4TH MAINT BN

COL KNIGHT



HQSVC CO (-)
MT MAINT CO (-)
PLAT, AUTOCONTMAINT CO
DET, ELECMAINTRPR CO
DET, ORDMAINTCONT CO
DET, ENGRMAINT CO
DET, GSMAINT CO

4TU SUP BN (-)
DET, tlQSVC CO
DET, SMU
PLAT, AMMO CO
DET, MEDLOG CO
DET, RATION CO
DET, SUP CO

DET, 2D SUP BN, 2D ISSG
6T MT BN (-)

.QSVC CO
DET, 8TH MT BN, 2D FSSG
4TU MED BN (-)

DET, QSVC CO
CO A (-)
COB(-)
CO C (-)

4TH DEST BN (-)
4TS DEST CO (-)

4TH NAB
4TH MAB CE

HQSVC CO, 4TH MAB
DSU, 2D PAD BN
CO A (REIN), 8TH COMM BN
DET, TH FORECON CO
DET, 2D SCAMP
DET, FLTTACDECGRULANT
DET, ITT

BGEN CAULFIELD

REGIMENTAL LANDING TEAM 2
2D MARINES (-) (REIN)

HQ, 2D MAR
HQ CO (-), 2D MARDIV
2D BN, 2D MAR
3D BN, 23D MAR
|ST BN (-), 10TH MAR

HQ BTRY, IST BN 10TH MAR (-)
DET, TPC, 10TH MAR
BTRY B(-),IST BN 10TH MAR
BTRY C(-), IST BN 10TH MAR
BTRY N(-), 5TH BN 10TH MAR (CONSTRUCTIVE)

CO B (-), 2D TANK BN
CO C (REIN) (-), 2D AAV BN
CO C (-), 2D LAV BN
CO A (-), 2D RECON BN

COL BYRON
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MARINE AIRCRAFT GROUP 14
M^G- (-)
CO A (-) 2D CBTENGR BN
DET, MWCS-28
8TRY 2D LAAD BN (STI)
-365 (-)
-362 (-)
L/A-167

WT. (,,)-33 (-)
D, HS-14
DET HS-26
D. HS-29
FA-321. 4 MAW

BRIGADE SERVICE SUPPORT GROUP
HQ, BSSG-4

DET, HQSVC BN, 2D FSSG
DET, HQSVC BN 4TH FSSG
DET, 8TH MT BN
DET, HQSVC CO, 6TH MT BN
DET 8TH ENGRSPT BN

DET, CO C, 6TH ENGRSPT BN
DET, BLK FUEL CO, 6TH EIgRSPT BN

DET, 2D SUP BN
DET, AMMO CO, TH SUP BN, 4TH FSSG

DET, 2D MAINT BN
DET, 2D LANSPT BN

DET, CO A, 4TH LANSPT BN, 4TH IeSSG
DET, 2D MED BN
DET, 2D DENTAL BN

LTCOL CAER

COL DOUGLAS

4
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MAJOR MILESTONES/SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

INITIAL PLANNING CONFERENCE

II MAF LOI

INTEL CONFERENCE

MID PLANNING CONFERENCE

COMM CONFERENCE

FRE0 RE0 TO CG II MAF

2D MAB CPX

FINAL PLANNING CONFERENCE

TASK ORGANIZATION PUBLISHED

MESSAGE OP ORDER PUBLISHED

2D MAB ADV PARTY ARRIVED

2D MAB MAIN BODY ARRIVED

PHASE I (SMCR UNIT TRAINING)

PHASE II (COMMEX/CPX/FINAL EX PREP)

PHASE Ill (EXERCISE SOLAR FLARE)

PHASE IV (UNITS RTN TO GARRISON)

2D MAB MAIN BODY DEPARTED

2D MAB REAR DET DEPARTED

19-20 OCT 86

18 Dec 86

24 JAN 87

25-26 JAN 87

27 JAN 87

I APR 87

11-12 APR 87

31 MAY 1 J’I/N 87

5 ,N 87

18 .IN 87

12 J’I/L 87

18 JUL 87

18-22 J’1./L 87

23-25 ,,1I/L 87

26-29 JIJL 87

29 ,.11L 2 AUG 87

2 AUG 87

12 AUG 87
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Command Element II NAF Narrative Description of SOLAR FLARE 87

1. Scope/Plannln

a. SOLAR FLARE 87 was a FMFLant sponsored, II NAF conducted exercise

conducted 26-29 July 1987. This was the first NAB-level, force-on-force, free

maneuver exercise integrating Reserve and Active forces. Nhile emphasizing
ali aspects of a free maneuver exercise, SOLAR FLARE 87 was designed with

enough structure to accomplish designated training objectives. This exercise

tested the Total Force Pollcy by integrating Reserve and Active forces from

the Platoon/Detachment level to the Battallon/Squadron level.

b. The II MAF planning sequence began with the Initial Planning
Conference (IPC) in October 1986 at Camp LeJeune. Dates for major milestones

and significant events were determined and basic precepts for forces assigned,

task organizations, Reserve and Active force integration, tactical exercise

control, operations, intelligence and logistics were discussed. As a result
of the IPC and continuing staff action, II MAF published the exercise LOI in

December 1986. A scenario TACTRASIT was developed which supported the II NAF
Caribbean Campaign Plan.

c. II MAF exercise objectives for SOLAR FLARE 87 were as follows:

(I) To identify issues, problems, and procedures for integrating SMCR

units into II NAF exercises and operations.

(2) To exercise SNCR and II NAF units together under the Total Force

Concept.

(3) To support II NAF Campaign Plan training.

(4) To develop and refine requirements, procedures, and control
measures to plan and execute free maneuver, force-on-force, Combined Arms

Exercises consisting of more than one NAB.

(5) To exercise and train with Nobtlization plans leading to SNCR

reinforcement of II MAF.

d. The SOLAR FLARE 87 exercise Included the 2D MAB’s ATD in addition to

the actual exercise period. The training period, 18 July 1 August 1987, was

dellneated in Four Phases:

(i) Phase I: 18-22 July 1987. The main body of 2D NAB and assigned
SCR units arrived at Camp LeJeune/Cherry Point. SCR unit training commenced
to conduct fleld firing, unit maneuver training, NOS skill training and staff

training. Amphibious refresher training was also conducted in the Onslow

operations area.

(2) Phase II: 23-25 July 1987. All units were chopped for

operations at the beginning of this phase. AII MAF COMEX was conducted on

23 July and a II AF CPX on 24 July. Final unit relocations were accomplished
on 25 July which was utillzed as a flnal fleld exercise preparation day.
Controllers reported to their units and limlted reconnaissance was permitted
during this period.
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(3) Phase III: 26-29 July 1987. The SOLAR FLARE Exercise was
conducted and provided a free-play, combined arms, NAB vs NAB training
evolutlon. This phase was broken down into four tactical evolutlons.
Nisslons were assigned by CG IX NAP to CG 2D NAB and CO 4th NAB. The tactlcal
evolutlons commenced at a pre-determlned time and continued untll completlon
of specified tie; or completlon of the assigned objectives; or upon order of
CO II HAP. A debrief was conducted at the end of each evolutlon.

(a) Tactlcal Evolution I: 0600-1300, 26 July 87. This evolution
provided movement to contact and meeting engagements throughout the dayllght
hours.

(b) Tactical Evolution 2: 1700, 26 July-1300, 27 July 87. Night
operations co,-,enced with 2D NAB in the defense and 4th NAB in night attack.
At dayllght 2D NAB conducted an assault against 4th NAB conducting a
wlthdrawal/rlver crossing.

(c) Tactical Evolutlon 3: 17Q0, 27 July-1300, 28 July 87.
Between 1800 and 0600, 2D MAB conducted night reconnaissance and 4th NAB night
defense. At first llght, 2D NAB commenced river crsslng operaions with 4th
NAB in the defense.

(d) Tactlcal Evolutlon 4: 1700, 28 July-ll00, 29 July 87.
Neetlng engagements continued from 1800-2400 as 2D NAB entered a wlthdrawal
phase with 4th NAB in night assault. Prom 0600 to 1100, 2D NAB performed
llnk-up operations with 4th MAB conductlng probing operations. In addition,
units of 4th NAB conducted NBC training.

(4) Phase IV: 29 July 2 Aug 87. II NAF, 2D MAB, and 4th MAB
forces returned to garrison. SMCR units prepared equipment for return to host
units and departed for Home Training Center.

e. Plannlng in all functlonal areas between CEII MAP and CE 2D NAB
accelerated followlng publication of the II NAP LOI in preparation for the
Main Plannlng Conference (MPC) held in January 87 at Camp LeJeune. As a
result of the MPC, the CE 2D MAB CPX dates were identified and staff plannlng
beEan for conduct of a TWSEAS CPX 11-12 Apr 87. The objective of the CPX was
to game Tactlcal Evolutlons 1 and 2 as outllned in the II MAP LOI. The CPX
was conducted by CE 2D MAB and its MSEs with II MAP providing a higher
Headquarters response cell at the TWSEAS site at OP 2.

f. Tactical Exercise Control TACTRASIT developed for exercise control
during SOLAR FLARE was approved prior to the MPC. The rules contained in the
TACTRASIT were to be utillzed as specified unless changed by CG II MAF on a
case-by-case basis. An electronic warfare/intelllgence cell was added to the
TECG structure. The intelligence cell was structured to process information

for TECG INTSUM distribution while the electronlc warfare cell primary
responsibillty resided in tightly contro11Ing Janlng. The basic precept for
tactical exercise control, which later proved very successful, was that in
order to obtain combat interaction assessment an umpire must be present on the
scene. This was particularly important for small units when the TEC structure
did not have a permanently assigned controller to that unit. If combat
results were desired the parent unit was to coordinate with the senior
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controllers to insure the dispatching of controllers to the affected slall

units. The TECC Headquarters would be collocated with II HAF for the duration

of the exercise. TECC organization for SOLAR FLARE was as depicted in figure
1.

Figure I

2d MAB
EXERCISE CONTROL

HQ, 2d MAB
OMPIRE

RLT-2 3
UMPIRE

0MPIRE

BN PSCC

co(3)

MOBILE(2,

UMPIRE

BN FSCC

C0(3)

NOBILE(21

MAG-20
TRUSTED AGENT,

DASC
UMPIRES

TRUSTED
AGENTS 6

CG, II MAP

OFFICER CONDUCTING
EXERCISE |OCE)

TACTICAL EXERCISE
CONTROLLER ,I

TACTICAL EXERCISE|
CONTROL CENTER

4th MAB

E._XXERCISECONT._____RO
HQ, 4th .AB

UNPIRE

RLT-2
UMPIRE

OMPIRE UMPIRE

FSCC BN FSCC

C0(3)

MOBILE(2) OBILE(2]

NAG-14
TRUSTED AGENT

ONPIRES

BSSG-4 jTRUSTED
AGENTS(6)

COMMUNICATIONS
..T

g. Control of aviation assets was conducted utilizing a purple air

concept. The CG 2D MAW was designated Tactical Air Coriander for CG II MAP.
The purple air concept evolved as an attempt to laxlmize the restricted

airspace over Camp LeJeune and provide an equltable utillzatlon by 2D NAB and

4th NAB of lieited assets such as OV-10"s, KC-130"s and HAWK. The lisited

nuNber of these assets prevented assigneent on a permanent basis to each ACE.

The airspace control would be provided on an alternating 30 linute rise block

segment for each NAB. This air control system allowed for safe air

operations, as well as coNplylng with FAA regulations.
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h. The flnal plannlng conference was held 31 May I June 1987 at Camp

LeJeune. Final coordination and briefings were conducted in conjunction with
2D NAB and 4th MAB staffs to resolve remaining confllcts and issues. In
addition detalled coordination was conducted by the II NAF staff in

preparation for publishing the SOLAR FLARE operation order and appropriate
annexes. The following lists the documents and dates publlshed:

(I) Annex A (TASK ORGANIZATION) to II MAF Op Order 22-87 6 June 87

(2) II HAF Op Order 22-87 2 July 87

(3) Annex M (AIR OPERATIONS) to II MAF Op Order 22-87 2 July 87

(4) Annex B (INTELLIGENCE) to II NAF Op Order 22-87 8 July 87

i. The plannlng cycle for SOLAR FLARE was remarkably smooth. The

plannlng conferences were well organized and productive. Objectives were
defined and were reallstlc, llmlted, consistent, and attainable.
Participating units were chopped early for planning and remained constant.
Disclpllned, focused, and effective plannlng was the key to an exercise of
this level. The staff plannlng sequence conducted by the Command Elements of
II HAF, 2D NAB and 4th NAB was beneflclal to all and set the stage for future
exercises between Active and Reserve NAGTFs.

J. The concept of daily critiques following a tactical evolution was
developed during the iultlal planning conference. The purpose was to assess
the maneuver of forces and to maximize the training which occured. In
addition these periods allowed the 2D NAB and 4thNAB to reposltion forces and
prepare for the next evolution. Since the exercise was conducted during the
summer heat, the critique periods were intentionally scheduled during
afternoon hours.

2. Execution

a. Startln po.sltlons (Camp LeJeune Speclal 1:50,000)

(1) II MAF TNSEAS (OP 2)

(2) 4th MAB North of the 37 Grid Line (Camp LeJeune Special)

(3) 2D MAB South of the 29 Grid Line (Camp LeJeune Speclal)

(4) Command Element 2D NAB LZ Falcon

(5) TACC LZ Penguin

(6) Command Element 4th MAB Base at Camp Geiger Mobile CP in

field.

(7) HQ BSSG-2 LZ Gander

(8) HQ MAC-20 Bogue Field
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(9) TAOC Risely Pier.

b. Exercise SOLAR FLARE was initiated by a FRAG Order from II MAF to 2D

MAB and 4th MAB. Tactical Evolutlon #I began approxlmately 0630, 26 July. As

the exercise continued, the movement to contact and meeting engagements

between units of the 2D NAB and 4th MAB were inltlally centered around

highway 172 corridor, vicinity of LZ Dove and towards Duck Creek. Heavy
reconnaissance and Intelllgence efforts by both MABs were conducted in order

to locate opposing forces. At approximately 1300, a message was sent to 2D

MAB and 4th NAB for the critique phase to be effected. The critique periods

were held at the TNSEAS briefing area with approxlmately 120 personnel from

various staffs attending. These critiques were Invaluable. Commanders and

respresentatlves from II MAF, 2D MAB, 4th MAB, and the TEC presented

self-evaluatlons of their actions during the pervious tactlcal evolutlon.

Tactical plans and the results of these plans were presented and

self-crltlqued. Followlng each critique, a FRAG Order for the next evolutlon

was issued by II MAF. Unit commanders and their staffs returned to their

positions and conducted preparations for the next evolutlon. This sequence

was used throughout the remaining portion of the exercise. Tactical Evolution

#2 did not occur on the level expected. This was caused by the intense

activity in Tactical Evolutlon #I and the anticipation and plannlng for the

river crossing the next day. Tactlcal Evolutlon #3 featured a river crossing

by both 2D NAB and 4th MAB. The river crossing involved intensive engineering

efforts Involvlng barrier preparation and barrier clearlng. Ferry operations

were conducted and LC-Ss" were also utilized. Tactlcal Evolutlou #4

completed the exercise with a llnk-up operation by 2D NAB units and NBC and

probing operations by 4th MAB.

c. The air concept of operations allowed both MAB’s ACE to exercise all

six functions of Marine Aviation. Mission sorties flown for and in support of

the exercise came from MCAS Cherry Point, MCAS Beaufort, MCAS New River, OLF

Bogue, NAS Oceana, and Navy Andrews. The airspace in the Camp LeJeune area,

although restrictive, was scheduled and with excellent coordination, utillzed

to the utmost. The airspace usage consisted of W-127, W-122, R-5306D,E,

R-5306C, BT-11 and BT-9. These areas were used to facilltate the numbers of

aircraft sorties and fllght hours flown.

3. TECG Exercise Recap (0630 26 July 1130 29 July 87)

a. Artillery and Naval Gunfire missions:

(i) 2D MAB NGF ARTY
Tac Evol #I --- 1-
Tac Evol #2 0 8
Tac Evol #3 3 9
Tac Evol #4 0 7

TOTAL 8 34

(2) 4th MAB NGF ARTY
Tac Evol #i 8 I0
Tac Evol #2 1 I0
Tac Evol #3 6 25

Tac Evol #4 1 6
TOTAL I- 51
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do

Total meetin$ engagements between 2D MAB and 4th MAB Forces: 276.

Casualtles/Assessed

2D MAB

KIA WIA POW KIA
202 316 39 175

LAAD Ensaements (FAAD)

2D MAB

Intelligence

(I) Role Players Inserted. 2D NAB (24)

(2) Scripted Intel Messages

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

4th MAB

WIA POW
219 5

4th MAB
36

4th MAB (I)

From I/ MAF 2D MAB (12)

From II MAF 4th MAB (I0)

From DSU/RADBn 2D MAB (10)

From DSUIRADBn 4th MAB (23)

RPV Although RPV support and missions were planned
technical problems prevented any flights being flown in support of the
exercise.

f. River Crossing/Ferry Operations

Ferry 26 River Crossings
145 Duck Creek Crossings

(1)

(2) LQ-8 28 River Crossings

Aviation Recap

Mission type Sorties flown Fliht hours
Day/Night Day/Night

SIMCAS 126/20 282.5/36.1

Assault Support 144/9 310.8/22.0

Aerial Refueling 1611 34.7/3.1

Electronic Warfare 12/0 24.9/0
298/30 652.9/61.2TOTAL
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4. Lessons Learned. The following are the most significant lessons learned

from the CEII MAF perspective as the OCE.

a. Free play exercise with some structure. Early in the planning cycle

specific training objectives were identified to be accompllshed during SOLAR

FLARE 87. While complete free-play would have been most deslrable, the use of

some structure to meet training objectives was necessary. In force-on-force

exercises emphasizing free play, maneuver warfare, where specific tactlcal

results are required, the use of some control measures in orders issued must

be utillzed. The structured control exercised through couand channels was a

key to success.

b. Tactical Exercise Control Plan. While the control system functioned

well, the need for more controllers who would be available to evaluate

functions such as reconnaissance teams, snipers, engineers, medlcal, etc.

became apparent. Inaddltlon, the battallon level control organization should

be increased by adding 2 addltlonal mobile controllers. A properly structured

and manned control organization provides the key to success in a free-play

exercise.

c. COIEX/CPX. In an exercise such as SOLAR FLARE, where the forces are

highly mobile and the tactlcal evolutlons fast moving, the CONNEX for NAGTF

Command Elements and the TECG should be much more intensive. The necessity

for a CPX for this scale exercise must be evaluated in terms of value gained

against the plannlng and anpower time to make it successful. Little was

gained from the CPX as structured for this exercise.

d. Air Support. The utillzatlon of the 30-mlnute time block assigned to

each NAB did not allow momentum to be achieved by sppllcation of air to the

point of aln effort. Possible solutions may be to extend the block times or

have the OCE or TECG declare one force or the other will have local air

superiority during a partlcular evolutlon for a certain period of time.

e. Tactlcal Evolutions and Critiques. In plannlng an exercise such as

SOLAR FLARE, the tactical training objectives should be closely compared to

the time phasing planned to accomplish them. In the case of SOLAR FLARE 87,
deletlng Tactlcal Evolutlon #2, as an example, and allowlng Tactical Evolution

#I to continue at a more natural momentum and concluslou would have provided

better combat training. While the critique periods were Invaluable to a11,

the conduct of these should not be based strlctly on a time schedule but on

the natural breaks in the action. During these periods, adjustments to future

planned tactical evolutlons can also be accomplished. Adequate time should be

allowed followlng the critique periods for commanders to return to their

units, adjust task organizations, and issue orders before restarting the

exerc ise.

f. Casualtles and Replacements. While plannlng was conducted to

implement extensive casualty and replacement play in the exercise, it never

aterlallzed. There was nothing wrong with planned procedures, but they were

not exercised because controllers were overwhelmed with all their assigned

duties. In future exercises, there needs to be more extensive effort in this

area. Establlshlng a Causalty/Replacemeut Cell in the TECG, Incluslon of

cssualtles and replacement play more thoroughly into the Exercise Control
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Plan, and the assignment of additional controllers would solve this situation.

g. Task Orsanlzation. The integration of Reserve and Active Force units
in the exercise was a resounding success in Impleuentlng the Total Force
Policy. While differences in equipment, for example, may be a concern in
integrating Active and Reserve Forces, the efforts of the GCE, ACE, and BSSGs
at 2D and 4th MABs in coordination and llalson between units proved Reserve
units can be absorbed into Active Forces to fight as units.

h. Visitors. The protocol section in SOLAR FLARE planned for the
escort of 12 distinguished visitors. In reallty 26 Indlvlduals to include
distinguished visitors, their guests, and staffs were escorted for periods of
one to six days. Although the actual number of visitors was more than double
the plannlng figures, the protocol section performed admlrably. In future
exercises of this nature, flexlble plans must be developed for unexpected
arrival of guests for whom, logistics and transportation requirements have not
been speciflcally requested. In addition, outside agencies must understand
that a force-on-forceexerclse cannot be structured to provide specific events
for observation.
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
2ND MARINE AMPHIBIOUS BRIGADE

4TH MARl’NE: DIVISION (RE!I), F’MF, USMCR

4400 DAUPHINE STREET

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 7014S ,N .P’Y REFER TO

13 Sept Ig87

From:
To

SUBJ:

Commanding General, 2d Marine Amphibious Brigade

Commanding General, I Marine Amphibious Force

EXERCISE SOLAR FLARE POST EXERCISE REPORT

Ref: (a) MCO 3000.2D
(b) CQ II MAF msg 151821Z Dec86 (II MAF LOI for Exercise

Solar Flare)

Encl: (1) Exercise Task Organization
(2) Exercise Summary
(3) TACTRACIT for Operation Solar Flare

(4) Reference Pamphlet for Operation Solar Flare

(5) Intelligence Comments
(6) Operational Comments
(7) Communications Comment
(8) Admin/Log Comments

1. In accordance with reference (a), pertinent post exercise

comments are submitted. An exercise overview is provided by

enclosures (I) through (4). Post exercise comments are

organized by functional areas in enclosure (5) through (8).

2. Exercise Solar Flare was a II Marine Amphibious Force

exercise designed to provide training in the planning and

execution of a free maneuver, force-on-force operation,

involving the 2d MAB and 4th MAB. The exercise was conducted

within the current II MAF Campaign Plan, as summarized in

enclosure (4).

3. The following objectives were established for Exercise Solar

Flare by reference (b)

a. Identify issues, problems, and procedures for

integrating Selected Marine Corps Reserve units into II MAF

exercises and operations.

b. Exercise SMCR and II MAF units together under the "Total

Force" concept.

c. Support II MAF Campaign Plan training.

d. Develop and refine required procedures, and control

measures to plan and execute free maneuver, force-on-force

combined arms exercises utilizing more than one MAB.

Encl (4)



Subj: OPERATION SOLAR FLARE POST EXERCISE REPORT

e. Exercise and train with mobilization plans leading to
SMCR augmentation and reinforcement of II MAF.

f. Support subordinate commanders in meeting their training
requirements.

4. Commander’s Summary

a. From its inception by the Commanding General, Fleet
Maine Force Atlantic, Exercise Solar Flare provided a unique
training evaluation opportunity to the Marine Corps. This
exercise required comprehensive pre-exercise planning by Active
and Reserve staffs. A professional working relationship was
established between II MAF, 2d MAB, 4th MAB and 6th MAB. The
planning period also allowed for the 2d MAB Staff to become
familiar with the II MAF campaign plannlng process and
headquarters operations, while providin the II MAF staff the
opportunity to evaluate the 2d MAB capabilities and
institutional expertise. The integration of Active and Reserve
forces, both for training and operations, provided an invaluable
cross training expeience and established a new level of
Active-Reserve rapport.

The above mentioned training objectives were achieved
by planning and/or execution during the exercise with one
exception. The proposed Reserve mobilization training objective
was suspended during the initial planning phase for several
reasons, primarily due to the long-range planning required to
support a MAB sized mobilization. The 2d MAB discovered that
the areas of tactical deception and medical support will require
increased emphasis during future operations. All other
objectives were met resulting in the refinement and improvement
of the 2d MAB command, control, communications and intelligence
structure.

Exercise Solar Flare proved that Reserve and Active units
can integrate apidly and effectively to train safely in a
complex and difficult environment. The professionalism and
dedication of all participants was apparent and reflects credit
upon themselves and the United States Maine Corps.

G. R. OMROD

Encl (4)



EXERCISE SUMMARY

The 2d MAB was task organized fpom approximately 125 units and

detachments within the 4th arine Division, the 4th arlne

Aircraft Wing and the 4th Force Service Support Group for the

purpose of participating in a MAB level force-on-force exercise,

Solar Flare. The exercise was scheduled by the Commanding

General, FMFLANT and conducted by the Commanding General, II

Marine Amphibious Force. The command element consisted of

Headquarters, 2d MAB; the Ground Combat Element was formed by

the 25d Marines, the Air Combat Element by MAG-20. and the

Combat Service Support Element by BSSG-2.

The planning phase for Exercise Solar Flare spanned a period of

approximately 12 months. To facilitate coordination, key

officers from all major elements attended three plannlng

conferences at MCB Camp Lejeune. In addition, a CPX was

conducted in April 1987 at the TWSEAS facility at MCB Camp

Lejeune. A Tactical Training Situation (TACTRASIT) was

developed in the early planning stages in order to provide a

constructive scenario. In July, 1987 2d MAB was assigned to

active duty for training (ATD) at MCB, Camp LeJeune, with the

ACE conducting operations from MCAS Cherry Point and MCALF Bogue

Field. The exercise consisted of four phases with the third

phase containing four tactical evolutions. Phase I, 18-22 July

consisted of the arrival of approximately 125 Marine units and

detachments and their subsequent training. Phase 2 included a

II MAF Commex and CPX during the period of 25-25 July. Phase 3,

26 July to 1200 29 July, contained the actual exercise

consisting of four tactical evolutions. The flnal phase, 1200

July 29 August 2 consisted of the retrograde of equipment and

personnel, equipment maintenance and turn-in, and departure to

home training centers.

Unit training was conducted the week prior to the start of

Exercise Solar Flare. The Ground Combat Element trained at the

various ranges aboard Camp Lejeune, firing all weapons organic

to the Marine Infantry Regiment. The logistical requirements

imposed by the Ground Combat Element offered excellent training

for the BSSG-2. In addition to working with the USS Raleigh

(LPD I) the ACE also supported the GCE and BSSG training. By

the end of the first week, training had progressed from firing

on the ranges to training in company and battalion level

tactics. The Ground Combat Element was afforded the opportunity

to train with the Light Armor Vehicle (LAY) during the

pre-exercise training as well as Exercise Solar Flare. The USS

Raleigh supported training during the first week with landing

deck qualifications, well-deck operations and related training.

During the exercise, the Raleigh was used to provide

constructive Naval Gunfire support. In addition to working with

the Raleigh, the Air Combat Element also conducted helicopter

egress training with the Ground Combat Element.

Encl (4)
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DuPing Exercise SolaP FlaPe, a 3-1/2 day exePcise, both MABs
included active duty and PesePve pePsonnel and equipment

puPsuant to the total foPce concept. 2d MAW F/A-18’s flew in

suppoPt of the 2d MAB and 4th MAW F-4’s flew in support of the

4th MAB. Similia augmentation occuPPed between the Gound

Combat Elements of the two MABs with cPoss attachment of

PeinfoPced infantPy battalions; and, individual MaPines fPom

each BSSG wePe also coss attached. Liaison office’ fPom 2d

and 4th MAB wePe exchanged immediately pPio to the beSinninng

of the exercise and were able to obsePve the oPganization and

functionin8 of the opposing MAB.

Post-exercise analysis continues, with after-action reports
being submitted to the Commanding General, 4th MaIne Division,

and the Commanding General, II MAY. As a Pesult of the

exercise, elatlonshlps were establlshed between 2d MAB and II
MAY that will continue into a Pecently established 2d MAB 5 yeaP

training cycle; this cycle is expected to culminate in anotheP

MAY-level force-on-force exePclse duping 1990.

ENCLOSURE (4)
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

?he 2d Racine Amphibious Brigade is

the 4th Rapine Division, 4th Rarlns

Aircraft Hlng and the 4th Parrs Service
Support Group (PSSG). Its COmmand
element consists of the Hq, 2d RaPine

XmphLbIoue Brigade (HAS) and various

detachments from the Hrine Corps
Reerrs. In 3uly 1987, 411 of these

elements will be eealgned to active duty

*or training at RCB, Camp LeJeuns end
2AS Cherry Point, RC where they will

rsln with their regular counterpertl.

The culmination of this training viii be

OPERA?IOH SOLAR FLARE, exercise

scheduled by CG. FHPLAR? and conducted
by the Commanding General, l! Haclne

Amphibious Force (NAY). Also partici-
pating In SOAR LA ill be elements

he 6h a:ine Amphibious B:igade.

Since the e:e:ctse viii involve the

above cnds ope:tting In conjunction
lth, and in in aiion to

he 2d HAa he scenario has en
st:uced aound cial bilizJt/on

oE eserve oces. his aobilizttion is

odered by the national cosnd author-

Ities when votldide events dend

hout ae:Lously &kening the Uned

occurred but could occur. To facili-

tate the planning equiena of the

unolssaled. he ocua o he opeta-

tion81 ployment ol II Rlcine Amphlb-

.steams within the U.S. Atlantic Comnd

lsland whose dictator and goveen
have been hostile to he United Satos

fo tveny years And Onslov island

ho is also posed to he Unled

o events hich requires he deploymen

of II Ratine Amphibious Force (R&P), by
echelonment Of leeor RAGTF into the

objective (Cornada). II HAP

elements becoe engaged in hoallitiea
against Cocnsdan forces. Events in

Onslow become critical and require that

II /t forces be diverted to that

country. USCIRCLART, with insufficient
forces to operate in both 8rose,

mends that 2d HAS, mobilized In Camp

Lsjeuns end Cherry Point, be deployed to

Onslov.

The situations developed in the

TACTRASIT describe the world situation
en then through aeries of

and graphic Illustration, the events

leading from the deployment of 24 HAB to

the objective The amphibious
operation, which establishes 2d

ashore end the termination Of that

operation, is also described. The

termination Of amphibious operation is

the time Ot STARTEX for SOLAR FLARE.
The final situation of the
shays the position of 2d HAS forces st

STARTEX veil the latest intelli-

gence for planning tactics1 movements to

carry out any missions assigned by IX

RAY.

24 RAB 09erstion Order 1-87 has

been issued for the amphibious operation
and Its basic provisions may remain In
effect during the HABEX, modlfled by

fragmentary orders issued tO seer the

changing situation ashore. ?he basic

operation order and certain annexes
contained in the TACTRAST. certain

end appendices, such the

Comm-Rlect end the Air Operations are
left to the detailed planning of the HAB

and subordinate element staffs.

?he relationship between 2d HAS and

4th IIAS, both of which ashore in

Onelov, i ambivalent. The exorcise is

designed to s11o free ground

between opposing forces. For this

the ground comber element of 4th

will the opposition force to

the 23rd Hapless. In other phases Of the

exercise# the 4th HAB will be adja-
cent friendly force to 2d H&B permitting
the shifting of forces and support.

PURPOSR OF TRK TACRA.SZT

?he purpose of this T&CTR&SIT 18 to

provide the staff of 2d NAB end task

organized subordinate elements Of the

MAR with document hewing events

leading up to S?AR?EX of SOLAR PLARE.

The document be used by 41]

peranne1 involved to become famllia

with the circumstances under which the

exercise will be conducted and the

forces involved. It be used

vehicle for plannlng exercises to

increase staff proficiency in responding
to situations which may be encountered
during SOLAR PLAR.

|OH TO OSS TSB TACTRAIT

The TACTRASIT consists of three

parts: the TACTRASIT booklet (this

document), Reference Pamphlet and

Instructor’s Guide.

The TACRASIT is self-parade in-

structional pamphlet designed the

individual it without additional

nstruction previous prepration. The

TACTRASIT presents the beckground

tablehoe the general situation requir-

ing action end proceeds to guide the

through series Of situations

which focus the deployment Of IX MAY

forces in response to contingency.

the of this AC?EASI?, the require-

ment depict the deployment of

Of 2d RAB. The 8iuationa lead the

O he sar o the exercise. hcouh

he various suaLona and he accomp-

anying questions, he become

familiar with the planning Involved and

execution of each option. The Reference

Pamphlet provides compilation and

consolidation of key references, in-

cluding various SOPS and other

The Of the Reference pamphlet while

working the TACTRASIT provides you with

the background end knowledge to respond

to each situation. The Instructor’s

questions listed in the TAR&SIT.

TO the TACTRASIT, lay it flat

table desk. Open it that the

dLsplay be easily reed. After read-

leg the background and purpose, turn to

ing page. At the end Of situations,

there series of questions. ?hess

questions related to the situation

decribed, but expand the sltuetion

and drav upon the professional exper-

lense of the to provide the

The Reference Pamphlet provides addi-

tional material related to the situa-

tion. using your experience and the

sttustton described, vrite youC

solutions to the questions sparre

piece of paper, Please do no._t vrite in

the TACTR&SIT itelf the Reference

Pamphlet.



GULF WAR CRISIS
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AIRLIFT PRIORITIES

FXGUR8 1-3

USCENTCOM DEPLOYMENT OF FORCES

SITUATION ONE Queetlone

1. Which of the followlng unified
manders is not assigned specific
Of responslbil/ty?

USCIHCEUR OSCIHCSOUYH
USCZNCP&C USCIHCCN
USCZHCLAHT USCIHCRD

2. CXHCH&C is specified commander
under the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In gem-

eral, vhst his responsibilities?

3. What is the Joint Opera,ion Planning
System (JOPS)?

4. Xn the Joint Operation Planning
System. vhat is C-day?

S. What countries included in
USCIHCCEN’s of responsibility?
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SITUATION ONE
SOUTHWEST ASIA

I

IIIJIIIAII (XFENSIV
The Iren-lrsq Gulf was entering

its seventh year, but Ires re.mined
firmly locked In the conflict to bring
shout the downfall of Iraqi President
Sadd Huein at-Tektite and to seise
part all of Iraq.

Air.ugh t han wave" attacks
by the Iranian force in ISS halt-
ed by the lraqia and csulty oll

In the thousands Ayatollah Kheini
again eady to unleash massive
ogensive, lran had mov approximately
00,000 young freah" troops a the
fanatical Revolutionary Guards to the
(ront lines in t soutrn
est of Khorramehahr. In addition lran
had fomed SAS syle airborne brig-
ade, which had been under intensive
train to oerate hind Iraqi lines.

In late ut 1986 t Iranians
attacked Bagdad and Basra wih SCUD
missiles. Several missiles hit the
uera renery south o Baghdad causing
heavy dage a reucin9 the production
o aviation uel. In reallalon, the
lraqis, wth F-I H[rages an air-to-air
rofuell, attacked the Srri Island oil
lamina1, the oil exr lfeline
lranj located t souheas e
he Persian Gulf. The air strike re-
suited in avy damage to he oil
retinal and three tankers sunk.
Hos o Iranian oll exerts, about t.5
million barrels day, had one through
Slrr ance t exporln erinal
Eharq Island had en daed previously

These attacks quicklF lntenslll
he war, with both sides 8ttacki each
other’s industrial and transration
systems by air strikes, long range
artlllery and surface-to-sub,ace mis-
siles.

On 22 September, Iranians began
major grou ogensive aim a cut-

ling the highway f: Kuwait to Basra
and Basra to Baghdad. is pincher

would Isolate Basra, the seco
largest city o l:aq, a also cut the
princpal highway r Iraq’s allies,
the Gul oil states and Saudi Arabia,
and r the capital o Iraq.

Jordan’s King BusseLn end Egypt’s
President Hubarak Blamed by the

offensive end the intensity of the
battle and began sounding out other Arab
8tatss to assist in Iraq’s defense. The
U.S. also gravely concerned o
Ireg*s capability to blunt the iranian
drive. A victory for Ires would be dis-
8eteroua for the U.S. because o
Khoslni’s anti-American policy "the
western Satan end his vision to control
end liberate the entire hidsast fro
U.S. Influence. Therefore, the U.S.
seriously considering providing
called nonlethal military aid to Iraq.

By mid-october, the Iranian offens-
ive had broken through the Iraqi defense
south of Basra and the Iranian forces

moving touarde the city of Basra.

IIIAO[ COUNTEITTACR
On 20 October, the Irsqie counter-

attacked the forward thrust of the Iran-
ian forces north end south o Basra with
tanks end air sat|tee, which targeted

The casualties heavy among thn

young Iranian troops that had been
recruited for this major battle.

In addition, the Iraqi air force
mounted multiple sir strike sorties
against the Iranian cities, bobing
civilian targets in Tehran
Tebriz, Shiraz end attacking the forward
logistic supply lines of the Iranian
forces end major oil installations. The
Iranian offensive collapsed because
of the lack of lngistical support, sir

and the punishing Iraqi counter-
attacks. The campaign resulted in heavy
losses the Iranian side and any
eibility at the Iranians regaining the
initiative in the lost. By 28
October, the Iranian forces mili-
tarily defeated end had been pushed back
to Khorramehahr. See Figure 1-1.

POLITICAL TUPOIL IN IBAN
In the beginning of November, the

Chief of the Pasdoran forces accused the
Heed of the Amy with the total liB
agement of the effort, which result-
ed in the devastating defeat of the

suited in numerous clashes between the
Pesdoran and Army forces in Tehran,
Tebriz end Esfehen. Appeals by the

HaJlls end Mullahs tar calm

shattered when Khomslnl supported the
Pasdoran forces. This support caused the
situation to deteriorate and

other previously silent polit-
ca1 factions the opportunity to declare
themselves independent of the central
authority in Tehren.

In early 3anuery 1987, support for
the Supreme Yaqih, Ayato|lah Khomeini,
and the Islamic Republic of Ires began
to decline among the population because
of and its toll the economic
ditions of the country.

On 10 January, the Tudeh party,
which had remained underground since the
Bepuhlic established, seized power
in Tsbriz end declared it Soviet
public. Khomeini denounced this action
vehemently, however the Iranian Army
in tote1 disarray and splintered in in-
dividual power struggles; thus it
powerless to suppress the takeover of
the Tudeh party. The Pasdoran forces,
also not available because of the
growing number of independent political
factions and the general disillusionment
of the Islamic government by the major-
lay of the populace. Therefore# they

needed to that control
maintained in Tehran and

SOVIET MOVEMENT OH FORCES
On 15 January 1987, U.S. intelli-

gence indicated that the Soviets
supported the Tudeh party and It
quested ould be willing to assist the
Republic. Three days later, to Soviet
Hotorized Rifle Divisions (HRDe)
moved to the border south at achicevan
Just north of Jaffa, Iran and Soviet
delegates mot with the Tudeh paty
leaders in Tabriz.

USCIICEII RLaJEST FOR US FORCES
On 2 January, USCINCEHT sent

OPREP-3 message to the NMCC concerning
the current crisis in Iran end
mended that immediate action be taken to
deploy forces to the USCXNCENT theater
Of operations to respond to the Soviet
movement of forces to the Iranian
border.

DONNHALL OF THE [SLARXC B/PUBLIC

In early February, the Iranian Army
and its military structure had disinte-
grated end many of the soldiers along

the frontl|nes deserted. The Air Horce,
eakened by aircraft lessee and the In-
capability of maintaining the eircref’t,
also collapsed. The Navy still sin*
rained orgsnised structure end in-
telligence speculated hat they
would be supportive of overthrow
the Islamic government. Iraq, although
the victor in the last battle, could not
take advantage of the deteriorating sit-
uation. Instead, it strengthened its
position along the front and waited to

if Khomsinle Islamic Republic would
be overthrown.

On 10 February, the Pasdoren forces
in the cities of Tehran and Esfehan
having difficulty controlling the riot-
lng mobs which demanding end to
the and improvement in the
omic conditions. Several weeks later,
the Kurds proclaimed their independence
after decimating Pasdoren 6rigede and

the Tudeh party claimed the province
Azsrbaijan-E Khaveri Soviet dis-
trict and requested assistance from the

Soviet Union.

On 15 February, the Iranian CINC of
the Hevy directed the Pasdoran forces in
the of Bandar Abbas to disband.
This refused and ighti erupted
between these Corces. lth remnants
the Army orces and many Paedoran deec-
tars, the Navy forces able to
teat the Pesdoran and estalish control
of the Bandar bbas region.

US DPLO1NG FORCES
On I February, JCS issued arnlnq

Order based the USCINCEHT’s OPREP-3
of 2 January. The erning Order ident-
ified the deploying forces tot USCNTC

the XVI|[ Airborne Corps, the 82d
Div, the 101st Airmoblle Oiv, MPS-2 and
?th HAB and two CVaGs. C-day estim-
ated to be 25 March 1987. Slrtly there-
after, USCINCENT, the supported unified
comnander, subitted his commander’s
estimate to JCS and updated his
ment of the sitution in SWA. (See
Higurs 1-2.)

On 24 arch, the U.S. set DEFCON
and the forces deploying to he

USCNTCOH theater of operations hogan
movement 25 srch 1987. Figure i-I
shows the forces deploying.
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THE CENTRAL FRONT

US SUBM
AZORES.

LEGEND

WARSAW PACT COUNTRIES

NATO

NEUTRAL

HOSTILE TO NATO

June 1987

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

EGYPT

81TUATION TWO Questions

1; What dual-based forces?

2. Uhst In the Defense Planning

COmmittee (DPC) in HATO?

3. Host Wp forces orQanized

Soviet main baie ank

suppocs each of these occes

4. Hha in the main Soviet

fancy fighting Yehcle in

today?

S. Whs counries beside the US

ture is divided emonq three

headquarters located?

7. Z US Her|he foces

assigned to H&TO, in vhe

general viii they operate?



SITUATION TWO
THE CENTRAL FRONT

SOVI PRPAIIATIONS

During the letter 1980s, relations

between the Soviet Union, the U.S. end

other NATO countries remained strlned.

Each side continued to modernize both

their Rtrategic end conventions1

making capabllites. Each major power

also assisted in the modernization of

their allies and client tats.

In January of 187, mtern intel-

ligence anlyst noted that Soviet armed

force taking steps to increase

their readiness. It evident that

the Soviet had ctivated severe1

forward deployed loctions in Germany.

As prt of this, the Soviets upgraded

twenty of their and Warsaw Pact

Hotorizsd Rifle Divisions froArmy

Class IV to Class readiness status.

Intelligence end Warning (ISW) indica-

tors hewed concentrtions of Soviet air

transports n alrbases irborne

forces end forward deployment of certain

Soviet newel avltion unit. Soviet

missile and l defense forces also

placed increased redine status.

A11 of the above could have

been construed exercises prepara-

tion for the annual large eercise

Okean, but intelligence hewed

that the increase in readiness far

exceeded anything experienced in the

US AHD RATe REAXON

The National Comand Authorities

(NCA), the Joint Chiefs of Staff and ell

Unified nd Specified Commanders oE the

United States well of the

situation, the NATO political and

military rgnization and command

Ours. On ]1 3anury 19S?, USCINCEUR sent

OPREP-3 mesage to JCS/NCA recommend-

ing the alert of dual-based forces and

possible contingency deployment of the

let Infantry Division (HCH). This

concurred in and based the USC|NCEUR

recommendtion, they alerted by

to deploy to USEUCOH order.

On February 1987, the HATe De-

fense Planning Committee met in Brussels

to decide NATO’s response. Throughout

the three day Of discussions and Intel-

ligence briefings, which included repre-

sentatives of ll the NATO nation,

there genuine feeling of alarm at

the Soviet preparations. It finally

decided that HATO must act If it to

present csdible deference to Soviet

actions. Nlth ell tares concurring, it

took the top of establishing the

dltion of "Hllitary VIQllance."

The difficulty in Western

sponse to this Soviet buildup lay in the

politics of it. The Soviets had not

created political crisis with the

est, there major confronta-

tion between the U.S. and the Soviets#

which ould Justify wartime preparations

being made. Roreover, since the prepara-

tions being made in secret bhlnd

the Iron Curtain, there little

In the Western press to alarm.

Host lnfomation obtained by the West

through sensitive intelligence

SOVIET RESPONSE

The Soviets responded to the NATO

meetings in typical fashion, accusing

the U.S. and HATe o{ aggression and

planning nuclear holocaust. AS

result of the Soviet accusations, the

United Nations Organization ocused

attention the subject. Houever, the

suggestion by the UN tha conference

be called to discuss the situation and

that HATe and Harsew Pact inspectors be

allowed Inspect and count each others

forces in Germany rejected by the

Soviet.

During April, the NCA and NATO

continued to closely monitor the situ-

ation. Intslligence available to both

camends continued to show increesed

activity in Germany, Poland, Czecho-

slovakia and Bulgaria. In particular,

it noted that the Soviet oroee in

Germany reinforced by three

Hotorizsd Rifle Divisions from the

Leningrad District shown in Flqure 2-

1. It also distressing to note that

the Soviet Baltic Fleet, including

large amphibious force, positioned

at the Polish port of Gdansk.

US AHD HATe RESPONSE

In response to the Soviet buildup,

the JCS alerted, in addition to the

Infantry Division (NECH), four USAF

tactical fights squadrons for

ment to USEUCOH. In defines of any

app&rent delay the part of NATO to

mobiliae, it should be noted that

HATe nations, particularly those such

most Of their active forces based close

to the where they would fight. U.S.

Army forces in Europe end U.K. forces

deployed with the Northern Army Group

the Central Region ell locete In

their deensivs It

also understood that any increase in

readiness in ATO automatically

reported surge of submarine deploy-

continued. This latest tactic cause
NATO, which still at llitary

Vigilance, tO reappraise the situation

and conlidsr increasing its conditlo

Slmpl Alert. In that this ould have

Planning Committee (DPC) postponed

decision. In the interim, the 13.S.

tim U.K. decided tO take unilateral

steps. The JCS ordered the 1st Inanty

Division (NECH) 5 une S? to deploy

tO Germany end the U.K. reinforced the

British Army of the Rhine (BAOR) while

alerting 3 Commando Brigade, Royal

:tnss for ssible deploymen to
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NAVBASE CHARLIE REINFORCEMENT AND EVACUATION

CVBG
ALERT (12 FEB)

AMPHIBIOUS
TASK FORCE

AND
II MAF ALERT
(12 FEa)

for amphibious operation?

A m,amlo 3. There sit conditions required to

81TUATION THREE Questions

i. The At|antic r|eet Organizs|on dsp|oy NPF AN into
divides the fleet into type commands and hat they?
operat|onsi commands. Name the type
commands. Name the operations1 4. Nha the four phases of NPF

commands, operation? Oesoribe each

S. Hhst type aircraft in the
ring of typical Atlantic Fleet
aircraft carrier?
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SITUATION THREE
THE CARIBBEAN

BACKGROUND

Nathan the Caribbean, two island

the U.$. in recent years, rot the past

twenty-five years, the island of Cornada

has bean host/Is to the U.S. and doris9

that time had become increasingly

friendly with the Soviet Union. ;n

turn for Cornadan friendship, the USSR

the lOSt powerful armed force In the

Heatern Hemisphere outside of the U.S.

The U$SR hal also backed Cornsdan spon-

sored insurgency and terrorist activity

throughout Central America, Latin

exploiting unrest to its banefLt and

to the detriment of U.S. interests.

the southeastern end of the island of

Cornada has the years, provided
focal point for Cornsdan hoetilLty. 7tom

time to time, Cornedan threats against

tha base herb caused the U.S. to rein-

force its derange to deploy forces in

attack ageLnat the base would be met by

U.5. force. This ban deterred any overt

incidents between the bao sod Cornadan

mll/tsry fornee.

took place the island of Onslow,

island In the Caribbean long ally o5

the US. A NajOC Juan Diaz emerged

the head Of the ruling military

Junta. Znitially, Dins continued the

anti-U.$.

CQRNAD&

In the mid-19808, It became appar-

ent thet Corneda had become major drug

producer and amuggllng drugs into

the U.$. The U.$. strongly advised the

remade ggvernmeflt to immediately

the illicit dru smuggling. This

warning lgnorad by the government of

remade.

xn December 1986 end the early Irt
of January 1987, the U.$. Coast Guard

assisted by Navy E-lOs, intercepted and

boarded four Corneds trawlers in U.S.

territorial waters. Each trawler had

millions of dollars worth of drugs

board; their destinations Louisiana

and rXorida. This evidence and the

that Cornsda major supplier of

drugs and smuggling Chln into the

U.S. in large gua ntltLae.

On 25 January 1987, the U.$. gov-

Siena Corneda end internationally

supplier in the western hemisphere. The

Uo$. warned Ccrnsd that the continue-

ties of drug smuggling would not be tel-

the coronations and made threatening

United Nations international plat-

form0 demanded that all U.5. forces be

withdrawn fr Cornada and tht HAYBASE

CHARLXE ba returned to nomads. Cocnada

else accused the U.5. of routinely

flyLng Conacl spying mieelona vLth

U-2s and $R-71S.

Helnwhlle, in Onslow, Hajor Dlez

upon ceurn from v[SL to Cornada,

publicly saed hs support oc
and heLr demands or U.S.

com HAVBASE

On he 27h he U.S. Ambassado= o

Che UH coune:ed by ha=g[ng Cornada

Lh belongLng o "onedernon

teccost states’, omenCLng terrorist

acvLy houhou the CaLban

and atn America. he U.S. representa-

tive clearly stated tha hece is evi-

dence t Co,naSa in the pas years has

nceaaed its sup O eroLs

ac[vy and ha eorLs ln insur-

gency training camps have been estab-

lished end t realness be Lng

instructed by Cornada csonnel. Hore-

Conada Is he central se
hLch hese terroLsa ocae and

luppl/ei shipped to the virLoul Insurg-

ency groups operating JgaLnsC

governments n the Ca[ban basin.

LasCly Che representative cauC/oned

Onsl o 8 support o Cotnada and

d[plomiCLcally stated tC thee

ny U.S. czens n Onalo an the

U.S. REZNORCEHES HAVBASB

ized Rifle Divisions (HRD) and throe

Tank DlvLsions (TD). Two HROs and on6 TO

|seated the eastern end of the

island and the balance Of the forces

baaed vast Of Dursngo. On February,

intelligence indicated that

Notor|zad Rifle Divisions (NRDs) had

been moved from the capital to Categena.

On S 7ebruery, the NRDa moved within

20 miles of HAVB&SE CHARLXE. The pre-

vicinity Of the base considered

Caribbean (COHUSORCARZB/CJTr 140) and

of having Cornadan ground orces

that the base be immediately rninorcsd

USCIHCLAHT. JCS also indicated

following: (Sea figure 3-1)

FNFLANT Aic Alert recta reinforce
N&VBASE

ustion of military dependents.

H&C elcllft delivering the Air Alert
force will evacuate remainin9 depen-

Placed Amphibious Task Force and
Z 11F 4lent additional
reinforcement frce.

Continued
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10 MARCH JCS WARNING ORDER

6th MAB ON ALERT
--’-- CVBG MPS-1

DEPLOYS VIA UERTO RICO
i__’ TO COflNADA

ATF ,
DEPLOYS ,oT:3

(20 MARCH)
MAC/eth MA8

(3 MAY)

fIGURE 3-2

4th MAB AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT (29 APRIL)

ATLANTIC OCEAN

8



SITUATION THREE Continued
THE CARIBBEA.N

Pieced CVBG alert to emil
vithin 48 hours to remade.

The Air &leFt Fores reLnforcement

commenced 15 February. The Cornsdan

reaction to thLo apL4 enocenen and

evacuation 0 bck O slightly and

hat they movng another HRD no

el became egg:easive, lyl over

tsnspot JcJ lying routine

O, 10 rch, JCS issued anLng

oe vhich directed USCIHCLAHT to

ploy he CY a the amphibious

force vlh HAS embarked to the

o plpared to execute Philo O

USC:NCAN OPAN.lXXX he deense

HAYBAS CHAR ZE. USC[NCLAT a* Ln

to deploy the to[cos. LAHTrLT type

ceders provided forces follovss

CONAVSURFLAHT uface and Amphi-
bious Ships.

CG FLAH 4h

In addition, =tlme pceposi-

Harlc/me Pepotionlng Squadron one

(HPS-I) and he 6h HAB placed

72 hour Ilo and t IX flAY Read-

BASE CRARLXR Defense Force.

On 15 Hatch, 4th HAS embarked on

8mphibioue ehippLng of COHPRXBGRU O

Ind 20 Hatch lled for Cornada after

conducting rehearsal at Camp LeJeune,
Hr. On 18 Hatch, COHSECOROrLT published

initiating directivs for amphibious

operations in the vicinity of HAYSASE

CHARLIE. The. dlrectivs designated:

COHPHIBGRU THe (CTF 22} CATF.

CG 4th HAB (CTF 23) CLr.

These forces arrived off-shore

29 Hatch and it hoped that thls

vould deter any overt ectione by

remade.

For the next too veeks the Cornmds

governmsnt denounced

lions and continued to threaten to

take the naval base end push the

"imperialist Yankees" into the They

clio accused the U.S. of violating their

territorial an4 demanded immediate

departure Of the CYK lad ATF from the

On 12 Aprll artillery batta-

lion moved into position

NAVSASE(ARLIR.

CORNADA ORCBS ATTAC US RALIATBS

On 27 April 1987, ornada military

forces began shelling HAYBASE CRARLIE,

causing heavy dmege to the installa-

tions end loeing the airfield. & flash

the CYaG in pOsition+ air strikes

launched against predesignated

end the Corneden ground forces posi-

tioned ths navel bale. Although

contrived AAA and SAs, the strikee

resulted in heavy damage to the docke

and ehipyerd in San Carlos and destroyed

many aircraft the airfields with

fighter creeps. U.S. forces setsblished

loal sir superiorLty and continued to

launch sir etrikes against the Cornada

ground positions sod their laJor C

facilities# airfields, ports, ere. Xn

the early morning of 29 April,

amphibious assault onductsd by 4th

NAB vest of the naval base to push the

Cornadsn forces out of range fro the

Ths Cornadsn government assailed

ths U.S. in its invasion of Cornsda and

demanded the imediate vi thdrawal of

U.$. forces sod restitution for the

damage caused by the air raids against

their cities. Xn Dealer, Colonel Dlaz

vehemently denounced the invasion and

demanded that the United Hations inter-

leanvhile, intelligence

ha the eL11 pove:ul Cornadan

vtng toar positions to attack

HAYBASE CHARLIE espce bombfnq

As :t o he 3C execute

Phase o he CINCLANT OPLAN had

d[eed. In addition the HAB amphib-

ious IIsIul Co,made, CXNCLAHTrLT

also directed the four ships Of PS-I

qe undea and proceed o he

of Roolevel Roads, Puerto Rico. A he

lme 6th AB and Hilltary Airltf

Comaa (HAC) le:ted o

he airlift or HAB o:cen the

ai::ield had en repaired. 6th HAS

o:cen ban tu:n-Ln oC ell thei Re,in

Behind Equipment (ABe) and began forming

planeloade of personnel.

On 2 Hay, COHHAVBASE CHARLXE

runuay had been repaired and port facil-

ities end the belch capable of

handling the HPr operations.

On 3 Hey, the Gth HAS Fly-in

Echelon (FIE) began re|loved by HP$-I

which errivsd 6 Hey end commenced

offloading the maritime propositioned

equipment and supplies (HPE/S). During

next day CG# XX aF reported tO

USCINCLANT Commander Chsriis Defense

and CSSE shove

CG, IX NAP

2D FSSG

The offloed of the flPr ships

ompletsd 12 Hey. On 14 Hay

operation to push the perimeter further

to the vest end to destroy Cornsden

9



HOME STATIONS OF 20 MAB FORCES

N&SO*
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81TUATION FOUR
MOBILIZATION

On 5 Ray 1987, th President pro-
claimed National Emergency and direc-
ted the call-up Of elected Reserve and
National Guard forces with 10 Nay desig-
nated N-Day. These call-up force

&L’y:
3gth SIp In{ Bd st Little Rock,
Arkansas to be deployed to pjnaa.

]Sth Infantry Division (nech) t Pt
Leavenworth, Kssis to be deployed to
U$CEHTCOH.

AlP fierce:
Ten Ta rtr Sqdn of ANG.
All and Guard transport Sqdne.
All and Guard aeclal refueling

Navy:
NRF imphiblou hips.
HAVCH&ffGRU augmentation.
Air transport limits.

Tvo VP quadron.
Three Noblls Construction
Naval Control of Shipping Organi-

2d MB at Camp Leeune and Cherry
Point

BILIZATION O 2D

Upon eceipt o the Executive Ode
diceclng billzllon o 2d AB, Hed-
quactecs ecine Corps dl:eced
HARDIV 4h AM 4h FSSG o
the unll and deachmentl that comprise

termined troop lin. The Sta/on
Initial Assignment (SIS)
B Camp Leeune nd HCAS Chey

Point. Individuals cpining he units

Igue 4-, here action aken o comply
vh he mobilization ocde Included:

Yeiyln9 rsonnel records.
RevleIn9 sho records and ID tags.

Counselin9 denden.
Releain9 dlaquallfied mberl.

Preparing allotmens SGLI, etc.

Conductn :eceaher tcsnn.
Pepacing o

ROVERENT TO TBE NKA

Novement to the SIA simplified
due to the {act that the did
not have to deploy with unit equipment.
Therefore only individual weapons, uni-

and unlts/Indivlduals moved by

When the 2d HAB mobilized at Camp

FWL&HT will CHOP 2d HAS tu II HAW {or

When units and detachments arrived
at their SIS, they directed to

then directed to billeting where

mend, e.g. RLT-23 in the 6th Marines

the unit. This preliminary evaluation

deficlenciel in personnel, equipment and
trainlnq.

HOE-qualm{led and those few who had not
completed initial entry level training

had to be pulled {ro units and given
special training. It also necks-
lacy, after ft.la ,_,’ Ln comunl-

"--’--’--d intenance

BQOIPnBNT

Equipment not problem the
2d nab lslued the equipment that
recently turned in by 6th naB. This
equipent and in better shape
than most of the 4th DI equipment lilt
at their home stations. As result
HQHC actions to aodlcnize the Reeerves#
the majority of veaponl end equipment

TR&NENG

Shortage o 4deqe training
to moe uni traiNi requirements
anticipated and arrangements d en
made o deploy the artillery unit to t
Bcagg, HC and he tccked vehicles to
Camp PLcke, VA where they able

resiva training. A Camp Leeune, the
newly icqui/ed 52,000 ves o
Highvay 17 known "Pocosin’, well

1am lack O cainlng ammunition
which had been deployed wih 4th HaS.

81TUATION FOUR Questions

I. Uhat option for mobilize-
!teen available to the Preeiden wlthou
ongclellonal approval?

2. ho provide the mobilization allie-

S. Mhmt the responsibilities o{ the

4. How would "full" "toal mobili-

:ration Impact

S. Why did 6th
equipment?

6. Uha t ocganlzstion i responsible for
arranging transportation Of 2d HAB units
to Clap Lleune mobilization?. Mhy the forcel Of 2d RaE select-
ed {or mobilesteen?

11



CHARLIE

4TH MAB
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81TUATION FIVE
CARIBBEAN UPDATE

RILIT||Y O|UTIONS IN CORNADA

The HAt offona|ve that began 14

Iy made except/oriel progreao during

parlance: ou thirty o orty miles

1o aen the supply I/ne

Zenghened the toops tled and the

pe1metec became stretched oo thn.

moto=Lzed rLle reglnt conducted

pinilge o lnea nd at 0430 launched

vhle he division ored C?T to

counte:ack and cu o he ank

cegLmenC. Once Che HCATT omede
u o and :olaed he remnants o

@mann9 tank8 and equ/pmen

cne sir using 1Just designators

he 0V-108 end k-6 o 11umnae tac-

gets oc the r/A-lee and Av-aB8. hLI

enabled them o LnaLn go
::om Conan sA-aa and 5U-23-4s and st

Hth the exception o 20 Hay USHC

ocvad bu hey had en
Interdicted by cacie air. By the end

Of Hay the Cornsdan ground forcee

Naval aLr hd achieved sic superiority.

On the US side the commitment of US

forces elsewhere did not pecmIt the

thin USCZNCLAN directed ;Z HAT to

positions and avait reinforcements.

usLng the situation in Cornada to

untlfy him ectlonl in Onslow. Every

reek to ten days he would go the air

and bera=e ths u.s, for kllIIng innocent

civiliann throughout Cornada and state

that Onslou must assist her neighbor and

ally in any possible. First this

U.S. products; usly non-payaen o
debts; closing the nations airports to

Despite diplomatic effects the

pecmilte4 In using the Cornada situation

lgInmt U.S. interests in Onslow. Al-

though In dice economic s&aits due tO

USCIHCLAH veil &he NCA and 3CS

closely monitored the date=locating

auatLon n Onnlov.

CORNADA STABILIZATION

Throughout early June the Hacinne

manned perimeter forty miles from

the HAYBASE and there little activi-

ty except foc sporadic disorganized

tilIecy b&rcages orward outposts.

Although Cocnads still dip|otical-

Iy deosnding the return Of HAVBASE

CHARLIE, they not wllli to Iose

any and equipms nt In the

attempt.

OHSLOH*S

On 14 3une, Diaz again addcemd

his people and began with him uual

thirty minute harangue about the

taring attack by the U.. Marines and

the caccie ale the defenseless

Co[nan place. He continued o say

all pope[ty o U.S. tLzens and

o[po[aLona An Onslov the p[o-

pe[y o he sae. Xt expected

that hLn has aim bu he n ven

Cocnada and Oange in the Caribbean

egLon and ha he plnnnLng

vLsL o Or&nge Ln he

O.S. AIO

OPRE-3 message to JCS poini ou

Oange uould undoubtedly explol

opcuniy to establish another base

operations in the Caribnn and in view

O he presen world.ida iuiion, thi

not be permitted. USCZNCLANT

mended the U.S. take Immediate ect/o to

reempt/vel Nice the island to stabi-

lize the situation.

JCS in torn issued Harming

Order directing USCINCLANT to develop

OnnIow but to limit forces to currant

Navy and USNC force leveIa available in

action In detail# USCINCANT*a

acinn Amphibious Brigade be backlosdnd

from HAYBAS CHARLIE amphibious nhipn

still in that and co’duct

residual &NTrL sophibious shipping and

conduct aophibious landing the

vicinity of JAX shown in Figure 5-2.

A chronology of the message tcaff|c

received by 2d NAB the Onslov situa-

tion unfolded in contained in the fol-

lowing pages (Situations). It also de-

picts the aLx phases of the Crisis

Action System (C&$).

81TUATION FIVE Questions

1. Nhst the six phases in the JCS

Crisis Act|on System?

2. Nho memheca Of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff?

3. Nhlt armed force provides the Chair-

of the

4. Nhat la operational command?

13



SITUATION AT NAVBASE CHARLIE

Fernandez

CHARLIE

fIGURE 5-1

RECOMMENDED COURSE OF ACTION

2D MAB

4TH MAB
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81TUATION FIVE
CARIBBEAN UPDATE

I|Z-ZT&N1 OPNIUtTION5 IN CONNADA

The Nat offensive thet began 14

Nay msde eaceptional progress during the

fleet five day= naged o push the

rgue 5-1. Hovevo the advance hen

left,ned, the os ttod t the

he early hours o 20

tes. he whd:awal explote4

tank regLmon n reserve. ine an4

o alo an4 contain the breakthrough

vhle he vlon o:med

counts tack nd cut o he tank

egiaen. Once the HCA

teining anke and equipment with

:lne sit usin laser 4eai9natota
he OV-10a and k-6s to illuminate tat-

enabled hem to inan gO 8ando

:on Conadan SA-Sa end Z5U-23-4s and

Hth the exception of 20 Hay USHC

caeualtLea had been u:ptLnLngly lgh

uheeaa by 30 Hay one-nd-a-hsl

tank division. he CommOns had

attempted o bring addtional

oward but they had en imed/aely

interdicted by cier sit. By the end

of Hay, the Corndan ground forces

Nval ear hd achieved elf superiority.

On the US aide the comitaent of US

forces elsewhere did not permit the

POLITICAL SITOATION IN

using the situation in Cornnde to

Justify hie screens in Onelov. Every

end berets the U.S. for killing innocent

civilians throughout Cornada end

ally in any possible. First this

pose martiel lay; hen de

U.S. produc:; Justify non-yaen

debts: closing ha nations irpo:n to

U.8. oucist; dencalonn a he

o ohe: 1bbeJn naona, DLaz

persisted n using he remade

tO JuStify his

agains U.3. inerests in slo. Al-

though in dire economic scais due o
lose of the ouia industry and expors

U.5. ovn and controlled corporal/one.

USCZHCLAH, veil the NCA and JCS

closely monitored the dete:lorat/n
81tuition in Onslou.

OOSMADA

Throughout early June the Mac/nee

manned perimeter forty salsa from

the NAVBAaE and there little

ty except for sporadic disorganized

tillery barrages forward outposts.

&1though Corneda still diplomatical-

ly demanding the return of

CH&RLIEe they not willing to lose

any and equipment in the

attempt.

On 14 Juries Dlaz again addressed

hie people and began with his usual

thirty minute harangue about the devas-

tating attack by the U.S. Hatless and

the carrier sir the defenseless

Come,an populace. He continued to say

that ell property of U.S. citizens and

corporations in Onslo the pro-

that this hie elm but he then went

to proclaim Onelow Marxist

state end aligned with Cornada and

Orange. Furthermore, h would do vha-

Cornada nd Orange In the Caribbean

re,ion and hs he plannln9

visit to Orange in the

O:ange would undoubcedly exploit

op:unLy o establish snoher base

operations In the Catban and in view

o the presen worldwide situation, this

not be permitted. USCINCL&NT

mended the U.S. tks immediate ectio to

lize the situation.

JCS# in turn, lued Naming

order directing USCINCLANT to develop

rncomendad of action for

Onslow, but to limit forces to current

Navy end USNC force level nvalleble Ln

L&NTCO.

action in detail, U$CINCLANT’a

Marine Amphibious Brigade be backlosded

from NAYBAJE CHARLIE amphibious ships

still In hat and coduc
amphlbios landin the no:hern coas

of Shalom. 2d HAm would smirk

residual LNL asphiblous shipping nd

vicinity o JAX show In Fgure 5-2.

chronology st he mesge raic

lon unfolded is conained In he ol-

plots the six phases o the ccisis

Acon System

81TUATION FIVE Questions

1. Mhat the six phases in the JCS

Crisis Action System?

2. Nho members of the Joint Chiefs

of Steff?

3. Hhet araed force provides the Chsir-

of the JCS?

4. Hhet Is operetlonal commnd?

13



CRISIS IN ONSLOW



of rules ld acceptLe

pln pcooon’, the ko

diesmin8 na0 HCA deot8o,

con/n ni the sittion. OSCIHCT
ses OR-3 Pinnacle nesge

the current suaion.
3CS ould redressed the chain to .

160200 JUN 87

TO AIG 2067

ST
UNCLASSZF IED//MO 0200//

SUBJ ONSLOW NTSUH. SUNHRY| THIS MESSAGE PROVIDES A SUMKARY or
THE EVENTS THAT HAVE OCCURRED IN ONSLOW.
2. GENERAL ARTURO CARILLO WAS ELECTED AS THE
FIRST pRESIDENT IN 194 AND SERVED AS SUCH FOR

A

PHASE SITUATION DEVELOPMENT

THIRTY-FIVE YEARS. IN NOVEWBER 1905, A COUP
D’ETAT BY THE ARMY TOPPLED THE CAE|LLO GOVERNHENT
&HD THE GENERAL AND MANY OF IlIS STAUHCH SUPPORTERS
FLED TO THE US.
3. &NAJOR JUAN DIAZ SOOH EMERGED AS THE HEAD OF
HE RULING MILITARY JUNTA AND IN EARLY TV APPEAR-
AHCES PREACHEO THE NOH-ALIGHED POSITION OF
,FELON. HOWEVER, AS THE MOHTHS PASSED, fie BECAME
MORE AND MORE ANTI-U.S. IH JANUAHY 1987 DIAZ
VISITED CORNADA. UPON HIS RETURR, RE PUBLICLY
STATED HIS SUPPORT FOR CORNADA AND THEIR DEMAHOS
FOR US WITHDRAWAL FROM HAYBASE CHARLIE. IN THE
LATER PART OF APRIL, WHEN THE CORWAOAN HILITARY
FORCES BEGAN SHELLING NAVBASE CHARLIE HE HAS
QUICK TO PUBLICLY ANNOUNCE HIS SUPPORT OF THEIR
ACTIONS AND DEMANDED THAT THE US WITHDRAW THEIR
FORCES IMMEDIATELY AND RETURH THE BASE TO CORHABA.
4. ATER THE US AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT AND AIR
STRIKES, SELf FROCK)TED COLONEL OIAZ DENOUNCED THE
INVASION OF HER ALLY AND THE AIR RAIDS &GAIHST
INNOCENT CIVILIANS IN THE BOMBED CITIES OF
CORNADA. HE ALSO STATED HE WAS FEARFUL FOR HIS
PEACEFUL NATION BECAUSE IT NAY BE ATTACKED NEXT BY
THE US AGGRESSORS.
5, COLONEL DIAZ HAS CONTINUED TO USE THE
SITUATION IN CORNADA TO JUSTIFY HIS ACTIONS IN
ONSLOWo IN HIS WEEKLY T BROADCASTS ASD THROUGH
ALL OTHER AVAILABLE NEWS MEDIA MEAWS HE HAS
SERATED THE US FOR KILLING INNOCENT CIVILIANS AND
STATED THAT OHSLOW MUST ASSIST ITS ALLY IN NEED.
HE BEGAN IMPOSING MARTIAL LAW FOLLOWED BY TRADE
RESTRICTIONS AGAINST US PRODUCTS AND THEN STOPPED
PAYMENT ON THE.NATIONAL DEBTS TO US BANKS. BY THE
END OP NAY HE CLOED THE ONSLOW NATIONAL AIRPORTS
TO US TOURIST. RE INSTIGATED DEMONSTRATIONS
AGAINST THE AMERICAN EMBASSY AND ON 10 JUNE
SURROUNDED THE AMERICAN EMBASSY WITH MILITARY
FORCES PLACING THE EMBASSY PERSONNEL UNDER
TEHPORARY HOUSE ARREST. ON 11 JUNE, HE PUBLICLY
ANNOUNCED THAT HOST OF THE AMERICANS IW THE
EMBASSY WERE US CIA AGENTS SPYING ON THEIR
MILITARY FORCES COLLECTING INTELLIGENCE INPOP.HA-
TIOW FOR A US INVASION.
6. OTHER CARIBBEAN H&TXOHS HAVE ATTEMPTED TO
IHTERVENE BY DIPLOMATIC HETHODS, BUT DIA PERSISTS
IH HIS SUPPORT OF CORNAOR AND HERATIHG OF TEE US.
7. ON 12 JUHE, OXAZ, ALTHOUGH tiES ECONOMY IS XN
DIRE STRAITS BECAUSE OF THE LOSS OF THE TOURIST
INDUSTRY, EXPROPRIATED ALL THE US OWNED AND
CONTROLLED CORPORATIONS WHICH WILL RESULT IH
FINANCIAL AND ECX)NONIC DISASTER.
8o ON 14 JUNE, ON NATIONAL TV HE PROCLAIMED THAT
ONSLOW IS A MARXIST STATE AND ALIGNED WITH CORHADA
AND USER. HE ALSO STATEO THAT HE PLANNED TO VISIT
USER IN EARLY JULY AND ASK FOR ECONOHIC AND
MILITARr ASSISTANCE.

( r-

B
C

160440Z 3UH 87

FH CG FMrLANT
TO CG IX MAF

CO 2D AB

16022OZ JUS 87

rM CINCLAHTFLT
TO COMSECONDFLT

COMHAVSUHFLANT NOHrOLK
CONHAVAIRLANT NORFOLE
CG rnFLAWT NORFOLE VA
NAYC&NSLANT NORFDLE

IS2233Z JUN 87

FM USCIHCLANT
TO CIHCLAHTFLT NORFOLR VA

152230Z JUW 87

FN USCIWCLAWT
TO JCS WASHINGTON

INFO USCINCRED NACDILL AFB FL
CNO WASHINGTON DC
CNC WASHINGTON DC
CDRMTMC WASHINGTON DC
JDA NACOILL AFB FL

UNCLASSIFIED//NO 3000//

SUSJ OPHEP-]/SITOATION IN OHSLOW. YESTERDAY COLONEL OIAZ, THE HEAD OF THE
NILITARV JMTA ANNOUNCED THAT ONSLOW IS NOW
MARXIST STATE ALIGNED HITH CORHADA AND USER.
IF, AS A HARXIST STATE, RE PERMITS SOVIET NAVAL
AND AIR FORCES TO OPERATE FROM THE ISLAND, THIS
WOULD PLACE EVERY SHIP IH THE CARIBBEAN, THE
PANAMA CANAL AND THE GULF COAST PORTS AND CITIES
HITHIN RANGE or ATTACK.
2. THE USER WILL GNDOUBTEOLY EXPLOIT THIS OPPOR-
TUNITY TO ESTABLISH ANOTHER BASE OF OPERATIONS IN
THE CARIBBEAN. IN THE CONTEXT OF THE PRESENT
WORLD SITUATION# THIS CANNOT BE PERMITTED AND
IMMEDIATE ACTIOH MUST BE TAKEN TO SEIZE THE ISLAND
PREEMPT,RALLY. ALL AVAILABLE LANTCON FORCES ARE
SEIHG USED TO DEFEHD NAVBASE ARLIE AT THE

_
PRESENT TINS. IT IS HPED THAT THE SITUATIOH
THERE WILL PERMIT DIVERSION or FORCES TO OHSLOW IN
TI|E HEAR FUTURE.
I. ALTHOUGH THE CODWTER-COUP ATTEMPT FAILED LAST
WEEK IT SHOWED THAT THE EXILED GOVERNMENT STILL
HAS THE SUPPORT OF A SGBSTANTIAL PORTION OF THE
POPULATIOH. A PROPOSAL TO EXPLOIT THIS FACT IS
BEING SUBMITTED BY SEPARATE CORRESPONDENCE
4. IH THE KHTERIN, WE WILL CONTINUE T@ HOHITOR
THE SITUATIOH AHD ADVISED

BT
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181632 ’3US 87

rH CG PNPLAT
TO CGII NAP

CG 2D NAB

181244Z 3US 87

rN CINCLANTFLT
TO HSECONDFLT

CONNAVSURF NORFO VA
CNAVAIRNT RFOLK VA
CG NFNT NO,FOLK VA
NAVCSNT RFOLK VA

FN USCINT
TO ClNCTFLT NORFO VA

1G0947 JUN 87

FM EMB J
TO SCSTATE ASH[TON

USCINCNT NORLK VA

UNCLSIFED

SUBJ SITUATION N ONSL

1. SITUATION TOUGHT ONS AND
IN JAX ARA H B[CE NAB FOR THE 2500
AMCITS HO ARE RESIDENTS SIE DIAZ NNCED
NEE RXIST OVENNT
OND O CO,ROLLeD CORPOTIONS.
2. SAVE SOUGHT PSSZON ON SERAL CASIONS
FROH THE GOVEHENT OF ONSL TO COHD A
SI EVACUATIOS OF CITS
GET I5 TT ALL AIRFIEL ARE CSEO.. AT THE PRES[ TIN ONSLO ORCS SURROO
THE EMB D ALL EMSSY PERNNEL AE UNDER
HOUSE ARREST. THE ONSLOH CNDER INSISTS HIS
TROOPS ARE HR ROTT US.
4. BASSAR JOHNN SENDS.

ET

A

PHASE II CRISIS ASSESSMENT

WARNING ORDER

191407I JUN 8?

F14 CG FNFLAST
TO CG II NAF

CG 2D NAB

IS080Z JUN 87

FM CINCLANTFLT
TO COISECONUFLT

COMNAVSURFLANT NORFOLK VA
COHNAVAIRLANT NORFOLK VA
CG PMFLANT NORFOLK VA
NAVCA/4SLANT NORFOLK VA

182015E JUN 87

rN USCINCLANT
TO CINCLANTFLT NORFOLK VA

181440Z JUS 87

FN JCS WASHINGTON DC
TO USCINCLANT SORFOLK VA

USCINCHAC SCOTT AFS IL
CONSC WASHINGTON IX:
CDRNTNC WASHINGTON DC

INFO CNO WASHINGTON DC
CMC WASHINGTON DC

BT
UNCLASSIPIED//NO 3000//

CJCS SENDS
SUBJ WARNING UNDER ONSLOW OPERATIONS

REP USCINCLANT 1522301 JUN 8? IOPREP 3)

|. SUMMARY* THIS IS A WARNING ORDER. THE GOVERN-

MENT OF ONSLOW HAS THREATENED US CITIZENS IN THAT
COUNTRY AND HAS TAKEN STEPS TO PROVIOE AID AND
ASSISTANCE TO FORCES ENGAGED IN HOSTILITIES WITH
UNITED STATES FORCES.
2. SITUATION. THE USSR HILL UNDOUBTEOLT EXPLOIT

THIS OPPORTUNITY TO ESTABLISH A BASE OF OPERATIONS

IN TSE CARIBBEAN WHICH WOULD PLACE EVERY SHIP, THE
PANAMA CANAL AND THE SOUTH COAST UP COMUS IN RANGE
OF ATTACK. AT PRESENT ALL AVAILABLE LANTCON
ONCES ARE ENGAGEO IN DEFENSE OF NAVBASE CNARLIR.

3. DETAILED PLANNING GUIDANCE
A* TENTATIVE MISSION. WHEN DIRECTED BY THE
NCA, USCINCLANT WILL CONDUCT OPERATIONS TO

SEIZE THE ISLAND UP OHSLOWTO RETURN THE
LEGITIMATE GOVERNMENT TO POWER.

D
I. AREA OF OPERATIONS. COUNTRY Or ONSLON AND D
ADJACENT WATERS.
C. ASSUMPTIONS. ARNSD FORCES OF CORNADA WILL

NOT INTERFERE WITH OPERATIONS IN OHSLOW. GO

NAT TAKE POLITICAL ACTIUM |.Roe PROTEST IN

THE U.No
D. FORCE ALLOCATION. IN VZIW OF CURRENT WORLD

SITUATION AND THE DEPLOYMENT or OTHER FORCES,

USCINCLANT COURSES OF ACTION SHOULD lI LIMITED

TO CURRENT NAVY AND USRC PORCS LEVELS*

E. ITICIPATED TASKS/OPERATIONS. CONSECONDFLT
TO CONDUCT OPERATIONS TO QUARANTINE ONSLON*

LAND U.S. FORCES# DESTROY ENEMY FORCES AND

RESTORE ORDER. BE PREPARED IP DIRECTED TO

EVACUATE U.S. CITIZENS AND DESIGNATED FOR1GN

NATIONALS.
Fo COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS
(I) ANTICIPATED DATE OF EXECUTION: TBD
(2) ANTICIPATED LENGTH OF OPERATIONS:
SIKT DAYS
(3) DEpCOH/DEPLOYAEILITY POSTURE: AS

OETERNIHED BY USCINCLANT
O. KNOWN OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS NONE.

4. ADMIN AND LOGISTICS
A. TRANSPORT
(I) AIRLIFT PRIORITY: IE(2)
(2} LIMITATIONS ON STRATHGIC LIT STRATEGIC

AIRLIFT ASSETS WILL BE LIN|TED.

(3) STRATEGIC LIFT CAPABILITIES TO BE pROVIDED

AS ARRANGED BY CINCMAC (AIRLIFT), COMNSC

(SEALIFT}, AND CDRNTMC (INLAHO/CONUS SURFACE
TRANSPORTATION.)
(4) FUNDING FOR TRANSPORTATION COSTS WILL NOT

BE PROVIDED BY JCS. pARENT SERVICES MUST

PROVIDE FUND CITES FOR MOVEMENTS.
B. FAD IN FOR DEPLOYING UNITS.

C. KNOWN LOGISTICS CONSTRAINTS. NONE

O. PUBLIC AFFAIRS GUIDANCE: PUBLIC &NO MEDIA

QUHRIES CONCERNING THIS OPERATION SH(XJLD BE

REFERRED TO OASD (PA). AUDIO-VISUAL
D(UNENTATION AND MEDIA PRESS POOL WILL BE

COORDINATED BY OASD (PA). INSTRUCTIONS TO

FOLLOW.
R. USCINCLANT IS AUTHORIZED TO USE OPREP-I

REPORTING PROCEDURES, AS REUUIRED.
5o COMMAND AND SIGNAL.

A. COWHAND RELATIONSHIPS*
USCINCLANT IS THE SUPPORTED COMMANDER* OTHER

ACTION ADDEES ARE SUPPORTING
DIRLAUTN BETWEEN SUPPORTED AND SUPPORTING
COMMANDS, WITH INFO TO JCS* USCINCLANT TO

COORDINATE WITH AMENBASSY JAX FOR CIVIL MILITARY
AFFAIRS.. CONS-ELECT. CONUS-TO-ONSLOW CONNECTI1TV TO

RE HANDLED THROUGH NAVCANSLANT.
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RECOMMENDED COURSE OF ACTION

2d MAR

F

4th MAR

F



I

cion. t say uptoy iccLllh :l

e=s uay be equesed o 9rtde certa
2atio t cod assis
der In the omulation evaluatiOn O

COMMANDER’S ESTIMATE

201627Z JUN 87

FN CG FRF(qT
TO CG MAP

CG 2D /’lA6

201212E JUM 6"/

FH CINCNTFLT
TO CSNDFLT

CHAVSURF NORFOLK
CHAVAIR RFOLK
CG YHFNT NORFO VA
NAVCSNT NORFOLR

200810Z JUN 87

FH USCINCHT
CINCTFLT NORFOLK VA

20080S 3UN

USC:
TO JCS MASH NGTON
NFO USCIHCEO CDILL AFB L

CNO MASHIT
CHC WASH NGN
CDflMTMC ASX[TON
J CDILL AFB FL

BT
UCSS:[O//O ]000//

SU OFREP-t ONSLOW

REF A. JCS 101440Z JUH 87 (AI ORDER)

1. lAW REF A THE FOLLING CHDER’ ESTIMATE
IS SUBHITTED FOR A CONSIDETION.
2. MISSION. NHEN DIRECTED, USCINC FOES
CONDUCT ILITARY OPETIONS
ONSLOWAN MILITARY FORCES AND ASSIST IN RESTORING
THE LEGITIMATE

PHASE Ill COURSE OF ACTION DEVELOPMENT

3, SITUATION AHD COURSES OF AC’IOtl, THE RULING
MILITARY JUNTA, LED BY COLONEL DIAZ, DECLARED
ONSLON A NAIIST STATE ANO NO ALIGNED WITH
CORNADA AND ORANGE.

A. OWN COURSE OF ACTION. REF A DIRECTED THAT
BE LIMITED TO CURREHT USN/USMC FORCE LEVELS
WHICH LIMITS THE COURSES OF ACTION AVAILA6LE.
THE FOLLOWING C/A ARE PROPOSED:
(1), C/A 1- HACELOAD 4TH HARIN NPHIBIOUS
BRIGADE FRO NAVHASE CHARLIE ON LANTCON
AMPHIBIOUS SNIPS CURRENTLY IN THAT AREA AND
CONDUCT AN AHPHIBIOUS LANDING ON THE NORTH COAST r
oF ONSLOIf TO SEIZE A LODGEMENT TO INCLUDE THE
EIMSTON AIRPORT, AIRLIFT THE AIR ALERT
BATTALION FROM NAVBASE CNARLIE TO KINSTON TO
JOIN 4TH NAB, 4TH NAB CONDUCTS OPERATIONS IN
ONSLO TO DESTROY MILITARY FORCES AND RESTORE
THE LEGITIMATE GOVERNMENT, ONE CVSG FROH
CORNADA TO ONSLOW TO SUPPORT THE LANDING,
(&) ONE CVBG

1, TG20 CARRIER AND SIX SUPPORTING
XIPS
2, LD 0 HOURS-, ER )0 HOURS FROM CURRENT LOCATIOM
", CL 0 HOURS

(R) ,NOING FORCE
1, 4TH NAB
", LD- $6 HOURS
"J’. ER 55 HOURS
T. CL 0 MOUES

(C) ’.MFNISIOUS TASK FORCE
|. PHIB GROUP-. LD- 36 HOURS
". ER S HOURS
". CL O HOURS

(D) IR ALERT BATTALION
I. INF BN
T. LD- HOURS-. ER HOURS__.. CL 8 HOURS

(2) C/A 2. BACRLOAD 4TH HARIHE AMPHIBIOUS
BRIGADE FROM NAVBASE CHARLIE ON AMPHIBIOUS SHIPS
IN THAT AREA ANO COHDUCT KH AMPHIBIOUS LANDING
ON THE HORTH COAST OF ONSLOW. LOAD 20 HAH AT
CAMP LEJEUNE ON RESIDUAL LANTFLT AMPHIBIOUS
SHIPPING AND CONDUCT AN AMPHIBIOUS LANUING ON
THE SOUTHEAST COAST OF ONSLOW IN THE VICIHITY OF
3AXo CONDUCT OPERATIONS TO DESTROY HILITARY
FORCES AND RESTORE THE LEGITIHATE GOVERNMEHTo
ONE CVBG IN SUPPORT.

(A) ONE CVBG SAME AS C/A 1.
(B) INITIAL LANDING FORCE SANE AS C/A 1,

(C) AMPHIBIOUS TASK FORCE SANE AS C/A 1,

(D) ADDITIONAL MAD,
I, 2D NAB
"’, LO- 36 HOURS
", ER 100 HOURS
T. CL 0 HOURS

() AHPHISIOUS TASK FORCR
1. PHIBGRU
T. LO- 36 HOURS
", ER 100 HOURS
’. CL 0 HOURS

()) C/ ). CKLOAD 4TH RIH PHIBIOUS
BRIGADE FR HAVBASE CHARLIE ON PHIB[S SHIPS
IN THAT AR D COHORT PHZB[S HDI
OH THE NORTH COAST OL, AD 2D HAS AT
CAHP LEJEUNE RESIDUAL AHPHZBIS SHIPPING
CONDUCT AN AIHISTRATIVE NDI REINFORCE
THE 4TH NAB. CONOU OPerATIONS TO DESTRO
HILITAR FORCES D RESRE THE LEG(TIHATE

VHEHT. ONE CV IN SUPPORT.
(k) ON C SAE AS k I.
(B) ITIAL DING FORCE SAHE C/A 1.
(C) PHIB[S TASK FORCE SE AS C/
(D) ADDITIONAL NAB. 2D HAB. LD- 24 HRS, ER 100 flRS

4. CL- 0 HRS
(E) SIDUA PHIBIS SHIPP[

1. PHIBGRU. LO- 24 HS, ER 100 HRS

B, ASIS O OPFOSI C/A, ENEMY ORCES
THE TENTIAL CAPA81LIT TO ESTABLISH A
SIGNIFICT THREAT IF PERNITTED TIME TO MASS

THEIR FORCES. IF THE ENEMY LES TO KEEP HIS
FORCES IN THEIR PRESENT OlSSITIONS, THEY CAN

BE ENGAGED AHD DEFEATED PIECEHEAL.
C. HPARISON ON
() C/A PROVIDES GREATEST ORAN FROM
NAVBE CflARLIE ROUIRS STRATEGIC AIRLIFT
ASSETS AND PROVIS ONLY THREE IHF BHS VERSUS
FOUR IN C/ AND ].
(2) C/A 2 ENTAI SEPARATE AHPHI51S
NDIS OH EITHER SIE OF THE ISLO THEREBY
PREVENTIM THE ENEHY FR HASSING HIS FORCES.
() C/A 3 C BE INITIATED ONER IN THA
AINISTRATIVE LOAD O OFFLOAD CAN BE
ACCOHPLISflED ASTE2 O NO REflRSAL
REOUIREO. HOWEVER, THE ENEMY CAN HASS ALL HIS
FORCES IH THE KIHSH AR O PROVIDE A
FORMIB DEFENSE,

D. DCISION. RCHNO C/A WTH H OPTION
EXECUTE C/A THE ENEHY SITUATION AT THE
SO O[CTATES.

4. FORCES
CSECONDFLT
TF20 O CVBGS FSHOR RNADA
TF21 CORNADA
TF22 22,1 NAVBE CHARLIE; TG22,2 NORVA
USMC IX HAF, COADA
USHCR 2D HAB, C

RT

C
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APPROVED COURSE OF ACTION

F

20 JUNE COUNTER COUP

4th MAB

20

PHASE III- COURSE OF ACTION DEVELOPMENT Cotlned

211921Z ON 87

FH D|A

TO AIG 2067

BT
HHCASSIPIEO//NO 0200/1

SUBJ ONSLO XHTSU

1. YESTERDAY HORN[NG THERE HAS AN ATTENPT BY ONE

BATTALION OF THE ONSLON NATIONAL GUARD TO ATTACK

THE GOVERNMBHT IN JAX. THOUGH FIERCE TGHTIG
TOOK PLACE IN THE HORNING IT WAS APPARENT BY THE

ArEHNOOH THAT OHSLOW NG TORCES SUPPORTX DIAZ
HAD RGAZN[D NTROL O TH[ CZTY. r;RZ ATR ZH
TH DAY HR[ PROBABLY EXTZOHS Or SUSP[CTED

R[B[S. LATER OHSOHAH HG AHO POLICE UHITS

SURROUHOEO AHH8. OZAZ HAS HAO A STATHT THAT
THE US ABASSAR HAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE REBEl-

lION AND HAS TATEO H HIL TARE APPROPRZAT

SPI.



PHA IV COURF OF &CTION LI:CTION PHASE V EXECUTION PLANNING,

ALERT ORDER

21557Z JUN 87

FH CG FRFLJST
TO CGII HAP

CG 20 HAS
CG 4TH HAS

25143OZ JUH 87

FN CINCLAHTFLT
TO COHSECOHDFLT

CONHAVSURFLAHT NORFOLK
COWNAVAIRLAHT NORFOLK VA
CG FHFLANT NORFOLK VA
NACAHSLANT NORFOLK YA

251013E JUN 87

FH U$CZHCLANT

TO OINCLAHTFLT NORFOLK VA

251007K JUN 87

FH JCS WASHINGTON DC
TO USCINCLANT NORFOLK YA

USCINCHAC SCOTT AFS IL
CONSC HASHINGON OC
CDRWTWC WASHINGTON DC

INFO CNO HASHINGTON
CHC WASHINGTON DC

8T
URCLASSIFIED//HO 3000//

C3CS SENDS
SUB3 ALERT ORDER ONSLOW OPERATIONS

REF A. JCS 18144OZ JUH 87 (WARNING ORDER)
B. USCINCLAHT 140805Z JUN 87 (CHDR’S
ESTXRATE)

I. SUWNARY. THIS IS AN ALERT OROER. THE SECRETARY
or DEFENSE HAS AUTHORIZED EXECUTION PLAHHIHG FOR
OPERATIONS IH OHSLOW.
2. SITUATION. THE HILITARY JUNTA HAS DECLARED
ONSLOW A HARXIST STATE AND HAS MOVED FORCES INTO
POSITIONS THREATENING THE ANEHBASS. U$CINCLANT

WILL CONDUCT OPERATION IN OHSLOW TO DESTROY
RILITARY FORCES AND ESTABLISH INTERIW GOYERRWERT
UNTIL ELECTIONS.
3. MISSION. APPROVED AS STATED IN REF
4. EXECUTION.

A. COURSE OF ACTION. C/A TWO AS STATED IN RF
B IS APPROVED.
8. HAJOR COMBAT FORCES. REF S APPLIES.
Co ALERTED FORCES ARE AUTHORIZED TO
STAGING/LOADING. ACTUAL HOVEWENT TO CONHERCE
ON USCINCLANT ORDER.
D. COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS
(1) C-DAY TENTATIVELY SET FOR 11 JUL 87.
(2) ANTICIPATED LENGTH OF OPERATIONS: SIXTY
DAYS.
(3) COORDINATE WITH HAVBASE CHARLIE roR BACKLOAD
OF 4TH WAR.
(4) ADMIN AND LOGISTICS. Re CHAHGE FRon

WARNING ORDER.
5. CORRAND AND SIGNAL.

A. COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS.
USCINCLANT IS THE SUPPORTED COWANDER. OTHER
ACTION ADDERS ARE SUPPORTING COHHANDERS.
DIRLAUTH BETWEEN SUPPORTED AHD SUPPORTING
COHHANDS, WITH INFO TO 3CS. USCIHCLART TO
COORDINATE WITH AHERBASSY JAX FOR CIVIL
HILITARY AFFAIRS.
B. CGWW-ELECT. AS PER REF A.

uon receLpE of.theAlert Orde.,ZPlennLng Ls con-
ducked coacurrently at several levels andtho
suit iN promulgate4 In OVernEion Odec, The
OpOrde contsnss

A Esek orgsn/zstlon.
The situation.

The concept of operations.
Anticipated time o execution.
Rules of engagement.
Ccemend relationships,

AdminLstrettve gutdence.

260400| JUN 87

FM CG FHFLANT
TO CG 20 HAS
INFO CMC WASHINGTON DC

DSCINCLAHT NORFOLK
C1NCLANTFLT NORFOLK VA
CONSECONDFLT
COWPHIBGRU TWO
CG II AP

RT
NCLASSIPIED//HO 3000//

SDHJ ACTIVATION FOR ONSLOW OPERATIONS

REF A. JCS IBI440Z JUN 87[WARNING ORDER) (PASEP)
R. HSCINCLAHT 200805 JDN B7 (CDRS EST)
(PASEP)
C. JCS 25|007Z JUN 87 (ALERT ORDER) (PASEP)

I. UMHARy. RIP A DIRECTED USCINCLANT DEVELOP
COURSES OF ACTION PeR ONSLON OPERATIONS. REP B
REC’.qqWENDED 2D HAS CONDUCT At4PHIR OPN. REF C

APPROVED RF B AND ESTABLISHED C-DAY AS II 3UL.
2. 2D WAS REPORT TO COtqSECONOfLT ASAP AS CTG 23.2.
3. N4TICIPATE CGttSECONDPLT INITIATING DIRECTIVE TO
POLLOH.

RT
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2d MAB

INITIATING DIRECTIVE

22

AMPHIBIOUS OBJECTIVE AREA

INITIATING DIRECTIVE

011S07Z 3UL

TO CTG 20.2
CTG 22.2
CTG 3.2

C[NCANTLT NORFOLK
COHNAVSURLANT NORFOLK VA
CG rMF[.ANT NORFOLK VA
CG Z! MAT

CTr 22

UNCLASS!FZED//HO

SUB IH[T[AT|NG D[RECTIV

R[r A. USCINCLA IS22]0 3U
B. CS 18440Z 3UN 8 (NA[ ORD[R)
C. O[A 21921Z 3UN 87
D. JCS 2007Z JUN 87 (A[RT ORD[R). USCINCANT 271413Z JUN 87 (HOTA)



PHA$I V IXICUTION PLANNINO onllnuld

.

1. THIS IS AN IHCTIATING DIRECTIVE FOR THE CONDUCT
OF AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS ON THE SOUTHEASTERN COAST
OF ON,LOW TO DESTROY IqILITARY FORCES AND RETURN
THg LAWFUL GOVERNMENT TO POWER.
2. SITUATION: REFSA TIU C CONTA|’N A RECJ OF THE
CURRENT SITUATION ON OHSLO. RIPS D AND E DIRECT
COHSECONDFLT TO CONDUCT AHPSXSIOUS OPERATIONS IN
ONSLOW.
3. MISSION| ON OR ABOUT 23 JUL 1987. CONDUCT
AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS ON SOUTHEAST COAST OF ONSLOW
TOz

A. SEIZE A BEACHHEAD FOR FURTHER OPERATION!
S. CONDUCT SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS TO DSTIIY

ONSLOAN FORCES IN ZONEI
C* EVACUATE U HATXONALSI
D. SEIZE THE CITY or JAXI
E. BE PREPARED TO CONDUCT rUNTHER OPERATIONS

TO RESTORE ORDER TO [SD.
4. C 22.2, CBG IS DESIGNATED AS
CATF." G 23.2, 20 HAS IS DESXATED AS
S. PHIBZOUS OBJECTZ AR ZS RIBED BY
STIGHT LIS CONZ THE LWI

A. 07645W/344SN
i. 0745W/347

o. o.s/4o. AOA
G. ORIGIN

6. OENE R S OPETION IS SOLAR FLARE.
EXECUTE ON OR AUT 23 JUL 87.
7. NO OFFENSIVE USE OF NUCLEAR OR CHEHCAL
CONTPTED. USE O RI COL AGENTS
AUTHORIZED. COEIONAL RULES
SET FORTH IN CINCNTLT OPORD 2000 APPL.
8. UN SEIZURE O E RCE BEACHHD D
THE DIHG FORCE [S FIqLY ESTABLISHD &SHORE,
THE PHIBIOUS OPETION S TEZTED AND
DING FORCE CHOPS CG, II
9. FOR CTG 20.2 PROVIDE SUPRT FOR PHIBIS
OPETION NOER SITUATION BRAVO. A A TO
PROVIDE AIR DEFENSE IN THE A NTIL PIB OPS
TEINATEO.

RT

021622Z JUL 87

FH CG FNFLANT
TO CG 20 HAD
INFO CHC WASHINGTON DC

CG lI HAP
CG 4TH HA8

0ZlO0?Z JUL 87

1 CONHAVSURFLANT
TO COPHZBGRU O
Iro CTrLT OO VA

CSECONDrLT
CG rHr NORFO VA

ucss[rIED//O 3000//

SU AMPHIBIOUS OPETIONS IN ONSLOW

REF A. SOFLT 011507Z JUL

1. RE A IS THE SECONOFLT INITIATIN DIRECTIVE FOR
PHIBIS OPETIO IN ONSLOW.
2. FOLLI SHIPPING ASSIGNED EFFECTIVE
IMNEOIATELY
USE NSAU (LflA-4)
USE SHREVERT LPIZ)
USE NHVILLE (LPI3)
USE TRENTON (LPI4)
USS SWELLING (LS31)
USS SPIEGEL GVE (LS32)
USS SAGINAW (T 1188)
USS SPASBURG CTY (LST 1192)
USS FAIRF Y (T 1193)
USS OUR (LET 1194)
USE R CT (T IIS6)
USS CHASN (L 113)

ST

030233Z JUL 87

FH CG FMFLANT
TO CG 20 NAB

CG HCB CAMp LEJEUNE NC

022230Z 3UL 82

FN COHS ECONDFLT
TO CTG 22.2
INFO CINCLANTLT RFOLK VA

COMNAVSUEF NORrO VA

BT
UNCsstrlD//NO 3000//

SUB3 SA[[ ORS

REF A, CNAVSURrNT 02100?Z JUL

1. RE A ASSIGNED SHIPPING FOR ANPHIOIOUS
OPETIONS IN ONSW.
2. SORTI RFOLK/LITTLE CRE NLT 0812000 JUL 87
TO ARRIVE NHC R LOADI TO CMNC 0908000.
3. B PREPARED TO PART MHC 1106000 JUL 87.

BT

030300Z JUL 87

rN CG FMPLANT
TO CG 2D NAB

CG HCS CANP LEJEUNE HC
INFO CNC WASHINGTON UC

CG II IIAP
CG 4TH NAB

ST
UNCLASSIFIO//HO 3000//

SUB EHRARKATION AT MHC

REF A. COqSECONDFLT 022230Z JUL 87. REF A DIRSCTS CT 22.2 TO SORTIE NORPOLE HLT
0812000 JUL S7o
2. UE PREPAREO TO COMMENCE rADING AT MHC UPON
ARRIVAL OF SHIP ABOUT 0908000.

RT
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PHASE V EXECUTION PLANNING Continued

28

ATF OBJ

AOA

24



2D NAB OPERATION ORDER

UNCLASSIFIED

29 NAB/CTG-2 ].

CAfP LEJEUN, NC
10 JULY 1987

CLF/2D HAB OPERATION ORDER 1-87 (SOR FRE)

REF (A) AP C CHA 9.
J(AIR) 1:250,000 BAUFORT, NC
SERIES 1501 SHEET HI 18-4.
CP LEJEUN SPECIAL P

(B) CSECONOFLT 011507Z JUL 87 (INITIATI
DIRECTIVE)

(C) CATF/CPHIBGRU ORDER 2-87 (SOR
FRE)

TIE ZONE EBEC
TASK ORGIZATIOH. SEE NEX A*

1. SITUATION
A. GENEL. THIS IS E CLF/RD NAB OPETION
ORDEPHIBIS OPETIONS IN ONS.
B. EHY FORCES. NEX B (IELLIGENCE).
C. FRIENDLY FORCES.

(1) CTG-20.2 BATTLE FORCE SOND FLEET
PROVIDES ONE CVBG FOR AIR SUPRT O AS
AS PROVI AIR FENSE OF THE
(2) CTG-22.2 CHANR AHPHIBIOUS GRiP
O AS CNDER PHISIS TASK
FORCE.
(3) CG II HAP SSUHES OPETIONAL
CND OF NOING FORC WHEN PHIB$S
OPETION IS TEINATED.
(4) CGe’aTH NTINUES ATTACK TO
DSO ENVY ORCS IN ZONE.

D. ATTACHHES D TACES. NONE
E. SUNIONS.

2. HISSION
A. EN DIRTEOe OUT 23 JUL 198, 20 NAB

CONDUCE AMPHISIS OPETIONS
SHSTERN COAST O ONS IN THE
VlCINI OF JAX TO DESTY ONSLONAN FORCES
O AATE US TIONALS.

3. EXECION
A. COE OF OPETIONS. NEX C

(OPERATIONS). EN DIREEO, AT H-HR ON
DAYA 23 JUL 1987, 2D NAB
CONOUCT AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS IN TH J
AA OF ONS TO
(1) SEIZE A BEACHHEAD FOR UHER
OPETIOHS
(2) CONOU SUBSEOUENT OPERATIONS AS PART
OF II F ST ONSLONAN HILITARY
FORCES IN ZON
(]) SEIZ [ CAPITAL IN TH[ CIT O JAX
D RSTOR THE LEGITIHATE GOV[RNHENTI

PHASE V EXECUTION PLANNING Continued

(4) DE PREPARED TO CONDUCT FURTHER
OPERATIONS TO RESTORE ORDER TO THE ISLAND.

S. TASKS
"1q’)’-’/30 RARINES (-) (REIN)

(A) AT H-HOUR ON D-DAY, CONDUCT HELI BORNH
ASSAULT TO SEIZE LF OBJECTIVE C. OH
ORDER, CONTINUE ASSAULT TO SEIZE, OCCUPY
AND DEFEND ATP OBJECTIVE 2.
(B) AT H-HOUR OH D-DAY CONDUCT SURPACE
OHNE OPERATIONS TO SEIZE LF OBJECTIVE
ANO H. OH ORDER CONDUCT OPERATIONS ACROSS
INLAND WATERWAY TO SEIZE ATF OBJECTIVE 2.
(C} AT L-HOUR ON D-DAY CONDUCT
HELICOFTERBORNE OPERATIONS TO SEIZE ATE
OBJECTIVE (OGUE FIELD).

(2)
(A) WHEN ATE OBJ HAS BEEN SECURED
ESTABLISH ACE TO INCLUDE THE TAOC AT
RCALP BOGUE.
(B) PROVIDE AIR DEFENSE, OFFENSIVE AIR
SUPPORT AND ASSAULT SUPPORT TO THE
LANDING FORCE, AS DIRECTEO.

(3) SSSG-2
(A) WHEN DIRECTED, LAND ACROSS RED BEACH
TO ESTABLISH A CSSA AT LZ FALCON.

(4) 20 NAS
(A) ON ORDER LAND ACROSS RED BEACH AND
ESTAOLZSH TEE CP ZN VIe oF ATF osJ 2.

C. COOHDIHATING INSTRUCTIOHS.
(1) THE ANPHIBIOUS OBJECTIVE AREA (AOA)
MILL BE ACTIVATED 8V CATF AND REMAINS IN
EFFECT UNTIL DISESTABLISHED UPON TERMINATION
OF THE AMPHIBIOUS OPERATION. THE AOA IS
DESCRIBED RY STRAIGHT LINES CONNECTING THE
FOLLOWING POItttS|

(A) O?645N/344SN
(H) O?EaSN/34lTN
(C) O??lSN/34OON
(D) 0774Sw/3430N
(E) O?745N/3455N
(r) O??ISN/34SSH
(G) O ORIGIN
(2) AIRSPACE COORDINATION: APPENDIX 4 TO
ARNEX R (AIR OPERATIONS
(3} RULES OF ENGAGENENT: APPENDIX 8 TO ANNEX
C (OPERATIONS)
(4) CODE NAME: SOLAR FLARE
(5) H-UOUH: TDD S CATF
D-DAY: 23 JUL 1987
(6) AHTICIPATED LENGTH OP OPERATIOHS: 60
DAYS.

4o ADNZNISTRATION AND LOGISTICS. ANNEX D
(LOGISTICS)

5. COWHAND AND SIGNAL.
A. CONNAND RELATIONSHIPS. ANNEX 3 (CONNAND
RELATIONSHIPS)
8. SIGNAL. ANNEX K (COHUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS)
C. COMHAND POSTS. ANNEX C (OPERATIONS)

ANNEXES:
A. TASK ORGAHIZATION
B. INTELLIGENCE (OMITTED)
C. OPERATIONS (ORITTHD)
D. LOGISTICS (OMITTED)
E. PERSONNEL (ONITTEO)
P. PUBLIC AFFAIRS (OHITTED)
G. CIVIL AFFAIRS (ONITTED)
H. EHVIROHHEHTAL SERVICES (OHITTED)
J. COMNAND RELATIONSHIPS (OHITTED)
R. CONNUHICATIOHS ELECTROHICS (ONITTED)
L. OPERATIONS SECURITY (ONITTEO)
N. AIR OPERATIONS (ONITTED)
P. COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT (ONITTEO}
R. ANPHIHIO4JS OPERATIONS (ONITTED)
X. EXECUTION CHECKLIST (OMITTED|

Z. DISTRIHUTION (ONITTED)

SITUATION FIVE Queetlone, Continued

I. What amphibious ships carry helicopters during
amphibious operation? What amphibious ships

have veil decks which be flooded?
2. What type aircraft available to II NAP in
19877
3. Nhat the duties of helicopter support
teas (HST)?
4. What is to operation order? Why

5. Name the three principal centers which compcise
the Hat/Ha Air Command and Control System.
6. The Landing Force Shore Party wurka ctosely
with its Havy counterpart durin9 the ship-to-shore
movement. What is the Navy unit called?

ANNEX A (TASK ORGANIZATION) TO CLE/2D NAB OPORDER
1-87

HAS tO, 2D NAB
DBT le2,3e HOe 2D IqAB

HOBN(-), 4TH NARDIV
DET 2, ROBH
DET, TRK toe HQ BN
PLT, NP CO flO BN
DET# rlZU, HO BN
DET, AYSSe HQ BN
ITT, ]2, 33, 34, 35, HQ BH
CIT* 10# 12, 14e HQ BN

STH CONM S (-)
DET, HQ CO 6TH CORN BN
CONN CO 6TH COflN HN
DET, COMN SPT CO, 6TH CONN DN
OET, LONGLINES COP STH CORN BN

DET, 4TH PORECON CO
DET, PAD* 2]D NARINES
DET, PAO NAG-42
DET, PAO, Has BN 4TN FSSG
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PHASE Vl EXECUTION

ANNEX A Continued

SQ CO, 23D SAR
IST KS, 230 mAR
30 Bm, 2D mAR
!3T 8S 14TR mAR (-)
ffQ BTRY 1ST KN 14TH mAR
BTRY A 1ST BN Z4?H mAR
BTRY C |ST KS, 14TH AR

CO D, 4TH RCON BN

CO D, 8TH TASK gm
AT (TOW) CO 8Tm TAmK BS

4TH ASSAULT AHPHIBIAS BS (-)
S&S CO, 4TH AAY
CO B 4TH AAY 6S

CO A, 4TH CBTEHGR 6N

XmE AIR GROUP 20
mHH$-4

HWCG-48
H+RS-48
mWCS-48
TACC(-) (20 mAW)

mAC$-24

DET4TH FAAO 8TRY
BTRY, AAm Bm (20 mAW)

mAG-VF/VA

mABS-24

YmA-133(-) 6 A-4r
SAG-YH

HAB$-42

atom-774(-) 8 CH-46S
smm(-) (2o
smH(-) (20
HmA-?73(-) 4 AH-13
VmO-4 (OET) 20V-IOA

SWSG-47
H/HS-4

k’S-47

Iolton

Eoro

MCAS

Morehesd
City
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PHASE VI EXECUTION

ANNEX A Continued

BRIGADE SERICE SUPPORT GROUP 4
HiS BH, 4TH rSSG (-)
H&S CO (-), HSS BN
SYC CO (-), HAS BH
CONN CO (-), fl&S BN

4Tfl LDGSPT BH (-)
H&S CO (-), 4TR LDGSPT BN
CO A, 4TH LDGSPT EN

STH ENGRSP BN (-)
CO C, 6TH EHGRSPT 6N
BRIDGE CO {-) 6TR ENGRSPT BN
PiT, SULKFUEL CO, 6TN HGRSPTe BN

4TH NAINT EN (-)
N&S CO (-), 4TN NAINT EN
PiT, AUTOCONT CO, 4TE NAINT EN

PLT* ELECNAIWrNPR CO, 4TN NA=NT BN
TH, OROflAIHTCONT COn 4TH HAINT BN
DBT, BNGRHAIHT CO, 4TN HAINT BN
DETe GSNAIHT CO, 4TE NAINT BH
DET, ELNA COs 4TH HAI HT SN

4TR SUPPLY BN (-)
DET HS5 CO, 4TH SUPPLY SH
SHU# 4TH SUPPLY BN
PLT ANno CO, 4TH SUPPLY SN
DET, NEDLOG CO, 4TN SUPPLY BH
DET, RATION CO# 4TN SUPPLY BN
DET, SUPPLY CO, 4TH SUPPLY SN

6TH ROTOR TRANSPORT BH (o)
HAS CO 6TH NTBH

4TH NEDICAL eN (-)
DST# HAS CO, 4TH nED BN

4TN DSNTAL 8N (-)
4TN DENT CO (-} 4TH DENT SN

81TUATION FIVE Questions, Continued

l. A task organization for RaPine Amphibious
Brigede be broken into four major elements.
Uhat they?
2. A Regimental Lending Team is task oen|sed to
conduct ground operations. Nhet forces
included in this task organization?
]. Nhet ueaponl systems ivllllbll tO the HAB
Commander for air delOReS o( the NAN Area of Ops?
4. There eLx functions of RaPine Aviation.

provide each of thsla funct/one?

Chiman,3CS I Issue the JCS xscuts Order; .It

the latest guide.sa establishes.an;execution

he decision may mat 8nyt hold in the

t CU ptss, :-ain, the koto of kho Crisis

EXECUTE ORDER

150422Z JUL 87

PN CG PHrLANT
TO CG IX RAP

CG 2D HAS
CG 4TN NAB

150224Z JDL 87

YN CINCLAHTFLT
TO CONSBCONDFLT

COHNAVSURPLANT NOBPOLE YA
CONNAVAIRLANT NORFOLK VA
CG TNPLANT NORPOLX VA
HAYCAnSLANT NORFOLK VA

252257Z JUL 87

rN USCIHCLT
O CZHCANr NOK VA

152233Z JU

USCZNCL NOR VA

CDRHTNC HASHZTON DC
IH CHO WkSflIH DC

CNC AHITOH

ET
UNCLASSIPIED//NO 30001/

CJCS SENDS
SUBJ EXECUTE ORDER ONSLON OPERATIONS

REP A. USCINCLANT 152230Z JUN 87 (OPREP-3)
B. JCS 18|440Z JUN 07 (NARNING ORDER)
C. USCINCLANT 200SOSZ JUN 87 (COKMANOER’S

ESTINAT)
O. JCS 25|007Z JUH 87 (ALERT ORDER)

4. EXECUTION

AOUT 19 JUL 87. 2D NAB CONDUCT AMPHIBIOUS
LANDIH ON STHERN COAST OF ONSLON ABOUT 23 JUL
07. CONDUCT SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS O DESOy

AND RETURN LEGITIRATE YEHHT HBR.

H REF C.
C. ORDINATI IHSTRUCTIOHS.

(1) AS STATZO I aer o.
(2) EXECUTE ON 19 JUL (4Tfl HAS) AND 23 JUL

(20 AO).
(3) DURATZON Or OPERATIONS. 690 DAYS.
(4) nON AS PROnUGA0
(5) UXaau ACON.

5. ADH[HSTRATIOH AND
A. VEHEHT PRIORITY 282 ASSIGHED.
B. PUBLIC AFFIR GUIDANCE. AS SET fORTH

B.

APPLY. SEE 3C5 PUS 6.
6. HHAND AND SIGNA

A. USCNCLAN ZS THE PRTED HHANDER.

B. SZCOHDFLT AUTHORIZED DIRECT

BT
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D-DAY D+ 1 sm’UATION

1. Mama the phases o amphiboue
operation.

2. Do(ins amphibious operation and
describe its most salient requirement.

3. hat is the purpose of rehearsal?

4. Zn planning car amphibious

decisions" vhich have to be made prior

81TUATION SIX Quootlono

tO the commencement O detailed
plannin. Nhat these decisions?

5. Nhat IS the advance force and what
its primary tasks?

6. Name the five categories of the
ship-to-shore movement.

7. ha is amplnlbioua objective
area?

8. Hay does the plan for the employment
of aviation lt in?

9. hat agency is responsible for fire
support coordination during the initial
phase of the ship-to-shore movement?

10. An amphibious operation Is nornally
tecm|nated vhen certain conditions have

bean mat. Nhst these conditions?

11. Hhst is tank-heavy RCATF?

12, Hhat is the caliber oe the mlin gun
the RGO&I tank?

service support.

14. Nhst is the unrefuelad range o the
LYTP-7?
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80700S JUL 87

FH COWSECONDFLT
TO CTG 22.2

CTG 23.2

16030OZ JUL 87

PM UNCZWCLAMT
TO CONSECOMDFLT

INFO CINCL&MTFLT NORFOLK VA

BT
UNCLAS//NO 3000//

SUBJ MEDIA COVERAGE or ONSLOW OPERATIONS

1. THIS HQS AUTHORIERS MEDIA COVERAGE or
QPERATIOHS ON ONSLOW. THE FOLLOWING ARRANGEMEHTE
NAVE SEEM MADEz

A. THE ODD NEWS MEDIA FOOL CONSISTS Or TO
MILITARY ESCORT OFFICERS, ONE PROW OASD (PA)e THE
OTHER FROM USCINCLAMT (PA), A REPORTER AND
PHOTOGRAPHER FROM 8OTfl UPI AND APw A REPORTER FROM
UNITED STATIONS RADIOe A TflREH-PHRON TV CREW FROM
MNC, A REONTER AND A PHOTOGRAPHER FROM UoS* MEWS
AND WORLD REPORT WAOAZINE AND OWE REPORTER EACH
FROM BOTH THE SCRIPPS HOWARD AND MILWAUKEE JOORNAL
NEWSPAPERS.

H. THE ODD NEWS MEDIA POOL WILL PLY BY ODD

AIRCRAFT FROM JUIDREWS APH TO ARRIVE ABOARD USE
NASSAU PRIOR:tO L-HOUR, D-DAY.
2. UPON ARRIVAL, REQUEST PRESS POOL BE BRIEFED ON

OPERATIONAL SITUATION. PRESS POOL REPS ARE
PERMITTED TO ACCOMPANY GROUND FORCES IN CONDUCT or
MISSION, AS POSSIBLE, ON & HOT TO INTERFERE WITH
OPERATIONS BASIS.
3. PRESS POOL WILL ARRIVE WITH pERSONAL EUIP-
WENT. HEQ PROVIDE BODY ARMOR, ETC. IF DEEMED
NECESSARY. ADDITIONALLY, RSQ PROVIOE ASSISTAHCE
AS FEASIBLE, IN FORWARDING RELEASES RACE TO

STATES. EXPECT WIRE SERYlCE TRANSMITTALS TO USE
NAVY CONMUHZCATIOHS SYSTEM A TIME PERMITS BETWEEN
OPERATIOHAL MESSAGE Arrzc. NHQ TAPES, AUDIO

TAPES AND EXPOSED PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM BE FLOWN#
SPACE AVAILABLE, TO COMUS WHERE OTHER DESIGNATED
POOL REPRESENTATIVES HILL FURTHER DISSSHIHATH YEA

THEIR OHM CHANNELS.

BT

SITUATION SIX
2D MAB LANDING IN ONSLOW

240107Z JUL E7

rM 23.2
TO CTG 22.2

IHrO II HAP
CTG 20.2

BT
UMCLASSIFIHD//RO

SUeJ SITUATION NEPORT NURSER 001
230800 TO 2324 JU5 87

1. ENEMY SITUATION.
A. THE OHSLOW HATIOHAL GUARD FORCEs

COUNTERED BY THE LANDING FORCE RESISTED THE
XHITIAL AND: BUT THEN WITHDREW TO THE NORTH-

WEST. ENEflY AKRCRA AND HELICOPTERS HAVE BEER
AIVE IN THE AREA NDUCT[ GROUND ATTACKS AHD
TROOP TRANSRT OPERATIOHS.

(2) COHTIHUE TO HITHDRAW UHTIL ALL FORCES
ARE AOSS NEW RIVER.

(2) UNTERATTACK 23 MARINE RCES NORTH

or RT 172.
C. 1/23 NET HIH RESISTAHCE AT LF O

WHEREAS 3/2 HET wEariER RESISTaH AT O B. CO

3/2 EHUHTERED L SCATTERED RESISTANCE AT ATr
O 1.

O. ENEM SES THIS PRI: HFIRHED
23 BET HZA ]S H-6. TAHK DAHAGED, HAWS
DAHAGBD, LAY DAHAGED, 4 TaUCXS T or AION.
2. O SITUATION.

A. 1/23 IH Lr O C. 3/2(-) IH
3/2 IN ATF O

B. RY A/1/14 LANDED ACROSS RED 8EACfl OHE

FOLLOHED BY LFSP.
C* 230 flARINES* rscc AND DASC ASHORE VlC

LF O B.
O. 1/23 LANDED BY HELIRNE ASSAULT OH LF OB3

AT 0800. B 1400 O C WAS SECURED. AT 0800
]/2(-) REIN HDUEO SURrA ASSAULT DYER RED
BRACE AND AND SBIZ L 083 A AHO B. 3/2(-)
SUBSUENTL CROSSED THE INLAND WTZRWA AND

NTINUES THE ATTACK TOWARD ATr O 2. CO 3/2
SEIZED ATr O AGAINST ATTZRED RESISTANCE AT
lEO0. AT 1800 23D RINE5, rscc AND OASC

LAHDED ER RED BZA 2.
B* NONEFFECTIVE UNITS* HONE.

]. BAT SERVICE SUPPORT. LAHDI FORCE SHORE

PAR LDED ACROSS RED BCU 2, SUPPLIES LAHDING
AS PLANNED.
4. GBHERAL. NO HHEHT.
5. HHDERS EYALUATZOH. LANDK AHD BUILDUP
AEHORE HAS GONE ACCORD[ SCHEDULE DUE LACK
or SGNIFICAHT EHY AIOH. THE EHEHY H KHOWS

NE ARE HERE AHD WE C EXE HIH TO REA SOOH.

BT

2SOl2OZ 3UL 87

rw CTO 23.2
TO C?G 22.2

INtO IX wr
CTG 20.2

ET
UHCLASSIFIHD//HO 3000//

SUBJ SIT REP 002 FOR PRO 240001 TO 242400 3UL 87

1. ENEMY SITUATION.
A* ONSLOW NATIONAL GUARD GROUHD FORCES HAVE

WITHDRAWH OUT Or CONTACT WITH 23 HARINES. ONSLOWAN

AIR FORCES COIUE SPORADIC ATTACKS 2D

IHSTALLATIOH AND ARTXLLZR FIRE IS STILL AHLE TO

HIT TAETS IN FORCE BEAHEAD.
B. EH URSES OF ACTION

(1) COSINE WKTHOAWAL HEW RIVER.
(2) RBZHRCE DEFENDZHG FORCES AHD COHDUCT

ATTACKS AGANflT FBH.
C. DURIHG THE HZGHT EHEHY WTHDREW

ATF O AHD ESTABLISHED A HASTY DEFENSE.

0. 2D BH STRENGTH EST 80 PERCENT. 30 BN 100

PERCENT. LOSSES BY 2D THIS PRO: CONFIRHED KIA-

16, EST WKA 60, POW 4. TANK DAMAGED, AAV

DESTROYED, DARAGED; 3 TRCKS DAMAGED.
E. EXPECT E TO ATTACK WITH TWO BATTALIONS

RCE HAB FRO BEAChhEAD.

2. OWN SITUATION.
A. 1/23 NDUI COHPAHY SKZE PATROLS

VICINITX COURTHOUSE BAY AND LZ BLUEBIRD*
CONSOLIDATED IN Vie OF ATF O 2**

B. 1/14 lH LZ ALBATROSS, HQ 23 HAW FSCC AHD

DASC IN LZ FALN. ROL Or SUPPORTING
PASSED ASHORE AT 800. TA BEING ESTABLISHED AT

CALF UZ.
C. CSSA IN LZ rALN. HWSG-47 ASHORE AT

BUZ.
D. 1/23 UCTED HPANY SIZED PATROLS rROH

LF O A COURTHOUSE BAY AND LZ BLUEBIRD
EOUNTZR[ ONLY ZH OPSZTION. 3/2 FORMED

HCATF AND ATTACKED TOWARD ATF O

Z. NONEFCTIVE UNITS.
3. HBAT SERVICE SUPPORT. SUPPL BUILDUP ASHORE

CONTINUES. HWSG-47 ESTABLISHI FACILITIES AT

CALr
4. GENERAL. PLANS ARE UNDZRA TO NDU AN

ATTACK OH ATF O AT FIRST LIT D+2. INTEND TO

BRI IN HAB FIXED HI AIR ON

5. ANDZRS EVALUATION. TOROW*S ATTACK AT

ATF OB3 ULD WELL BE ET BE A UHTZRATTACK.

BT
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251907E JUL 87

rN CTG 23.2
TO CTG 22.2

INtO ZI
CTG 20.2

HT
UHCLAssIrIED//RO 3000//

SUBJ INTSUW NUNHER Two/roR PERIOD DI 251800Z
3UL 87

1. SUHR Or H AZVIT. (FAAGAPHS NITH NO

ZNrORHATZON REPOR HAVE 8[N

DEFEHDIHG AYr O 2 HAVE HITHDHANN 4 H THE
NORTHWEST O ARE LOCATED YIC 883333 AND

863356. BELIEVE 2D I5 AT 8fl5358, HITH 3O BN
AT 883353. ALSO CTD ZS AH EHKY TANK AT

877368 AHD AH UNDERSTRETfl ABTILLER BATTALIOH

BATTALIONS SUFFERED MODERATE CASUALTIES BERE
THEY NITHDREW ESTIMATE THEY ARE HNED AT APPROX

80 PERCENT STRfl.
B. TRACE or RNARD ELEHENT5. SEE OYBRLAX.

r. AIR AlYZ* EHEHY AIR HAS NOUEO A

USING AV-8 A/C. ES?ZHATE TEN SORTIES ZN THE 24-fir

PERI.
2. HEKY PERHHEL AHD UZPNE

A. pERHNEL: HrZRHED KIA 24, ESIHAEU
KZA ]1, BSTIHAT NA -IlO, POM

B. UZPHE AND flATERIAL. 2 TANKS DARAGED,

AAYS OAHAGED/OESTROYED 2 LAVE DAHAGED 8

OUT OF
3. HEN OBSTAES O BARRIERS. INEFIELD IS

ZHSTALLED JUST SH OF R:HB ROAD VZC L

4. AINZSATIYE AIYT[KS* HUflZ INDICATES

THE EHEH BATTALZOHS ARE RBCKIVI REPLACEHEHTS.
7. ESTIHATEO KBER D PES O VEHICLE5

AIRCRAFT. VEHICLES: 17 MOAI TAHKS O LAV 24

AAVI NUHRS TRUCKS (939) AHD HNHS. AIRCRAFTs

6 AV-BZ 6 Y-4 UH-H 6 Cfl46 4 AHOY.
8. HEATHER AND TERIH CONDITIONS. NO CHANGE

XNTELL ESTXHATE.

COUHTZRATTACK AGA=HST FBH, HS C CAN BE

WITH AIR STRIKES OH THE ROADS FROH 3AX.

O. HCLUSIOH. THE ZHY ILL HOS LIKELY HDU

ATTACKS SUPPORTED BY TAHKS, ARTY AND AIR IN AN

ATTEHPT TO DRIVE 2D HAB RCES BAC TO THE

SHALL RAZDZHG FORCES INTO THE LEA OR HER REAR

IHSTALLATIOHS ATAGE AHO DISRUPT REAR AREA

AZVITIES.

BT

SITUATION SEVEN
SITUATION AT 8TARTEX

260113E 3UL 87

rw CTG 23.2
TO CG 22.2

Iu/’O II NAt
CTG 20.2

BT
UHCLASSIFIED//UO 30000//

SUIkl SIT REF 003 FOR PRD 250001 TO 252400 3UL 87

1. eNEMY SITUATION.

VICINITY OF FRENCH CREEK. INFORHATIOH INDICATES

THAT BOTH INFAHTRY RATTALIOHS IN THE YICIHITY HAYS

BEEH REINFORCED BY TANKS, AAVS AHD ARHORED CABS

B. ENEHY CAPABILIT|ES:

(I) COHOUCT COUHTBRATTACK AGAINST 23 HAR

POSITIONS IN FHH.
(2) DEFEND PRESENT POSITIONS.
(3) WITHDRAW ACHOSS HEH RIVER.

C. AFTER PUTTING UP STIFF RESISTAHCE ALL

)RNIHG AT ATF OH3 2, HWERV HITflDREW TO THE NORTH
IN THE EARLY AFTERHOON.

O. POW INTERIU)GATION REVEALS ENEHV IS PRO-

VIDING REPLACEMENT TO 20 BN IN ORDER TO BRING THEH

UP TO STRENGTH.
B. IF ENHY IS REINFORCIM IT IS EXPECTED THAT

HE HILL ATTACK SOOti.
2. OWN 51TUATIOH.

A. 3/2 ON ATF OH3 AS OF 1400.

B. 2D MAR H NON ESTABLISHED IN LZ GOOSE.

TAOC NOW OPERATIOHAL AT BOGUS.
C, SiX A-4fl OPERATIONAL AT BOGUS AND

HELICOPTERS DEPLOYHD ASHORE FROH LPH
D. AT FIRST LIGHT 3/2 ASSAULTED &TF OBJ 2.

ArTHB pROVIDING STIFF RESZSTAHCE ENEMV NITHDREH

AHD OJ WAS SECURED BY 1400. THE BHS HERE ORDERED

TO OH$OLIDATE THEZR PRESENT POSITIOHS.
E. NONEFFECTIVE UHITS. HONE.

3. CMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT. ALL CSS UHITS ARE

ASHORE AHD GEHERAL UNLOADING OF SUPPLIES
CONY|HUES. CSSA ESTABLISHED AT LE FALCOH.

4. COMMANDERS EVALUATION. THE 20 HAB IS

ESTABLISHED ASHORE AHD IS CAPABLE OF CONDUCTIHG

OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS COMHEHCING 260600 R JUL

1987. RECOHHEND INHEDIATE yRNINATIOH OF

AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS*

260200E JUb I?

CTG 22.2
TO CTG 23.2

2S143OE JUL E7

FM CTG 22.2
TO COMSHCONDFLT

IHFO USCIHCLAHT NORFOLK VA
CINCLANTFLT HORFOLK VA

CONNAVSURFLART NORFOLK VA
CG FHFL)AiT NORFOLK YA
CG II HAt
CTr 20
CTF 22
CTG 20.2
CTG 23.2

BT
UNCLASSIFISD//NO 3000//

SUBJ TERRIHATION OF PHIB|OUS PHASE* OPERATIOH

SOLAR FLARR

SEF A. CORSECONDrLT Oll50?z JUL 87
O. NWP 228/LFR 01, PAR 113

I. REF A IS THE INITIATING DIRECTIVE FR A/PHIS-

IOUS OPERATIONS ON THE SUTSEATERH COAST OF

ONSLOW.
2. THE LAHDING WAS CONDUCTED Off 23 JUL AND AS OF

THE FRESEHT TIME* THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS EXIST:

A. HZSSION ASSIGNED NEF A HAS BEEN

ACCORPLISHED.
R. FORCE BEACHHEAD HAS BEEN SECURED. ALL

OBJECTIVES HAVE BEEN SEIZED.
C. SUFFICIENT TACTICAL AND SUPPORTING FORCES

HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED ASHORE TO INSURE COHTIHUOUS

LAHDIHG OF TROOPS AND BOUI@HEHT.
D. ALL HECESSARY CORHAND AHD COHTROL FACILITIES

HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED ASHORE.
E. LANDING FORCE IS FIRRLY ESTABLISHED ASHORE

AHD cLr STATES HE IS BEADY TO ASSURE FULL RESPONS-

IBILITY FOR SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS AS DIRECTED.

]. ACCORDINGLY, IAW HEr B, RECORREND THE NqPHIB-

IOU$ OPERATION BE TERHINATED AS Or 2604002 JUL B7

AND 2D NAB FORCES CHOP TO || NAF AS OF THAT

TIHE. CTG 23.2 CONCURS IN THIS HSG.

ET
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&AA

A

ACB

ABGCO

AON

ASP

BAOR

BS&

BSS

OASC

Antiaircraft Artillery

Airborne

Aviation Combat Element

Amphibious Embarkation

Group Control office

Assault rife Unit

Ares of Responsibility

Ammunition Supply Point

Antisubmarine warfare

British Army of the

Hhine

Brigade

8each SupDort Area

Brigade Service Support

Group

Crisis Action System

Commander Amphibious

Commander-In-Chief

Comlndsr-in-Chief,

Strategic Air Commend

Commander Joint Task

Commander Landing Force

Commander U.S. Central

Caribbean

Commander U.S. Naval

Central

Civil Reserve Air rimer

Combat Service Support

Element

Carrier Battle Group

Diroct Air Support

Center

DErCON

DPC

FAA9

FBN

FBB

FNFLANT

rssG

GCB

BST

JCS

JOPS

LFSP

LISA

RAB

ABBX

Defense Condition

Defense Planning

GLOSSARY
RAG

NAGYF

Force Beachhead

Force Beachhead Line

Element

Fly-in Bchslon

Atlantic

Group

Ground Combat Element

Helicopter Support Team

Intelligence and Warning

Joint Chiefs of Staff

Joint Operation Planning

System

Joint Reporting

Structure

Joint Task Force

WACHAPGRG

BCA

NRCC

WSA

OPLAN

OPORD

Light Antiaircraft

Missile

Landing Force Support

Party

Lending Zone

Landing Zone Support

Ares

rine Amphibious

Brigade

flsrine Amphibious

Brigade Exercise

Military Airlift Command OPRRP

arine amphibious Force

Marina Air-Ground Tsak

FOrCe

Military Assistance SAC

Comand, Ietnsm 8ACUB

flarlne Aircraft Wing

arine Corps Auxiliary

Lendin Field

r[ne Co:ps Air Sslon

rne Corps Base

orehead City

Xiddle East Force

itime prepos[tEonnq

quien/Suppl

ri ime Prepoli tioning

Harime Preposiionin

Ships

8qd:on

Roorized Rifle Division ACC

Hill tery Traffic

North Atlantc
Organize tion

Naval Cargo Handling and XTREP

Port Group

Na ional Comnd
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SITUATION ONE

SOUTHWEST ASIA

CRISIS ACTION SYSTEM

A crisis usually develops with little or no warning, and the

President and his advisers must make quick decisions about a

suitable course of action for the nation to take in response to

it. Naturally, there are many options that are likely to be

presented for consideration. The President can choose to do

nothing, or can elect to use diplomatic, economic, or military

means to solve the problem.

From a military point of view, a crisis is defined as "an

incident or situation involving a threat from a source external

to the United States, its terri tories, and possessions that

rapidly develops and creates a condition of such diplomatic,

political, or military importance to the U.S. Government that

commitment of U.S. military forces and/or resources is contem-

plated to achieve U.S. national objectives." Nearly 200 incidents

fitting this description have occurred since World War If. Crises

are fast breaking events. Each one is different. They may be

small,, like the seizure of the Mayaguez, or they may be massive,

like the evacuation of South Vietnam. Sometimes an incident in

one part of the world will lead to problems in other areas. Some

crises are predictable: many spring up where no trouble was

thought to exist.

After a s4ries of crises in the early 1970s, the National

Command Authorities (NCA) became concerned that the military

organization for responding to crisis situations was ineffective,

and that various parts of the Joint Reporting Structure (JRS)

were not providing adequate and timely information to support the

decision-making process. A system for time-sensitive military

planning was developed and is described in the Joint Operation

Planning System (JOPS), Volume IV, Crisis Action System (CAS).

The focal point for mili tary crisis management is the

Encl
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National Military Command Cedter (NMCC), operated by the JCS J-3

in Washington. From the NMCC, crisis action teams coordinate

with the National Command Authorities, military commands and

other government agencies while dealing with a crisis. Since

each crisis is unique, a rigid set of rules to respond to crises

would be unacceptable. Instead, CAS is a flexible system which

responds to the demands of a dynamic situation. Like any system,

CAS is the combination of people, procedures and hardware which

enable the work to be done. The CAS objective is the timely

development of a military option to present to the NCA for

consideration and use in response to a national crisis.

CAS provides a framework for the rapid exchange of informa-

tion. It arranges for recommending and evaluating feasible

courses of action. It uses commonly accepted planning procedures

and formats wherever possible, but recognizes the need for vary-

ing degrees of detail as a function of time available for plan-

n ing.

The time-sensitive planning process takes the participants

through a logical sequence of phases that leads from the initial

recognition of the problem to the development and execution of an

operation order (OPORD). The six phases of CAS are situation

development, crisis assessment, course of action development,

course of action selection, execution planning and execution.

(See Figure i-i). The phases alternate between action being

taken at the military command level and action taken at the NCA

level. Several points are identified in the sequence where

decisions must be made either to continue planning or to revert

to an earll.er phase in the process. Formal JCS orders (Warning,

Planning, Alert and Execute) are issued after major NCA decision

milestones..Deployment order or deployment preparation order can

also be issued at any time during the CAS. They can also be in-

cluded as part of the JCS Warning, Planning or Alert orders. The

CAS requires that large quantitites of information be exchanged

among the numerous headquarters and agencies involved. Figure i-

2 shows the CAS process and graphically presents this information

Encl (4)
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flow. Extremely critical situations could compress the

taken in crisis assessment through execution planning.

actions
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THE CAS PROCESS
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OPERATIONAL REPORTS

The Operational Report (OPREP) is the reporting system used

to keep the JCS, commanders of unified and specified commands,

the services and other appropriate agencies advised of any event

or incident which may attract national level interest of opera-

tional plans and current operations involving the employment or

movement of military units and of the results of associated air,

sea and ground activities. The OPREP is usually a narrative re-

port which is formatted at the direction of the originator. The

OPREP consists of the following five reports=

OPREP-I, Operation Planning Report, is used to describe

planned operations for current situations.
OPREP-2, Operation Start Report, is used to advise that an

operation has started or can be used to execute a plan or

fragment of a plan.
OPREP-3 Event/Incident Report, is used to notify immedi-

ately the National Military Command Center (NMCC) of any

event or incident which may attract national-level inter-

est.
OPREP-4, Operation Stop Report, is used to report the

completion of an operation or a phase of an operation.
OPREP-5, Operation Summary Report, is used to give a

statistical summary.

Only the OPREP-3 is implemented worldwide continually and is

transmitted directly to NMCC by any command level having know-

ledge of an incident and access to a communications network

capable of relay into communications systems serving the NMCC.

Thus, OPRSP-3 reports are of primary concern to the Crisis Action

System (CAS) and these reports are the most likely basis upon

which a crisis is recognized and the CAS is activated.

ONIFIED COMMANDS

US combat-ready forces are assigned to the operational

command of unified and specified commanders (CINCs). A unified

command is a command with a broad continuing mission, under a

single commander and composed of significant assigned uomponent

commands of two or more services. A specified command normally

includes the forces of a single service. There are seven unified

and two specified commands. The Unified and Specified Command

Organization is shown in Figure 1-3.
Encl (4)----44



II

UNIFIED AND SPECIFIED COMMAND ORGANIZATION

FIGURE 1-3

The prime responsibili ty of a unified commander is to

support the policies of the U.S. government as they relate to a

military presence, military assistance to foreign governments and

military operations in his geographical area. In critical

situations, the CINCs may be directed to ,carry out some or ali of

these responsibilities in areas outside their normal area of

responsibility. The CINCs are responsible for keeping the JCS

advised of developments in their assigned area that could affect

the security of the nation.

A unified commande is authorized to communicate directly

with the Secretary of Defense; with the JCS on strategic and

logistic plans, combat operations, and "otheE necessary functions

-6-
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of command required to accomplish his mission;" and with sub-

ordinate department of Defense agencies such as the Defense In-

telligence Agency, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,

Deense Logistics Agency and Defense Communications Agency.

may also communicate directly with the Chiefs of Services on uni-

Service matters.

The CINC of each unified command has a joint staff composed

of personnel from each Service having component forces under his

command. One of the most important functions of a unified com-

mand is planning for contingencies in its assigned area and

fining those plans through joint training exercises.

The CINCs are given broad authority in the command and in-

ternal administration of forces assigned to them. Their opera-

tional command includes determining the composition of subordin-

ate forces, assigning tasks to the component or other subordinate

commanders, designating objectives and "the full authoritative

direction necessary to accomplish the mission." It does not in-

clude administration, discipline, internal organization and unit

training of component forces, all of which are responsibilities

of component commanders and their parent Services.

A unified commander may establish subordinate unified com-

mands or joint task forces reporting directly to him. (The CINC

of a specified command does not have that authority.) A sub-

unified command is established when significant forces of two or

more services have a broad continuing mission. For example, the

Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV), became a sub-unified

command under U.S. Pacific Command (USPACOM). .Currently, USPACOM

has within its vast geographical area of responsibility, two sub-

unified commands, U.S. Forces Korea and U.S. Forces Japan.

A Joint Task Force (JTF) is not a permanent command arrange-

ment and may be activated when significant forces of two or more

services are utilized in a mission with a specific limited objec-

tive. Because the JTF is not a permanent headquarters, the

commander exercises operational control over assigned forces and

Encl (4)
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does not have directive authority in the field of logistics.

In a major emergency, a unified commander may assume direct

command of one of his component commands, subject to JCS

approval. Under exceptional circumstances and with the approval

of JCS, he may also establish a separate uni-service force

reporting to him. In the event of a major emergency, he may

assume temporary operational control of forces of another command

that are in his geographical area. Normally, however, units of

another command based in or transiting a unified command area

will not come under the CINC’s operational control. A SAC wing

based in a unified command area, for instance, remains under the

operational control of CINCSAC, although the unified commander

may provide base security and other support.

Component commands in a unified command advise the unified

commander on proper employment of their respective forces. They

report directly to the unified commander in all operational mat-

ters and to the chiefs of their Services on matters that pertain

exclusively to their particular Service such as personnel, train-

ing in uni-service doctrine, logistics and development of

equipment.

U.S. CENTRAL COMMAND

Area of responsibility. The U.S. Central Command (USCENTCOM)

was established as the sixth unified command on 1 January 1983.

The commander’s area of responsibility (AOR) begins in the east

with Pakistan and includes Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, Iraq and

Jordan on the Asian continent, the entire Arabian Peninsula, and

Egypt, Sudan, Ethiopia, Dj ibout i, Somalia and Kenya on the

African continent. It also includes the waters of the Red Sea

and Persian Gulf. Figure 1-4 depicts USCINCCENT’ s area of

responsibility-

-8-
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USCINCCENT’s AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY

ussR

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

INDIAN OCEAN

FIGURE 1-4

USCENTCOM responsibilities in the area include military

planning, operational command of U.S. forces in the theater,

joint exercises involving U.S. and regional forces and adminis-

tration of the security assistance program. A small Forward

Headquarters Element (FHE) afloat was established in December

1983 with the Middle East Force in the Persian Gulf. This

element serves as liaison with U.S. embassies and the nations of

the region. It also aids in planning and coordinating joint

’exercises and performs other duties that benefit the command.

EoSo Forces. The command has been assigned for planning

purposes, a force list of about 300,000 personnel representing

four services.

The Army component is U.S. Army Forces Central Command

(COMUSARCENT), the Third Army, headquartered at Fort McPherson,

-9-
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GA. It has three and one-third divisions assigned for planning

(82nd Abn Div, lOlst Abn Di (Air Assault), 24th Inf Div

(Mechanized, and an air calvary brigade) and other combat, combat

support (CS) and combat service support (CSS) units.

The USCENTCOM air forces are commanded by Ninth Air Force at

Shaw AFB, SC. The USCENTCOM air component commander (COMUSCENTAF)

has seven tactical fighter wings available for planning. Also

included are special capability assets such as E-3As: inte.r-

theater and intra-theater airlift: and Strategic Air Command

(SAC) B-52 squadrons configured for conventional bombs.

The naval component commander is COMUSNAVCENT, with its

headquarters at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. It has the MIDEASTFOR and

also available for planning are three CVBGs and a Marine

Amphibious Force (MAF) comprised of the Ist Marine Division and

the 7th Marine Amphibious Brigade (MAB) which is part of the

Maritime Preposit ioning Force (MPF) (7th MAB and MPSRON-2)

Figure 1-5 shows the command structure of USCINCCENT.

-I0-
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COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS: US CENTRAL COMMAND
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SITUATION TWO

CENTRAL FRONT

U.S. EUROPEAN CONMAND

Area responsibility and command relationships. The U.S.

European Command US EUCOM/USCINCEUR) is a unified command,

reporting through the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of

Defense, which exercises operational command of all U.S. forces

in Europe. The command covers a geographical area of more than

13 million square miles from the North Cape of Norway through the

Mediterranean, most of Africa and part of the Middle East. The

headquarters is located at Patch Barracks, Stuttgart-Vaihingen,

Federal Republic of Germany. Figure 2-1 depicts USEUCOM’s area

of responsibility. USCINCEUR is also dual-hatted as Supreme

Allied commander Europe (SACEUR). The organizational structure

of both are shown in Figure 2-2.

USPACOM

USEUCOM’s AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY
95"W IO0"E

USPACOM

PACIFIC
OCEAN

USP&COM ATLANTIC. USLANTCOM

INDIAN
OCEAN

USPACOM

PACIFIC
OCEAN

92"W 17"E

FIGURE 2-1
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COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS: US EUROPEAN COMMAND.---..
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Mission. The US European Command’s (USEUCOM) primary mission is

to provide combat-ready forces to support U.S. commitments to the

NATO Alliance. This includes war planning for both conventional

and nuclear operations. In addition to the primary mission, the

command is responsible for performing the following sub-missions

and functions.

Readiness of U.S. forces.

Crisis Management.

Intelligence Activities.

Security Assistance.

Non-combatant Evacuation.

Humanitarian Relief.

U.S. Forces. To help NATO deter the Soviet threats and to secure

U.S. vital interests in Europe, the U.S. forces maintained in

Europe under the command of the U.S. Commander in Chief, Europe,

total more than 300,000, including approximately 220,000

personnel assigned to the U.S. Army, Europe; 61,200 personnel

assigned to U.S. Air Forces, Europe; and approximately 14,000

U.S. Navy personnel ashore as well as 1,000 Marine Corps

personnel ashore who are assigned to U.S. Naval Forces, Europe.

This heavy commitment of U.S. troops in Europe is required

o provide the U.S. share of the collective security of common

interests and values, to provide critical reassurance to our

allies, to act as a deterrent against any future Soviet expan-

sion, and to demonstrate clearly to the Soviet Union our un-

swerving resolve and commitment to a free and democratic Europe.

Threat. The Soviet Union remains the major potential threat to

alliance security and freedom of action. The military threat is

greater now than ever before because in all but strategic nuclear

forces, the Warsaw Pact enjoys quantitative advantages ranging

from 2:1 to 3:1 in conventional ground and air weapons to as high

as 9:1 in intermediate-range nuclear forces (warheads on

launchers). In the quality of its military systems, the Warsaw

Pactno longer forfeits an advantage to NATO. Although the West

Encl (4)
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retains a technological edge in some areas, the Soviet bloc more

than compensates by incrementally applying new technology

obtained by various means to existing systems in the field at a

faster pace than can the West.

This menace poses two threats to the West. The Soviets may

become convinced of and emb01dened by their military superiority,

which could lead to steps resulting in the failure of deterrence

and overt aggression by the Warsaw Pact. But there is another

dangerous, although more subtle and less tangible, threat; Soviet

intimidation and coercion of Western Europe through the exploi-

tation of its perceived military superiority. This could lead to

the extortion of political, economic, and military concessions,

as well as continued attempts to split the U.S. from its European

pa rtners.
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SITUATION THREE

CARIBBEAN

U.S. ATLANTIC COMMAND

Mission. The primary mission of the U.S. Atlantic Command

(USLANTCOM) is to deter military attack against the U.S. The

U.S. military strategy is a forward strategy highlighted by

geopolitical considerations. This forward strategy uses the

oceans as barriers for the defense of the U.S. and principal

highways for the movement of U.S. economic and mill tary

supplies. U.S. forces, forward deployed, are a vital part of

this stra6egy and represent a commitment which should reassure

U.S. allies and act as a deterrent to any potential aggressor.

In the maritime arena, the U.S. depends upon two basic func-

tions to carry out the national strategy sea control and power

projection. Sea control is a selective function used only when

and where needed. It is a requirement for most naval operations,

and it is a prerequisite for successfully conducting sustained

operations in support of Army, Air Force, and Marine general

purpose forces.

An essential element of power projection is the amphibious

task force with Marines embarked this nation’s major means of

inserting U.S. ground forces into a hostile environment.

The Atlantic maritime strategy generally includes the

following four major objectives:

Establish military superiority primarily naval and air.

Ensure the unimpeded flow of. seaborne traffic through the

Straits of Florida, the Gulf of Mexico and the Panama

Canal.

Concentrate available forces to deter, deny or destroy

Soviet naval offensive capabilities, render their defensive

naval force ineffective and provide support to the land

battle.

Establish control of additional sea lines of communications

(SLOCs) in the Caribbean and in the Atlantic to ensure the

Encl (4)
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continued flow of oil and vital raw materials to the U.S.

and its European allies.

Organization. The Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Atlantic Command

has the responsibility to the Secretary of Defense as the unified

commander for planning and conducting all U.S. military opera-

tions throughout the Atlantic. This predominantly maritime area

of responsibility includes: the North and South Atlantic Oceans:

the major portion of the Attic Ocean: the Greenland, Norwegian

and Barents Seas, the caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico: and

that part of the Pacific Ocean which is adjacent to the Central

and South American nations. This area also includes several key

island bases which play a critical role in accomplishing

USLANTCOM’S mission. Figure 3-1 depicts USLANTCOM’s area of

responsibility.

USLANTCOM’s AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY
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FIGURE 3-1
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USCINCLANT has individual Air Force, Army and Navy componenn

commanders uhau provide TACAIR ground and Marine forces in sup-

port for assigned missions. There are also subordinaue unified

commands thau are of vital imporuance to the defense of th
Atlantic. These commands are the Commander U.S. Forces

Caribbean; Commander, Iceland Defense Forces; and Commander, US

Forces Azores. These commands help support our forward .posture

through uhe use of bases and facilities outside uhe continental

U.S., thus reducing reaction and transit uime. Figure 3-2 shows

the USCINCLANT organization.

-19-
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COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS: US ATLANTIC COMMAND
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Forces. The Army has the Capability of providing up to three

combat-ready divisions with 15,000 troops each, and the Air Force

can provide up to 1,400 tactical aircraft. The Navy can provide

up to 279 plus ships from the Atlantic Fleet, including battle-

ships and new CGO with the advanced Aegis weapon system.

The Marines have improved their tactical air capabilities

with the AV-SB (Harrier) and the F/A-18 fighter/attack

craft. The Fleet Marine Forces are now an integrated part of the

new maritime prepositioning force (MPF). This operation provides

for afloat prepositioning of selected equipment and supplies.

This enhances a Marine Amphibious Brigade (MAB) to quickly deploy

by strategic airlift and link up with its combat supplies and

equipment.

Threat One of the primary threats in the Atlantic is the

presence of Soviet nuclear-powered attack (SSNs) and ballistic

missile submarines (SSBNs). The Soviet Union has sixty percent

of its SSBN force stationed in the Northern Fleet. In addition

to this threat, the Soviets have developed a cruise missile (SS-

NX-21) with a significant range to attack U.S. land targets.

This missile can be carried in their newer SSNs such as the

Victor III.. Presently, the Northern Fleet possesses nearly fifty

percent of the total tactical submarines including Oscar class

nuclear-powered, guided missile submarines. More than half of

the major Soviet surface combatants are in the Northern and Black

Sea Fleets, with more than sixty-five percent of their antishi

cruise missile-equipped surface ships in the combined weste.r.n
fleets.

Three-fourths of the naval strike aircraft (NSA), including

the supersonic Backfire bombers, operate from these western

fleets. The Backfire and Badger aircraft from this region pose a

serious threat to Atlantic Command forces and NATO units in

Norwegian Sea, the North Sea and the North Atlantic Ocean.

The secondary threat is Cuba The Soviet Union continues t

increase its arms shipments to Cuba. The routine deploymen of

soviet BEAR Ds (Recon) and BEAR Fs (ASW), operating out of Cuban

icl (4)
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airfields and conducuing surveillance of U.S. naval forces off
uhe eas coast, provides a visible demonstration of he strauegic

imporuance of Cuba uo he miliuary posture in he Caribbean.

Cuba has he larges miliuary force in the Caribbean and has

expanded its influence hroughou uhe Cenural American region,"

particularly in Nicaragua.
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US COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS IN CORNADA

The command relationships for oeprations in Cornada are

depicted in the following diagrams:

Initial reinforcement of NAVBASE Charlie from 15 Feb to 28

April.

AIR ALERT FOR

Deployment of Amphibious Forces 15 Mar to 28 April.

CINCLANTFLT

CTF 20

COMCARDIV SIX

COMSECONDFLT

COMPHIBGRU

,]
CTF 23

CG, 4TH MAB
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Upon termination of amphibious operations, CG, 4th MAB

becomes Commander Charlie Defense Forces as a uni-service force

directly under USCINCLANT. 3 May to i0 May.

USCINCLANT

COMCRARDEFFOR

CG, 4TH MAB "’I

On 10 May, the II MAF Hq and subordinate Command HQ arrive

and the MAF composites forces from 4th MAB and 6th MAB which is

in the arrival and assembly phase, ii May to 3 July.
7

USCINCLANT ]

COMCHARDEFCOM

CG, II MAF
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SITUATION FOUR

MOBILI-ZATION OF 2D MAB

SPECTRUM OF MOBILIZATION.

The spectrum or degrees of mobilization range

selective, presidential ca11-up, partial, full and total.

from

Selective. For a domestic emergency, the President (or

Congress upon special action) may order expansion of the active

Armed Forces by mobilization of reserve units and/or individual

reservists to deal with a situation where the Armed Forces ,nay be

required to protect life, Federal property and functions, or to

prevent disruption of Federal activities. A selective mobiliza-

tion normally would not be associated with a requirement for

contin.qency plans involving external threats to the national

security. There is no designated limit to the numbers of persons

involved. The SECDEF announces the mobilization and units and

individuals are provided written alert notification. Only reserve

units or individual reservists are eligible for call-up.

Presidential Call-up. The’ President may augment the active

forces by a call-up of units of the Selected Reserve up to

100,000 men for up to ninety days to meet the requirements of an

operational mission.

Partial Mobilization. To meet the requirements of a war or

other national emergency involving an external threat to national

.security, the Con.qress or the President may order augmentation of

the active Armed Forces (short of full mobilization) and mobili-

zation of up to one million men of the Ready Reserve (units or

individuals) for up to twenty-four months. In addition to reserve

units, retired officers and members of the Fleet Marine Corps

Reserve may be recalled.

Full Mobilization. Full mobilization requires passage by the

Congress of a public law or joint resolution declaring war or a

Encl (4)
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national emergency. It involves the mobilization of all reserve

units in the existing approved force structure, all individual

reservists, and the materiel resources needed for this expanded

force structure. In addition to the personnel authorized under

partial mobilization, national conscription is authorized and

individuals receive a notice from their local draft board.

Total Mobilization. Total mobilization involves expansion of

the active Armed Forces by organizing and/or activating

additional units beyond the existing approved troop basis to

respond to requirements in excess of the troop basis and the

mobilization of all additional resources needed, to include

production facilities, to round out and sustain such forces. The

mobilization spectrum is shown below.
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MOBILIZATION ASSISTANCE TEAMS

Mobilization assistance teams have the following

responsibilities:
Report to MCB Camp Lejeune or MCAS Cherry Point, as

assigned, in accordance with mobilization orders.

Participate in deployment validation meetings.

Meet with incoming units to determine current readiness

status.

Assist incoming units with training.

Design and conduct unit evaluations.

Provide unit assessment data on mobilizing units.

Members of the mobilization assistance teams are retired

regular officers and persons from the Fleet Marine Corps

Reserve. These retired personnel, under the age of sixty, have

been selected by HQMC, based upon their experience and back-

ground, and issued "hip pocket" mobilization orders to report for

active duty to fill billets required by mobilization or left

vacant by deployment of FMF personnel.

IMPACT OF FULL OR TOTAL MOBILIZATION

In this instance, 2d MAB was able to use artillery and tank

ranges at Ft. Bragg, NC and Camp Pickett, VA. In a full or total

mobilization, these bases would be utilized by Army Reserve and

National Guard forces. Marine forces at MCB, Camp Lejeune would

be severely restricted to the existing limited ranges and

operating areas.

EMBARKATION AT MOREHEAD CITY

The air landed geoprepositioned MAB and the MPF MAB (6th

MAB) deploy without organic equipment and transportation. To

assist these units in the move to Cherry Point for airlift,

MAF, 2d FSSG and MCB Camp Lejeune utilized a deployment support

system. With the MAF and FSSG already deployed, 2d MAB would be

assisted by the MC Base, Camp Lejeune.
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2D MAB COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS

The command relationships for 2d MAB are shown in the

following diagrams.

Upon mobilization, i0 May to 25 June when the MAB is-

declared operaionally ready.

FMFLANT ]

2D MAB I

When operational, 2d MAB would normally CHOP to II MAF,

however, in this situation CG, FMFLANT directed on 26 June that

2d MAB report to COMSECONDFLT as CTG 23.2, Commander Landing

Force for subsequent amphibious operations in Onslow.

USCINCLANT [
CINCLANTFLT

CBG CATF

COMSECONDFLT

CTG 23.2

CLF
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"SITUATION SIX

AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS

EMBARKATION PHASE

During the embarkation phase, te landing

has certain responsibilities- These are:

force commander

Preparation of the landing force for embarkation.

Submission of requirements for embarkation assistance from

forces afloat uo the amphibious task force commander or his

designated representative.

Movement of embarkation components to and within the

embarkation areas, and assembly of cargo and personnel on

shore in accordance with the embarkation schedule and

loading plans.

Security of the embarkation areas, or the coordination of

security measures with external agencies as prescribed by

higher authority.

Supervision of troop activities during loading.

Provision for an Amphibious Embarkation Group Control

Office (AEGCO).

Provision for communications ashore in the embarkation

area, including adequate communications security

measures. To preclude significant commitment of organic

communications equipment of the landing force required to

be embarked, additional equipment should be provided for

use in the embarkation area.

AMPHIBIOUS ALS

If at all possible, a rehearsal should be conducted prior to

an amphibious operation. The purposes of a rehearsal are:

To test the adequacy and completeness of plans.

To test the timing of detailed operations, especially the

scheduled waves of the ship-to-shore movement.

To test all aspects of communications.

To test the combat readiness of participating forces.
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BASIC DECISIONS

Basic de,cisions are those decisions which must be made at

the highest level within the ATF before detailed plannin. can

proceed. The basic decisions are:

Determination of objectives. The mission assigned the

amphibious task force in the initiating directive usually

includes the designation of an area or areas to be captured

within the amphibious objective area. The amphibious task

force commander and the landing force commander together

select a general course of action, for the force as a whole

designed to accomplish the amphibious task force mission.

On the basis of this decision, these commanders together

determine a mission for the landing force which is designed

to attain the objectives of the amphibious task force. On

the basis of this mission, the landing force commander

formulates his concept of operations ashore, including the

selection of terrain objectives, the cadture of which will

assist in the accomplishment of the mission of the

amphibious task force.

In the event the mission assi.ned the amDhibious task force

in the initiating directive does not include a clear designation

of the area or areas to be captured, the amphibious task force

commander will select such areas whose capture will accomplish

the assigned mission.

Determination of beachheads and landiS- The process

of selecting beachheads and their corresDonding landing

areas be.inning with the designations of potential landing

sites, is covered in the following paragra[hs. Although

treated seDarately these factors are highly interrelated

with the concept of operations ashore and are concurrently

considered by the amphibious task force commander and

landin( force commander in reaching these basic decisions-

Designation of landin@ sites

continuous segment of coastline

A landing site is a

over which troops,
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equipment and supplies can be landed by surface means.

While of minimum length to contain at least one landing

beach, a landing site is restricted in maximum length only

by the extent of usable, uninterrupted coastline. The

amphibious task force commander designates the potential

landing sites within the objective area. He furnishes the

landing force commander with pertinent information

concerning these sites, the suitability of seaward

approaches and information on tides. The determination or

confirmation of the characteristics of landing sites are

therefore an early intelligence reGuirement.

Determination of beachheads- The landing force commander

determines possible beachheads and notifies the amphibious

task force commander of his selections in order that they

may be incorporated in the designation of tentative landing

areas. A beachhead is a designated area of a hostile shore

which, when seized and held, ensures the continuous landing

of troops and materiel, and provides the maneuver room

requisite for subseGuent operations ashore. It normally

includes all of the initial objectives.

selection of landing areas. The landing area is that part

of the object ire area within which are conducted the

landing operations of an amphibious task force. It

comprises the sea, air and land areas required for

executing and supporting the landing and establishing the

beachhead selected by the landing force commander. When

the amphibious task force is composed of two or more attack

groups with related landing Groups, a landing area may be

assigned to each attack group.

The landing area selected must satisfy both naval and

landing .force requirements- Accordingly several alternate areas

may be taken under consideration in the planning phase.

The amphibious task force commander delineates the sea areas
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and air space required for he esuablishmen of each beachhead

entauively selected by he landing force commander. The

amphibious task force commander designates the combinations of

sea and beachhead areas and air space as possible landing areas,.

and indicates their relative desirability from a naval viewpoint.

Primary and Alernaue Landing Areas. The landing force

commande selects primary and alternate landing areas from among

those designated by he amphibious ask force commander. The

landing force commander maintains conninuous liaison wih

inuerested commands to ensure ha here is complete under-

standing on any restrictive considerations. The landing force

commander selects uhose landing areas which, consisten with the

ability of the surface and air forces o provide support, will

besu facilitate the accomplishment of the landing force mission.

Decision. The landing force commander presents his final

selections to uhe amphibious task force commander for his con-

currence in the lighu of his ability to support ogerations in the

selected areas with the forces assigned.

Landin force concept of operations ashore. The landing

force commander’s concep of operations ashore is a writnen

and graphic presenuation, in broad outline, of his intenu

wiuh regard to the operation. It includes he formation

for landing, the maneuvers for capuure of the beachhead(s)

and the principal landing force objectives. The landing

force commander formulates alternate concepts for

operaions ashore, including plans for any subsidiary

operaUions and presents uhem o the amphibious ask force

commander. This presentation of he landing force concepts

o he amphibious uask force commander allows he latter to

deermine if they can be supported by he forces available.

Naval and air considerauions affecting the formulauion of

the concept of operauions ashore are hose peruaining o he

capabilities for transporting, proecing and landing the landing

force and for supporting is operations during and afuer he

landing.
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selection of landing beaches. A landing beach is that

portion of usable coastline usually required for the

assault landing of a battalion landing team or similar

u’nit. However, it may also be that portion of a shore line

constituting a tactical locality,-such as the shore of a

bay, over which a force smaller than a battalion landing

team may be landed.

The landing force commander selects specific landing beaches

from available landing sites within the selected landing areas.

The amphibious task force commander reviews these selections in

the light of the naval considerations mentioned previously. When

the amphibious task force is composed of two or more attack

groups with related landing groups, a landing area may be

selected for each attack group. In this case, each landing group

commander selects his landing beaches from within the assigned

area’The principal factors in the selection of landing beaches,

in addition to those previously described for the selection of

landing areas are:

(I) The landing force concept of operations ashore.

(2) Capacity for landing supplies and e(uipment.

(3) Suitability for beaching landing ships, landing craft

and amphibious vehicles.

(4) Beach traf ficability-

(5) Suitability of offshore approaches.

(6) Number, location and suitability of beach support areas

and beach exits.

(7) Location, type and density of beach obstacles, including

underwater obstacles.

(8) Nature of the terrain immediately inland from the

beaches

(9) suitability of communications facilities, including

roads, railroads and waterways.

(I0) suitability of the beach from the standpoint of expected

weather and tidal conditions.
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m Selection of helicopter landing zones. A helicopter

landing zone is a specified ground area for landing assault

helicopters to embark or disembark troops and/or cargo."

The landing force commander selects the helicopter landing

zones and advises the amphibious task force commander. In

reviewing these selections, the amphibious task force

commander considers the ability of his other forces to

support the proposed assault landings therein. When the

amphibious task force is composed of two or more attack

groups with related landing groups, the cask of conducting

the helicopterborne assault operations is usually assigned

to the commander(s) of one or more of the attack groups.

The principal factors in the selection of helicopter landing

zones are:

(i) The landing force concept of operations ashore.

(2) Enemy capabilities and dispositions, particularly the

location, type and density of enemy antiaircraft

installations.

(3) Nature of the terrain over which the helicopter-landed

forces contemplate operations after landing.

(4) Requirements for logistic support.

(5) Requirements for air, naval gunfire and artillery fire

support.

(6) Available helicopter routes to and from the landing

zone, and restrictive effects on the employment of air,

naval gunfire and artillery fire support of other

forces.

(7) Ease of identification from the air.

Selection of the tentative dace and hour of landing. The

amphibious task force commander, after consultation with

the landing force commander, selects the tentative date and

hour of landing. During the planning, tentative dates and

hours are promulgated as early as possible.

The factors in the selection of the tentative date and hour

for landing are shown in Figure 6-1.
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FACTORS IN THE SELECTION OF D-DAY AND H-HOUR

,Date for Landing i,; Landing

STwTSl
2345671

8 910111213141
1151817181920211
222324252627281
293’ I.
AVAILABILITY OF FORCES I

READINESS OF FORCES

PRESENT AND PROJECTED ENEMY

SITUATION

SEASONAL CONDITIONS IN THE

AREA UNDER CONSIDERATION

LOCAL CONDITIONS OF TIDE,

WEATHER, CURRENT AND PEASE

OF MOON (Duration of

Darkness and Daylight)

DESIGNATION OF LIMITING

DATES BY A HIGHER AUTHORITY

COORDINATION WITH

PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS

DURATION OF DAYLIGHT

NEED FOR TACTICAL SURPRISE

LANDING FORCE CONCEPT OF

OPERATIONS

FAVORABLE CONDITIONS OF

WIND, TIDE, AND PEASE OF

MOON

REQUIREMENTS FOR CONDUCTING

CERTAIN OPERATIONS DURING

BOURS OF DARKNESS

MOST EFFECTIVE EMPLOYMENT

OF AIR AND NAVAL GUNFIRE

SUPPORT

TTS3OR"
FIGURE 6-1
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ADVANCE FORCE OPERATIONS

The advance force arrives in the AOA early to accomplish
certain tasks. These are:

o DestTuction of Defenses Ashore. The advance force destroy
beach and landing zone defenses, gun emplacements, control
and observation posts, and any other installations which
could be used by the enemy in opposing the surface and
helicopterborne assaults. Naval gunfire, air strikes and

artillery, if emplaced, are utilized for the destruction of
enemy facilities.

Preparation of Sea Areas. The advance force prepares the
sea areas in the objective area for amphibious operations
by minesweeping, minelaying, hydrographic surveys, and net

laying, as necessary.
Preparation of Beaches and Beach Approaches. The advance
force prepares the beaches for landing and the approaches
to the beaches for passage of landing craft, landing ships,
and amphibious vehicles. A11 natural or man-made

obstacles, including mines, which make passage and landing
hazardous are destroyed. Underwater demolition teams

accomplish destruction, removal or marking of such

obstacles in the sea approaches to and on selected beaches

between the 3 I/2-fathom curve and the high-water line.

The landing force maintains liaison with the underwater

demolitions teams to obtain first-hand information on the

landing beaches and beach approaches. In ’certain

Situations, at the request of the landing force commander,

underwater demolition team personnel may assist in the

removal of land mines and obstacles on the beaches above

the high-water line.

Beach Reconnaissance. Beach reconnaissance is conducted by
the advance force to collect the latest possible detailed

information on beach gradients, obstacles (natural and man-
made), tide and surf, depths of water, contour of the sea

bottom, routes of exit from the beaches, soil

trafficability, beach defenses and suitability of the
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selected beaches for landing. Beach reconnaissance is

usually performed by underwater demolition eams. However,

such reconnaissance may be accomplished in conjunction wih

landing force or aerial reconnaissance units.

Isolauion of he Objective, and Auainment and Maintenance

of Local Air Superiority. Auacks by air srikes, naval

gunfire and amphibious raids are made, when required,

againsu airfields, aircrafu, communicauions and supply

cenuers, shipping, and ouher criuical uargets, uo isolaue

uhe objecuive and auuain and/or maintain local air

superiority.

Pre-D-Day Landings. Pre-D-day landings may be executed for

reconnaissance, desurucion, or harassment purposes o

capture off-shore islands or promontories for uhe

emplacemenu of artillery, navigation aids, radar saions,

or logisuic bases or for oher reasons. Helicoperborne

uroop unius or airborne unius may be employed effectively

uo accomplish hese pre-D-day missions, including he

reconnaissance of helicopter landing zones and drop

zones. Such landings are usually executed in uhe same

manner as the main landings.

Demonsurauions. Demonstrations may be conducted o deceive

and confuse nhe enemy.

Electronics Countermeasures. The advance force obtains

maximum information of the enemy’s communications and

electronic facilities in, and adjacenu to, he objective

-area. During advance force operations, hese facilities

are neuuralized or deuroyed in order to prepare he

.objecuive area for assaulu. Before destruction is ordered,

due considerauion musu be given uo he following:

Intelligence which may be gained hrough interception of

enemy communications; and

Possible use of enemy faciliuies in uhe objecuive area,

which may be capuured by uhe landing force.

Meteorological Information. The advance force, when so

designated, will observe and transmi o he amphibious

-37-
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task force commander meteorological and oceanographic data

in the assault area. Of particular concern are the beach

surf conditions and the state of weather and sea in the

proposed transport area.

COORDINATION OF SUPPORTING ARMS

Initially, the CATF has responsibility for the overall

coordination of supporting fires. Coordination of landing force

requests for supporting fires, however, remains a landing force

function. As command and control agencies of the LF are

established ashore, responsibility for discharge of appropriate

fire support coordination functions is passed ashore. When the

CLF is ashore, has established the necessary facilities and

conditions permit, the responsibility for overall coordination is

then transferred to him by the CATF.

TERMINATION OF AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS

The termination of the amphibious operation is predicated on

the accomplishment of the mission of the amphibious task force in

accordance with the specific conditions contained in the govern-

ing instructions set forth in the initiating directive. The firm

establishment of the landing force ashore is usually specified as

one of these conditions.

The landing force is regarded as firmly established ashore

when in the opinion of the landing force commander:

The force beachhead has been secured.

Sufficient tactical and supporting forces have been

established ashore to ensure the continuous landing of

roops and materiel requisite for subsequent operations.

Command, communications and supporting arms coordination

facilities have been established ashore.

The landing force commander has stated that he is ready to

assume full responsibility for subsequent operations.

When the amphibious task force commander and the landing

force commander are satisfied that these conditions have been
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met, the amphibious task force commander will report these facts

to higher authority designated in the initiating directive. This

authority will then terminate the amphibious operation, dissolve

the amphibious task force, and provide additional instructions as

required, to include command arrangements and disposition of

forces.
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CONNAND RELATIONSHIPS IN ONsLow

The 2d MAB and 4th MAB command relationships for operations

in Onslow are depicted in the following diagrams:

For amphibious operations in Onslow, 23-25 July.

!

CTG 22.1

CATF

USCINCLANT

COMSECONDFLT

CTG 22.2

CATF

CTG 20.2

CVBG

in support

Upon termination of the amphibious operation on 25 July, 2d

MAB chops to II MAF for subsequent operations. Again, II MAF

operates as a uni-service force under USCINCLANT.

USCINCLANT

COMUSFORONSLOW
CG, II NAF
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INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATE NUMBER ONE

Ref (a) MAP: DMA, GNC, Chart 9

JOG(AIR) 1:250,000, Beaufort, NC

Series 1501, Sheet NI 18-4.

(b) Camp Lejeune Special Map, 1:50,000

i. MISSION. See 2d MAB OPORD 1-87

2d MAB/CTG 23.2

Camp Lejeune, NC

10 Jul 1987

2. AREA OF OPERATIONS

a. Characteristics of the Area of Operations

(i) Mili=ary Geography

(a) Topography. The island country of Onslow is

located approximately 400 nm sou=hwes= of Cornada and 600 nm

southeast of uhe southern tip of Florida. The island is

approximately 4,125 square miles in area with fores=s and

mountainous terrain dominating =he western half; the eastern half

consists of lowlands, with coastal beaches and waterways. Cross-

country movement in Onslow is limited co the hard surfaced roads.

(b) Hydrography. Due to the res=ricced availability

of ocean ports, Onslow’s rivers and coastal waterways are the

primary means for transiting shipping vessels co reach major port

facilities. New River serves as the only ocean access to the

capital of Jax. This river can accommodate only shallow draft

vessels and is dredged co a dep=h of eleven feet. Except for i=s

southeast coas=, the Onslow shoreline is extremely rough. To the

east of Onslow the offshore, nearshore and foreshore areas are

relatively free of obstacles. Onslow’s southeastern coastline is

long, straight and paralleled by a coastal waterway. Cross-

country movement is severely hampered by the coastal waterway,

located approximately 270-530 meters inland from =he beach; uhis

restricts vehicles co prepared crossing points. Geological
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reporus prepared by Exxon Oil Company, indicame mhau nearshore
composimion consisms of sofm sand, shells and scaered small

rocks. The beach is considered firm when wem and loose when dry.
(c) ClimaUe and weather. Onslow has hom, humid weamher

during mosu of he summer months. Temperamures range from highs
in mhe 90s, mo lows in Uhe 70s. Rainfall occurs mosmly as afmer-
noon mhundershowers however, Augusu is also the beginning of uhe

hurricane season in Uhis parm of mhe Caribbean. Tropical smorms
can murn inuo hurricanes on very shorm nomice. Hurricanes

normally have winds in excess of 75 mph and dump several inches

of rain in a shorm period of mime.

(2) Transpormamion

(a) Highways. The majoriuy of Onslow’s highway sysmem
consisus of paved hard surfaced mwo mo four lane roads. The road

nemworks near mhe capimal ciuy of Jax and Onslow’s omher cimies

are in good condimion. Some of mhe highways leading o and from

mhe major ciuies are mwo lane roads, whereas mhe roads around or

wimhin mhe ciuies are four or more lanes.

(b) Railways. Aluhough rail lines exisu bemween New

Bern and mhe major mowns of Morehead Cimy and Jax, mhey are

rarely used and service is almosm non-exismenu. Mosm of mhe

railways in he counury’s inuerior were consurucued in

anmicipauion of an economic expansion tham never occurred and

have since fallen inmo disrepair. The exisming rail line is of

smandard gauge. Significanm pormions of uhe line are subjecm mo

flooding, paruicularly in the areas bemween New Bern mo Jax and

in mhe vicinimy of Maysville.

(c) Wamerways. Counmless small rivers and smreams

serve as uhe primary mode of transpormation in mhe interior of

Onslow. Due mo uhe lack of suimable areas along he counmry’s
coasm, mosm porms are locamed on rivers. The majority of the

wamerways are characmerized by smeep banks, usually backed

immediauely by heavy vegemaUion. Crossing poinms are limimed mo

we11-used fords (depending on he season), bridges and ferries.

Some Of uhe bridges spanning mhe inland wamerways hinder passage
of river uraffic, during periods when he draw span is down.
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(d) Airports. There are several civil airfields in

Onslow, located near Jax, New Bern, Kinston and Wilmington.

Military airfields are New River, Bogue Field and Cherry Point.

(3) Telecommunications

The telecommunications system provides basic services

and is sufficient to meet all demands of the economy.

primary facility is open-wire With some multi-conductor cable,

radio relay and radio communications station. Logistical support

is limited by low capacity circuits. The telecommunications

pattern is most dense in the north and along the eastern coast.

An open-wire network reaches all major cities and exends inland

from the main ports, except for the high forestry areas in the

south. .The multi-conductor cable provides one hundred circuits

on main routes westward from Jax. High capacity branches extend

north uo Kinsuon and south to Hampstead. Special systems exist

for air, marine and rail transportation, but are minimal and

would provide little logistical support. The only significant

special system is the police system.

(4) Government

Onslow was initially discovered by Spanish explorers

but was settled by English in the sixteenth century. The country

declared its independence from England in 1760 and subsequently

has been a republic, a dictatorship and a monarchy. The monarchy

lasted from 1890 until 1922 when a republic was again declared.

This republic was ruled by various corrupt combinations until

General Carillo was elected in 1945 for a five year term. In

1955, Carillo was proclaimed President for Life. The president

had full responsibility for determining national policy and

presidential bills had priority before the assembly.

In November 1985, a coup d’etat by the National Guard

toppled the Carillo government and Carillo and many of his

followers fled uo exile in the U.S. A Major Juan Diaz soon

emerged as the military surongman and head of the ruling military

junta. Since the takeover, economic conditions have grown

steadily worse and anti-US sentiment has increased markedly. On
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14 June 1987, Diaz declared the country a Marxist state and

proceeded co confiscate most private industry which for the most

part was U.S. owned. In foreign relations, Diaz established, for

the first time, diplomatic relations with Cornada and the Sovie

Union.

(5) Foreign Relations

Until recently, Onslow, as a nonaligned nation, main-

cained friendly relations with the East and West, although it

has, historically, been a strong member of the western hemisphere

system and a supporter of U.S. policy. The U.S. has maincalned

official representation in Jax almost continuously since the

arrival of the first American Consulate 1797. There are no U.S.

military facilities in Onslow. The United States and Onslow have

had a security agreement since the mid-fifties and the Onslow

National Guard is completely equipped with the latest U.S.

weapons. Most officers, including Major Diaz, have attended U.S.

Service Schools in the U.S. during the past ten years. Until

this year, the U.S. maintained a forty man military assistance

group in Onslow, working with the Onslow National Guard.

Though most officers in the National Guard appeared co have

supported Diaz in nis initial coup, there appears co be some

discontent with his present policies. The U.S. encourages

Onslow’s policy of social and economic development within a

framework of political suability. U.S. suppliers have

successfully established themselves as direct exporters co the

Onslow market, in part through the use of Export-Import Bank

facilities. With the advent of the military junta, this may

change.

(6) Economics

The principal domestic crops are tobacco, sugar cane,

fruits and vegetables. Producuion includes forestry, fishing,

meac and dairy iems. Agriculture provides more han one half of

Onslow’s employment and since it is the largest economic sector,

poor harvests and low prices have a disproportionate effect on

the economy. Onslow has been making progress cowards industrial-

ization despiue a modest resource base, limited markets and a
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shoruage of invesument capital. This progress is the result

exensive foreign aid, pragmatic planning and a diminishing

resisUance to uhe adopuion of modern methods. In addition

Onslow has relied heavily on he. touris indusury to bring in

foreign dollars and bolster the economy.

(7) Sociology

Onslow’s populauion consists of 160,000 people.

Official language: English

Moneuary unit: Onslow dollar.

Ethnic composiuion: White 59%

Black 40%

Other 1%

Educauional Autainmenu: Onslow has an excellent

school system developed by the U.S-. between 1945 1965. The

population, as a result, is 95% literaUe with over 75% achieving

a high school educauion.

(8) Culture

ne culuure of Onslow reflects the background of

early English settlers who were mostly Scots-Irish adventurers.

Slavery was introduced on the island in 1650 and was only

abolished, in 1875. The high percenuage of blacks in uhe counury

are descendents of these freed slaves. Under Carillo, the blacks

achieved a degree of civil rights but Diaz has emphasized the

abolishment of racial discriminaUion as one of his goals.

The principal religion is Protesuan, with fundamenualist

and evangelical churches the most aended. Religious freedom is

emphasized wiuh no state supported churches.

(9) Science and Technology

Onslow is not engaged in any significant research

activity and imports all ius industrial/uechnical/military

equipmenu.

b. Enemy Militar[ Situation

(i) Personnel Strength

(a) The strength of the Onslowan National Guard is

6,000 personnel including ground, air and naval units. The Guard
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is organized into three battalions of infantry, a company of

tanks, a company of amphibian tractors, engineer and recon-

naissance forces and a battalion of artillery. One reinforced

battalion is stationed in the Kinston area and the remaining tw

in the vicinity of the capital, Jax. Aviation units consisting

of F/W and helicopter aircraft are based at New River and Cherry

Naval units, mostly small patrol craft, are based at New
Point.

River.

(b) The military is looked upon as an honorable

career. Volunteers for the armed forces have always been

plentiful and are higher qualiuy in education and physical

fitness. Second-uerm reenlistees who have received advanced

training normally reenlisu after that tour ends. The racial mix

in uhe Guard reflects the country’s racial mix.

(c) Officers are volunteers and must be graduates of

the Onslow Military Academy. For advancemenu in the officer

ranks, a specified school and a minimum time-in-grade must be

met. Many of the officers have autended schools in the US, such

as the Infantry School at Ft. Benning, GA and the Artillery

School at Ft. Sill, OK.

(d) There is a reserve force which consists of

officers and enlisted personnel who have left the armed forces.

The force is small because of the long term professional regular

force. All separaued personnel are required to become members of

the ready reserve for ten years, after which they are transferred

to a standby reserve for an additional fifteen years. During

their reserve service time, they are subject to callup for

training or active service in times of national emergency.

(2) Composition. The Ground Element of the National Guard

is composed of three battalions, plus supporting armor, artillery

and’engineer units. One of three infantry battalions is stationed

in Kinston while the other two are in Jax. lu has tanks and AAVs

to provide a mechanized capability.

(3) Location and position (peacetime)

(a) Two battalions are located in and around Jax, with

one battalion in Kinston.
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(4) Movemenus and acuiviuies

(a) The uhree batualions of the Regiment generall7

suay and urain in uhe vicinity of Uheir permanenu barracks. Once

a year uhey conducU a regimenual size field exercise east of Jax

wiuh uanks, aruillery, AAVs, engineer, euc. supported by

aviation.

(5) Training

(a) Conscripu. The conscripu is first senu uo one of

uhe Recruit Training Cenuers at Havelock or Holly Ridge for eight

weeks of basic uraining. Upon compleuion of basic training, the

recruiu is assigned to a uniu or unit-type training facility for

uraining in specialized equipmenu or missions. Afuer training in

equipmenu uype, the conscript is senU to a specific unit.

(b) Conscript ObligaUion. Each conscript is obligated

for a 1-year uour of duty. Upon completion of this mandauory.

service, he becomes eligible for the NCO Academy or he Military

Academy. There is limited information about the training and

program .of insuruction of the Military Academy. This academy is

the only officer candidate school in Onslow.

(6) Uniforms. The Onslow Armed Forces are trained and

equipped by the U.S.,-.and have adopted uniforms similar to U.S.

issue.

(a) Ground Forces. Camouflaged utilities, combat

booUs, helmets (both new and od style), Alice packs, cartridge

belts with suspender straps, firsu aid pouch, canteen(s). Rank

and insignia devices are similar to USMC devices in most

respecUs.

(b) Tank and AAV crews. Green coveralls, with CVC

helmet. Pistols inshoulder holsters.

(c) Air Force. Khaki flight suit, hard hat, sun

glasses, white scarf.

(d) Naval forces. Blue denim dungarees, white dixie

icup haus, black shoes, key ring hanging from belu.

(7) LogisUics

(a) Production. Onslow has only a limited capacit7 to

.produce military materiel. The country lacks nauural resources,
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an indusurial base and skilled manpower, all basic to a modern
arms industry. Onslow depends upon the United States and other
Western nations to provide arms on a favorble long-term loan or
grant basis. Indigenous production is limited to small arms
ammunition.

(b) Domestic Production Facilities. Onslow has no
capability uo manufacture weapons or armored fighting vehicles.

(1) Ammunition. Onslow has the capability uo
reload and manufacture small arms ammunition au the New Bern
Ammunition Plant. The plant probably is capable of producing
5.56-millimeter (NATO), 7.62-millimeter (NATO) and 9-millimeter
rounds. There are no production figures available. The plant
became operational in 1982.

(2) Chemical, Biological and Radiological
Production. There is no CBR production capability in Onslow.

(c) Ocher. Other military-relaued producuion capa-
bilities in Onslow include a peuroleum products refinery in Jax
and a vehicle assembly plant situated in Kinsuon. The refinery
is capable of producing 3,300 barrels per day of diesel/-
gasoline. The vehicle assembly plant assembles only vehicles.
This includes Berlieu, Fiat, Ford (United Kingdom), Saviem, and
Renault trucks, utility vehicles, and buses.

(8) Communications. The Onslow Naaional Guard possesses
modern communications equipment including the capability uo
transmit by secure circuits. The Onslowans have recently
purchased additional equipment under the U.S. military assistance
program.

(9) Chemical, Biological and Radiological Capability
(CBR). Onslow maintains a limited CBR capability. The Onslow
Army has some aurophine injectors and protective masks in
storage. The location and quantity are unknown. CBR defensive
tactical doctrine is patterned after U.S. doctrine.

(10) Electronic Warfare. Onslow has a highly developed
capability for intercepting, identifying and jamming radio
signals.

(11) Onslow Air Force (about .350 personnel).
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(a) The headquarters of the Onslow Air .worce is

located at the New River Air Base, southwest of Jax. Starting

out with primary trainers and pilot training in the early

sixties, the U.S. continued to provide assistance to the Onslow

government in the latter years. In the early 1970s, the U.S.

entered into further agreements with Onslow to increase assist-

ance in matters of training, equipment and establishment of the

Air Force’s technical support system.

(b) The Air Force’s primary missions are: aerial

defense of national territory, close air support of the Army,

assisting the police in internal security matters and assisting

the Navy in air-sea rescue operations.

(c) The Onslow Air Force has both Hawk and Stinger

SAMs to provide ground based air defense of installations and has

modern F/A-18 A/C equipped with AIM 7 air-to-air missiles for

AAW. It can perform small-scale air transport, liaison and

reconnaissance missions. All Onslow pilots are U.S. trained,

having gotten their wings through the Naval aviation training

sys tern.

Aircraft in the Onslow Air Force are as follows:

6 F-4S

6 AV-8B

8 CH-46E

(12) Onslow National Navy (about 300 personnel)

(a) Onslow’s naval forces are essentially a coast

guard force with little or no combat capability. This service

uses seven patrol craft to perform its coast guard-type

functions. The primary missions are to patrol its coastline,

enfo’rce customs regulations, protect territorial fishing rights,

conduct, search and rescue operations and maintain navigational

aids. A limited ship inventory and a lack of an aviation arm to

conduct maritime patrol prevents the Onslw Navy from being able

to effectively conduct its mission.
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(b) The Chief of Suaff of uhe Onslow Nauional Navy,
Admiral Sam Jones, exercises command and conurol over uhe shore

esuablishmenu and operauing forces au Naval Headquaruers locaued

au Morehead Ciuy.

(c) The Onslow Navy does nou have any submarines in

ius invenuory and uhe capabiliUy uo deUecu, idenUify, urack and

kill subsurface uargeus is nonexisuenu.

(d) Lacking Uhe plauforms o both lay and sweep mines

and having no known mine suockpile, he Onslow Navy possesses no

capabiliuy uo conducu uhis form of warfare and is no expecued to

acquire one in uhe foreseeable fuuure.

The naval force, locaued au Morehead Ciuy, is as follows:

2 Cape class coasual patrol crafu

5 Broadsword class coasual paurol crafn

(e) Shore Faciliuies. Onslow is conuinuing uo expand

ius por faciliuies. Aluhough uhey are concentrating on

improving commercial and fishing operauions, uhe new faciliuies

will also be capable of providing beruhing for naval vessels as

well as addiuional and more efficienu cargo handling bases for

pouenuial miliuary resupply. The mosu significanu changes in uhe

near fuuure will be au uhe porus of New Bern and Jax. The Onslow

poru faciliuies are currenuly adequaue uo meeu uhe needs of uhe

small Onslow navy. The poru expansion projecus, bouh underway

and planned, will conuribuue more uo uhe commercial sector han

uhe miliuary secuor.

(13) Operauional capabiliuy uo launch missiles. Onslowan

forces have a limited air defense capabiliuy, being equipped with

one I-Hawk bauuery and STINGER teams, which are normally autached

uo forward unius.

(14) Serviceability and operational rates of aircraft.

The Onslow air force mainuains ius aircrafu au abou 70%. A high

uempo of operauions may resul in he availability raue falling

uo approximauely 60%.

(15) Technical characuerisuics of equipmenu. The Onslowan

Nauional Guard possesses mosuly suandard U.S. equipmenu i.e.,

M16 rifles, M60 and M249 machineguns, M2HB and MK 19 heavy
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machineguns, SMAW, 60 mm and 81 mm moruars, D.33, T::,

uank, AAV, LAV and M198, M10, Ml10 aruillery weapons. The

weapons are mainuained in good condiuion.

(16) Significanu surengUhs and weaknesses. Since

Onslow Nauional Guard recruius from uhe various ocal areas,

uroops are very familiar wiuh uhe terrain and climuic

tions. The recently nouiced dissatisfaction of c?Ti

officers wiuh Colonel Dia’s Marxisu views could creaue a

leadership crisis and countercoup..___
(17) Recenu and presenu significanu acuiviies. Since

coup occurred, an increase in patrols has been noued, especially

on uhe ouuskirus of Jax. More senUries have been posued au uhe

various army insuallauions and: barracks. Radio ransmissions

have also increased wiuhin uhe pasu few weeks.

c. Enemy Unconvenuional Warfare

A small number of Onslowan forces is known uo have

recenuly urained in Cornada in special warfare uacuics.

Therefore, iu is assumed uhau uhere is a cadre of uroops capable

of waging guerrilla warfare and conducuing uerrorisu and/or

sabouage auacks againsu U.S. forces. Rear areas and aviauio

insuallauions could be prime uargeus for such auuacks.

d. Enemy Inuellience and Counuerinuellience Acuiviuies.

Since uhe civilian populace is suill fairly supporuive of uhe

Onslow army, hey will provide a ready source of informauio on

U.S. movemenus and acivlties. Extreme care should be exercised

in granning civilians access to U.S. installauions. The Onslow

army’s counerinueligence capability is no believed to be well

developed..

3. ENEMY CAPABILITIES

Analysis of he enemy’s feasible courses of acuion indicaue

thau he can:

a. Defend in place.

b. Reinforce uhe beachhead and conducu a delaying acuion.

c. Wiuhdraw uo a cenural locauion near Richlands and conducu

a lasu diuch suand.
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d. Revert to guerrilla

terrorist/sabotage attacks.

warfare and conduct isolated

4. ANALYSIS OF ENEMY CAPABILITIES

a. If the enemy chooses to defend in place, it will piecemeal

his forces and enable the U.S. to defeat him in detail.

b. If he reinforces in strength, it could jeopardize the

amphibious operation. Therefore, positive measures must be taken

to isolate the force beachhead area.

c. If he withdraws to a central location, it will enhance his

capability to defend. However, he would be giving u9 key terrain

and isolating himself from the main population centers.

d. If he reverts to guerrilla warfare, it will have a minimum

impact on the landing force’s mission. Although he could inflict

casualties, he could not control any of the important areas of

the country.

5. CONCLUSIONS

a. Probable enemy course of action (from most to least

probable)
(i) Reinforce the beachhead.

(2) Withdraw to a central location.

(3) Defend in place.

(4) Revert to guerrilla warfare.

b. The enemy is vulnerable to superior U.S. firepower

esDecially from air attacks and naval gunfire. The U.S. should

capitalize on this advantage by building up its combat power

ashore as quickly as possible.

(Signature)

Distribution: Same as Annex Z, OPORD 1-87.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: Intelligence

ITEM 1: Collection. Pocessing and Timely Dissemination of

Intelligence Data

DISCUSSION: The effectiveness of a commander on the battlefield

depends greatly on the timely receipt of accurate intelligence

data. In addition, intelligence assets ape highly effective in

the offensive battle plan when integrated with operational

planning. 2d MAB task organization included a vast armay of

intelligence assets. A temendous amount of intelligence

information was pocessed up and down the chain of command.

However, the ovep-compatmentalization of information and

intelligence data deprived the MAB staff of the opportunity to

integrate the intelligence assets into the operational

planning. Decisions, if and when to utilize jamming, were made

within the compamtmentalized structure of the intelligence

section and not integrated into the operational planning cycle.

The denial of source and processing information deprived the

operational planning staff of the opportunity to evaluate and

act upon the information.

RECOMMENDATION: Intelligence planning and processing must be

integrated into the total opePation planning cycle. RestPaint

must be exercised in estricting access to intelligence data in

a tactical situation. Utilization of intelligence assets must

be staffed to ensure a cohesive utilization of. all available

combat assets by the MAB Commander.
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ITEM 3: The desirability of having the 2d MAB intelligence
collection agencies train together pior to a major exercise.

DISCUSSION: Duping Exercise Solar Flare some problems were
experienced by the 2d MAB in the ability of its intelligence
collection agencies to communicate effectively duping the
initial phases. This poblem was the esult of diffemences in
repoting formats, operational and communication pocedues, and
a lack of confidence in infommation appropriateness and accept-
ability. As the operation developed and the confidence level of
the information collectos increased, the quantity and quality
of information grew dramatically. Had the units in question
been able to tPain and work togethe prior to the commencement
of the operation, their initial effectiveness could have been
signifi- cantly increased.

RECOMMENDATION: That 2d MAB intelligence collection agencies
participate in a series of joint tmaining execlses, together
with liaison representatives from the G-I, G-3, and G-4.
beginning at least one calendar year prior to a major exercise.
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ITEM 2 The need fop coPPect and accuPate pePsonnel PostePs of

individuals designated fop access to secuPed aPeas.

DISCUSSION: ExePcise SolaP FlaPe was detePmined to be a secuPe

opePation duping the initial plannlng stages. As operation planning

progmessed, the pequest was made by the MAB G-2 for key units to

submit personnel rosters, designating those individuals who wePe to

be allowed access to secure areas such as the Combat OpePations

CenteP (COC) Either due to a lack of communication oP

undePstanding, the personnel access Posters were submitted late, oP

not at all. When the time came fop %he operation to commence,

considerable confusion and loss of time resulted when certain

individuals were denied access to the COC and other secure aPeas.

RECOMMENDATION: That greater command attention be directed to the

composition and submittal of pePsonnel posters, designating those

individuals access to secure aPeas duping a secume operation.
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ITEM 1: Utilization of Naval Gunfire

DISCUSSION: During Exercise Solar Flare it was apparent that

some infantry commanders .were not familiar with the NGF
organization or the prope employment of NGF assets. One
commande split a spot team, with one pat of the team having

the HF radio and the other paPt havin he VHF radio. This

caused the team to be ineffective. Additionally, on at least

one occasion, two spot teams were consolidated into one, which

resulted in inefficient utilization.

RECOMMENDATION: Naval Gunfime Liaison Teams need to be

identified by name eaPly in the planning cycle. The
NGLO’s/Teams should then drill with the units they will

support. The NGLO should take a move active role in the

planning process. MAGTF exercise staffs must take steps to

staP% liaison with the Navy eelie in the planning cycle to
ensure popeP Naval Gunfire Liaison Teams ae assigned and

trainin with the GCE.
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ITEM 2 Liaison vlsit/exchange of COC Watch Officers between 2d

MAB and 4th MAB during OpeRation Solar Flare.

DISCUSSION: Prior to Exercise Solar Flare, 2d /dAB and 4th MAB

agreed to exchange representatives from their respective Combat

Operations Center’s (COC’s) during the operation. The goal of

the exchange was to afford each an opportunity to observe and

compare the other IAB’s COC organization and operation. The 2d

MAB representative joined the 4th MAB COC the day prior to

STARTEX. and remained with 4th IMAB through all but the final

tactical evolution. The 4th MAB representative observed 2d

MAB’s COC in operation for one day of Solar Flare.

RECOMMENDATION: The 2d MAB staff, particularly G-5 Operations,

should take every opportunity to participate in and/or observe

active duty MAB’s in operation.
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ITEM 3: Coordination between air defense elements

DISCUSSION: A concept of operations %o coordinate the efforts

of %he TAOC, DASC, LAAM Bn, and the LAAD/FAAD B%y is equired

%o effectively employ ai defense assets aainst enemy air

threats. From the 2d MAB perspective, it appeaed that each of

%he above elements were operatin independent of each other in

the ai defense AOA. Rarely did the TAOC or LAAM Battalions

coordinate oP communicate wih he LAAD/FAAD elements.

Management, coordination and allocation of air defense weapons

was not addressed by LAAM or FAAD units. The ACE and GCE did

no know the LAAD/FAAD employmenb plan. TECG credit for

LAAD/FAAD operations was limited.

RECOMMENDATION: MAGTF exercise staffs must address these

traditional planning and coordination equirements. MSC’s
should be involved in the advance plannin cycle and not ely

solely upon SOP’s and FIFM uidance.

As a point of reference, the 4th MAB employs an Air Defense

OfflceP to develop and coordinate air defense plans. DuPin
these planning sequences, this officer is responsible for

coordinating the planning efforts be%ween the ACE and the GCE.
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ITEM 4: Honoring the air threat

DISCUSSION: The TECG rules of engagement created to facilitate

an opposing force air war did not maintain the required degree

of realism. Mission analysis by the TECG addressing the

effectiveness of close air support tactics in a medium/hlgh

threat environment without effective loss assessment to either

ACE was unrealistic. The focus by the TECG to award points for

air missions flown in lieu of mission effectiveness served only

to create a false sense of air capabillty.

RECOENDATION: The TECG must establish rules of engagement and

evaluation criteria that forces each air combat element to plan

and fly each sortie in accordance with tactical doctrine

honoring the air threat o be assessed as a combat loss.
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ITEM 5: Air to air combat operations

DISCUSSION: Initial planning for Exercise Solar Flare included

a concept of operations for maintaining air superiority within

the AOA. Fighter assets from MAG-14 and MAG-20 were to team up
and defend against adv.ersay forces augmented from U.S. Air

Force and U.S. Navy assets. This ai augmentation did not occur
and no alternate concept was pursued.

RECOMMENDATION: The exercising of the 2d MAB air defense system
requires additional planning efforts and alternate concepts in

the event of air support deficiencies. A backup plan to support
this operation with internal assets should be a minimum

requirement.
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ITEM 6: Use of existing buildings to house the MAB Command Post

DISCUSSION: Construction of a "tent city" MAB CP is a

time-comsuming, labor-intensive project. Erecting tents and

building the Command Post from scratch takes a large advance

party and consumes valuable n-days. The exposure the MAB has

durin this evolution is high, and the footprint a MAB CP

creates is very easy to locate by the most rudimentary

techniques. Use of existing built-up areas should be maximized,

thereby eliminatlng the "tent city" exposure. Use of existing

structures to house the MAB CP would greatly decrease the time

required to erect the CP and might help deny the enemy knowledge

of the CP location. The emphasis of the MAB should be on

planning, command and control, and the use of existin

structures would prevent the diversion of energy required by

erecting a "tent city"

RECOMMENDATION: The MAB should maximize the use of existin

buildings whenever possible for the establishment of the MAB

Command Post.
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ITEM Co-location o1 MAB Comnmnd Post with Major Subordinate

Commands (MSC)

DISCUSSION: The location of the MAB Command Post must be

flexible and is dependent on enemy, terrain and the tactical

situation. The location of the MAB CP during Solar Flare was

geogaphically compressed due to the limitations of Camp

LeJeune. Normally the MAB Headquarters would be located up to

50 .kilometers behind the FEBA.

As the situation dictates, co-location of the MAB CP

provides many advantages over a separate free-standing site.

The primary factor influencing which MSC to co-locate with is

the amount of influence the MAB can assert on the battlefield.

Under most situations, co-location with the ACE would allow the

greatest flexibility in shaping the battle with the type of

combat power which can have the most devastating effect on the

battlefield. However, if the enemy has air superiority in the

AOA, the AE’s role-would be moe of a defensive nature, and the

location of the MAB CP may be shifted to a different MSC. By

co-locating with a MSC, the MAB Headquarters need for extensive

rear area security personnel can be combined with the security

requirements of the MSC. This would relieve or reduce the

requirement of the GCE providing the MAB HQ with security

personnel, allowin the GCE to retain more of its combat power.

In the event the MAB co-located with the ACE, communications

between the MAB and the ACE would be .greatly simplified, while

increasing the risk of difficulty communicating with the GCE

because of the distance likely to be involved. The distance

problem might be solved with the use of an airborne relay

between the MAB CP and the GCE.

RECOMMENDATION: The MAB Command Post should be co-located with

one of the major subordinate commands, preferably the ACE.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: Operations

ITEM 8: InfeStation of SMCR and II MAF Units

DISCUSSION: One of the 8rear achievements of Exercise Solar

Flare was the successful cross attachment of SMCR and II MAF

(Active) units. Of particular note was the cross attachment of

5d Bn 25d Marines to 4th MAB and 2d Bn 8th Marines to 2d MAB.

Diffi- cultles arising from differences in equipment were

encountered but minimized by pre-exercise plannin8 and

tralnin. Liaison between 2d Bn 8th Marines and the 25d Marines

was delayed because of 2d Bn 8th Marines operational commitments

prior to the exercise, however, it did no significantly effect

the integration. All other integration wa% conducted smoothly

and effectively.

RECOMMENDATION: That all major Marin Corps exercises continue

to integrate SMCR units and Active Marine Corps units.
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ITEM g: Procedures and control measures for force-on-force

combined arms exercises utilizing more than one MAB

DISCUSSION: The 8eneral concept described in the TACTRACIT of

employlng two MABs in one exercise works but has limitations

especially when conducted in a conSested area such as Marine

Corps Base, Camp Lejeune. Topography and environmental concerns

Pequired the exercise to evolve in phases in oder to accomplish

all training objectives in a safe and efficient manner.

However, these estaints affected the realism of the exercise

and the ability of the MAB staffs to function in an operational

manneP continuously throughout the exercise.

RECOMMENDATION: That force-on-force combined arms exercises

involvin two MABs continue to be scheduled in accordance with

Maine CoPps opemational and training equiements but a

tmainin aea larger than the present MCB, Camp Lejeune be

utilized if possible or another tainin area be used in

conjunction with Maine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune if available.
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ITEM 1.: Air Command and Control

DISCUSSION: The limited size of the Camp Lejeune operating area

and the air opposing force scenario for Solar Flare resulted in

4th and the 2d MAB’S respective Air Combat Element using a

single Tactical Air Command Center, Tactical Air Operating

Center and Direct Air Support Center. These three contro111ng

agencies were under the overall command and control of II MAF.

Additional administrative constraints were imposed limiting each

ACE to separate 30 minute operating periods within the Camp

Lejeune training complex. Additionally, each ACE shared the

TAOC and LAAM Bn assets.

The following problems were encountered:

I. The ACE Commander in essence forfeited his command authority

within the TACC to II MAF.

2. The 30 minute alternating window for each ACE to function

within the Camp Lejeune operating area was too restrictive and

therefore degraded those missions which required considerable

coordination and time such as SEAD and immediate type CAS

missions.

3. The time pressure for Tactical Air Control parties to

execute missions resulted in most missions relying upon

alternate communication procedures. The OV-lO’s were used

extensively in the TACA and FACA role in lieu of using the

ground FAC as the preferred final controller in CAS missionS.

4. Maximum effective utilization of Fixed Wing Air was thereby

not achieved as a result of these artifical llmitations.

RECOMMENDATION: MAGTF exercise staffs need to include

representatives from Command, Control, and Air Defense units to

plan an air war that is tactically realistic. Only then will

optimum training benefits be realized. The respective

operations cell for each ACE must be under the direct control of

the ACE commander through his operations center if the TACC is

remotely located. This is a must if the ACE is to exercise

flexibility and control of their respective air assets in direct

support of the GCE. The rules of engagement must meet SAFETY

criteria in addition to training objectives.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: Communica%ions-Electronlcs

ITEM I: Need %o iden%ify Comm Company OPCON %o 2d MAB

DISCUSSION: There is a defini%e need %o have a specific Comm

Company assigned OPCON %o 2d MAB. Al%houh 2d MAB was supported by

Comm personnel from %he 6%h Comm Ba%%alion, hey were no assigned

OPCON %0 the 2d MAB ealy enough fo planning and %rainlng

purposes. Fo example, he only 2d MAB rainin wlh he 6h Comm

Bn unde he supervision and guidance of %he 2d MAB CEO was a% he

April CPX in Camp Lejeune. (No%e: This was a "WIRE EX" and did

no involve the use of any radio nes.) This was no adequate to

develop the necessary training and teamwoPk needed for large scale

operations (i.e., MABEX). The CEO mus% have the proper command and

control over his Comm personnel in ode o insure hat hey are

Crained according to the guidelines set forth by he CEO.

RECOMMENDATION: A specific Comm Company (from 6th Comm Bn) should

be assigned OPCON to 2d MAB (CEO) for FY88-FYgO.
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ITEM 2: MAB Units (HF/VHF)

DISCUSSION: 2d MAB has a total of 25 HF/VHF radio nets on which to
either communicate or monitor. This is too many.

RECOMMENDATION: The CEO and MAB Staff should review the necessity
of each MAB radio net in order to eliminate om consolidate nets.
The final result would reduce the quantity of MAB radio nets but
would incmease the quality of radio communications.

Encl (4)
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ITEM 3: CEO Staff Training

DISCUSSION: There is a need for formal training for the bB CEO

Staff in order to maintain and enhance professional growth in the

Communications and Electronlcs field.

RECOMbIENDATIONS: The CEO should request Mobile Training Teams
from LFTCPAC (Coronado) to provide formal communications training

to the MAB CEO Staff. In addition, other formal schools or

instruction for professional growth should be explored, such as
contact teams from (or visits to) the 4th kL4RDIV CEO or II bIAF CEO.

Encl (4)
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TEM 4: CEO contact re&ms to MSCs

DISCUSSION: Bettr liasion needs to be established and maintained

between the CEO and the MSC’s during both the installatlon phase

and the Exercise itself.

RECOMMENDATION: The MAB CEO should establish Contact Teams to be

sent out as needed to various MSC’s. These contact teams would

consist of I-2 communicators that belon to and are controlled by

the CEO. Their primary goals would be to assist the MSC’s CommO’s

and to advise the MAB CEO of current comm status.

Encl (4)
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ITEM 5: CooPdlnatlon of MAB CEO Staff with Oth Comm Battalion and
MSCs

DISCUSSION: Fo an exePclse of this magnitude, the CEO must have

moe indlvldual contact with both %he 6thConmaBn and the MSC CommOs

in ode to develop the teamwork needed to unite the MAB CommOs
into a cohesive unit.

RECOMMENDATION: Once the MSCs have been identified, the CEO should
hold egular meetings with selected CommOs from the MSCs as well as

from the 6thConunBn. This can be done by extending invitations fo

these CommOs to attend the MAB QSMs, or by having these CommOs make

liaison trips to the MAB CEO. Additionally, it is important that

CPXs be included within the MAB talning schedule to get the "hands

on" implementation time necessary to develop teamwork.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: Admin/Log

ITEM i: Estimating Equipment Density Lists (EDL), Consumables,

and Budgetary needs.

Discussion: Due to the lack of historical data, initial

planning and subsequent equests for EDL, consumables, and

budget estimates ae inaccurate in that they do not adequately

eflect the anticipated, o actual needs relative to a specific

exercise o aea of operations.

RECOMMENDATION: Planning documents and subsequent requests for

EDL items, consumables, and budgets must be prepared utilizin

historical data to reflect anticipated/actual needs based on the

exercise and aea of operations.

Encl (4)
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ITEM 2: Advance and Rear Parties

DISCUSSION: Units consistently underestimate the importance of

the size and makeup of these pasties and believe that the only

"real" ATD period is that pePtalning to the main body. As a

result the critical transition periods ae often understaffed,

disoganlzed.

RECOMMENDATION: 2d MAB and other senlo MAGTF commands should

develop and disseminate guidance to assuPe advance and rear

prties are adequately staffed.
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ITEM 3: Exercise logistics

DISCUSSION: Exercise play relative to Logistics was minimal

therefore depriving the G-4 Section of providing a significant

impact and/or influence relative to the actual play of the

exercise.

RECOMMENDATION: The G-4 Section should be actively involved

with the TECQ in the planning and preparation of 1oglstic items

for insertion into the-Exercise play. This would insure

adequate logistical play and enhance the training opportunities

for the G-4 Section.

Encl (4)
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ITEM 4: Concept of CSSE Support

DISCUSSION: All CSSE units, including mobile CSSE must be
pPovided adequate secuPity elatlve to both defense against alp

and gPound thPeats.

RECOMMENDATION: That the CSSE be actively involved in the
planning phase with he supported elements to ensure f.amlllaPity
with 5he concep of logistical suppoPt and to pPovide input
Pelative to antlcipaed PequlPemens fop CSSE suppoP, and
subsequent support.

En’1 (4)
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ITEM 5: Rep&Ir Parts PEB

DISCUSSION: Some SMCR Units authorized PEB’s did not brin a

PEB to ATD. As a result, the 4th MARDIV G-4 ops developed a

maser PEB which was subsequently purchased by RSU. MCB, CLNC
and utilized durin he Exercise.

RECOMMENDATION: All SMCR Units authorized a PEB must brin8 hem

to the Exercise. The CSSE should be directed to prepare a PEB

Lis o suppor 3rd and 4th echelon maintenance, and ensure %hat

hese iems are procured by he SMU prior to the Exercise.
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cal Play

Indlvidual and mass casua1y play0 housh planned,
cu%ed. Consequently, hiseduced %he Painin
.es of the.iG-l,G-4, andedlcal Personnel.

ION: Medical play, c&s:ualty .PepoPtlng and evacuationRECCOMEND
must not.oly be planned, but also,Implemented .andexecutd.
G-l, .G-4, .And Medical pePsonnel shouldbe actlvely involved wth
theTEG .in the planning of Medical p1&y"to esuPe..Pealistic
tPainIRg."bjectives. :Planned Medial.play-must:be.inePj.ected
i,no he Execise pay.

.Encl (4)
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From:
To:

SubJ

Ref:

Encl:

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
FOURTH MARINE AMPHIBIOUS BRIGADE

FPO NEW YORK 09502-8404

IN REPLY REFER TO:
3000
G-3
1,5 SEP

Commanding General, Fourth Marine Amphibious Brigade
Commanding General, II Marine Amphibious Force Camp Lejeune,
North Carollna 28542

SOLAR FLARE 87 AFTER ACTION REPORT

(a) MCO 3000.2D

(I) Command Element After Action Report
(2) Ground Combat Element After Action Report
(3) Ar Combat Element After Actlon Report
(4) Combat Service Support Element After Action Report

I. In accordance with the reference, the subject report is submitted:

hieS-of Staff

Encl (5)



EXERCISE SOLAR FLARE 87 COi,ND ELEMENT AFTER ACTION REPORT

2
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ADMINISTRATION

TOPIC: Morning Reports

DISCUSSION: Morning Reports according to the LOI, were to be submitted to the
G-I NLT 0700 daily. With the exception of MAC-14, which called in like "clock
work" at 0615 dally, BSSG-4 and RLT-2 never submitted a report after the
initial one on 25 July 87. Reports are only due if changes occur after the
initial report, however, numerous changes were encountered. No KIA/WIA/MIA’s
were reported by any of the MSE’s. However, the figures listed below were
briefed at the "hot wash-up":

KIA

D+I 33 18

D+2 68 36

D+3 74 83

D+4 66 70

241 207

RECOMMENDATION: That the accountability of our Marines become a priority for
all commanders.

TOPIC: Casualties and Replacements

DISCUSSION: The G-I/S-I, during a field exercise, normally gets involved in

real-world situations and usually never exercises how a G-I/S-I would work
under real contlgences to include; casualty estimates, replacements,
medevac’s, grave registration, etc. In an effort to exercise these areas
during Solar Flare, a plan was established that included the TECG Umpires
tagging casualty role players. They were to be Medevaced to the BSSG-4
Medical Company. The MAB G-I was to simulate the MAGTF Consolidation
Transient Center and return all casualties as replacements back to parent
units. The G-I sent a team to process the simulated casualtles/replacements
twice daily. No simulated casualtles arrived for processing. Over 400
KIA/WIA’s were tagged during the exercise. An invaluable experience for the
G-I personnel was lost.

RECOMMENDATION: That the MSE’s be dlrcct:, b Lt. Commanding General to
support this part of future exercises.

Encl (5)



INTELLIGENCE

,TOPI._.__C: Intelligence Operations: Forward (Mobile) CP

DISCUSSION: The forward (mobile) CP concept used during SF-87 presented some
unique control problems for the G-2 section. The G-3 section maintained "net
control" at the forward CP, while G-2 operations conducted the primary
intelligence analysls effort at the rear CP. The added echelon of control
between the forward CP and rear CP induced extended reporting and requesting
times complicating the intelligence management process.

RECOMMENDATION: To eliminate .the spllttinE of command, control and
intelligence, should the decision be made to eploy a mobile CP in future
exercises, additional radio nets (aerial observation net, MAF Intel net) will
have to move forward as ell as additional intelllgeuee.personnel to aid in
the analytical process.

TOPIC: Intelligence Collections: Collection Management

DISCUSSION: The scenario and force list for SF-87 provided the MAB with few
organic collection assets:

I. The OV-10’s were passed to the RLT for exploitation once airborne and on
station.

2. There were no Force Reconnaissance assets and both the terrain and the
scenario did not lend itself to using this asset.

3. SCAMP was able to provide a total of thirteen sensor strings, however,
the terrain and scenario diluted the usefulness of this asset.

4. No National level intelligence (notional, provided by II MAF) was
disseminated after day I.

5. No RPV’s, RF-4’s or EA-6B’s were used for intelligence collection.
Because the majority of information recleved came from lower echelon units,
traffic flow and analysis was relatively easy. However, if we should ever
exercise all of the collection assets listed above and employ a mobile CP as
structured in SF-87, a considerable time lag, and decrease in the quality of
information may occur unless additional radio nets (Aerial Observation and MAF
Intel nets) are provided for the mobile CP.

RECOMMENDATION: Consideration must be given to the fact that if command and
control is to be passed to the mobile CP, sufficient communications assets
must be made available to control the .flow of intelligence information and
allow command and direction of collectlons assets.

Encl (5)



OPERATIONS

Planning

DISCUSSION: There were four conferences held to plan Solar Flare-87; a Pre-Inltial, Inltlal, Mid and Final P1annlng Conference. The Pre-Inltlal wasconducted to provide reserve participants an organlzattonal base and wasunique to Solar Flare. The other three were well organized and productive.The planning sequence movedsmoothly and conslstantly from exercise conceptionto execution. Objectives were defined early and remained focused. They wererealistic, limited, and conslstant. Participating units were chopped earlyfor plannlng and also remained consistant. The result was a remarkably smoothplanning process.

RECOMMENDATION: Encourage future planning that is equally disciplinedfocused and effective.

TOPI.___C: Integration of Regular and Reserve Components

DISCUSSION: The integration of regular and reserve components wassuccessfully accomplished. Units cross-chopped on 22 July and were employedeffectively in a series of challenging tactical situations less than four dayslater. Valuable lessons were learned immediately and the total force conceptwas revalidated.

RECO4ENDATIONS

a. Continued emphasis on total force integration.

b. Formal affiliation between the 2nd MAB staff and various II MAF MAGTFCommand Elements. By making 2nd MAB a principal source of staff augmentationfor various II MAF MAGTF exercises and operations we consolidate the benefitsof participation.

TOPIC: Deception Operations

DISCUSSION: MAB deception operations centered on a mock-up command post builtaround Fleet Tactical Deception Group Atlantlc’s CRX Van. The deception CPwas designed to look heavier than our actual mobile CP. It consisted of theCRX Van, an LVTC and an LVTP, several tents, antennas, trucks, and four mock-up M60AI tanks. This package was used in various roles to simulate MAB, RLTand BSSG CP’s. Effectiveness was difficult to determine because OPFOR (2dMAB) was experiencing communications problems which precluded effectivetracking of enemy intelligence at their CP.

Development of the deceptive CP was an off-shoot of the mobile CP concept.Consequently, future use will probably be tied to the mobile CP utiltzat$onconcept described below (i.e. emergency or echelon). There is, however,significant benefit associated with use of the CRX at either the MAB, RLT orBSSG levels.

RECOMMENDATION: Continued development of deception plans and concepts in
concert with FLTTACDECGRULANT.

Encl (5)



TOPIC: Use of a obile Command Post at the MAB Level

DISCUSSION: 4th MAB has been refining a mobile command post concept for just
over a year. Solar Flare provided an opportunity to further experiment with
the credibility of the concept. The problem encountered involved a tradeoff
between rea mobility and size. At the MAB level, genuine command and control
involves a large tntel and logistic tail. Real mobility requires a lot of
that tail be cut off and left at the main CP (toward or in a rear area).
Additionally, assignment of an effective security element to the mobile CP
tends to degrade the basic concept (of mobility). It is, however, essential
to any sort of sustainability. The result is a dilemma. Our conclusion was
that a MAB mobile CP is useful on a temporary basis; as an emergency
alternative or as an echelon of the main CP during displacement.

RECOMMENDATION: The mobile CP package should continue to be refined and usedin appropriate circumstances.

TOPIC: NBC Play

DISCUSSION: NBC play for Solar Flare was limited, by design, to an RLT-2
evolution Just prior to endex. It facilitated regular unit withdrawal while
the reserves were conducting their link-up. The play was a limited success.It was to close to endex to sustain real interest by the participants and was
not really evaluated by the TECG. Any NBC training is worth the effort but
this was not our best effort.

RECOMMENDATION: Avoid scheduling NBC play adjacent to endex in future
exercises. It deserves more attention.

TOPIC: Facilities

DISCUSSION: For Solar Flare, 4th MAB utilized existing facilities at Camp
Gelger that simulated operations in a built up area relatively displaced frown
the FEBA. Billeting, messing, and office spaces were efficient and
facilitated concentration on the tactical problem rather than exercise support
functions. Useful lessons were reaffirmed concerning communications, command
and control from a remote but realistic MAB CP location.

RECOMMENDATION: That the MAB continue to test a variety of CP concepts to
obtain maximum experience and training.

TOPIC: Liaison

DISCUSSION: 2nd MAB and 4th MAB staffs exchanged key liaison officers to the
benefit of all concerned. Exchange of organizational experiences, policies
and procedures contributed to the total force concept.

RECOMMENDATION: The effectiveness of liaison officer exchanges is directly
proportional to the willingness of the command to sacrifice a knowledgable keyofficer for the exercise. This should be emphasized in future exercises.

Encl (5)



LOGISTICS

TOPIC: Logistic Operation Center Exercise (LOCEX)

DISCUSSION: In conjunction with providing a Solar Flare logistic response
ce11, the AC/S G-4 conducted an Internal LOGEX to focus on those employmentlogistic issues which are not normally studied during exercises. In pastexercises the logistic effort centered around employment, deployment, fiscal,and Most Nation Support planning and execution and rarely emphasized forcelogistic sustainment. These sustainment issues are important, however, andSolar Flare provided an excellent forum with which to practice employmentlogistics. The AC/S G-4 established a Landing Force Logistic Operation Center(LFLOC) and in conjunction with the Solar Flare scenario, force llst, andexercise area developed special 1oglstlc situations and logistic requirementsfor internal staff discussion and resolution. These requirements often endedin staff presentations and/or preparation of planning documents associatedwith sustainment of the force, relative to the prepared special scenario. Theindividual and collective experience gained as a result of this exercise wasof great value with the overall LOCEX being both stimulating and productivefor those who participated.

RECOMMENDATION: None. Provided for information only.

TOPIC: Casualty Play

DISCUSSION: The exercise goal established by II MAF and 4th MAB, to exercisethe casualty evacuation system from the company level through the BAS to theMedical Company, was not accomplished. Ground commanders at all levels did
not support the exercise objective and a capability to evacuate casualtiesfrom the unit level was never demonstrated. Of the 70-80 simulated casualtieslevied against 4th MAB each day, a total of 16 were evacuated. Efforts to
obtain the support of GCE Commanders and Staff to conduct casualty evacuationfailed. The casualty evacuation portion of the GCE initiated NBC drill wascancelled, without notlflng BSSG-4 or the Medical Company (-).

Personnel and equipment, vehicles and communication assets as well as theMedical Company (-) were available and ready to support the exercise, but werevery poorly utilized. The MCSSD’s evacuation platoon was utilized once to
evacuate casualties, otherwise these assets were not required.

Casualty evacuation during wartime is a significant problem facing the
commander and his staff. Unless he is able to establish and utilize an
effective evacuation system, casualties will be a war stopper and impede
tactical maneuver. Unless commanders understand and use the system in
peacetime exercises, they will lose lives and possibly be unable to accomplish
their mission in war.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

I. Stress casualty evacuation as a major objective in future exercises..

2, rade unita on heir medical readinesa aa a factor in comba readiness.

Encl (5)



TOPIC: Tactlcal Exercise Control Group (TECG)

DISCUSSION: For Solar Flare no medlcal cell was planned for the TECG.
Medical play was to be supported by the TECG Umpires tagging casualties and
the units being responslble for evacuation and care. A medical umpire staf
was provided to the TECG by each MAB and the TECG had agreed to provide
support (vehicles, comm) to the medical umpires. The umpires were to be at
each BAS and the Medical Company (-) to evaluate the evacuation and treatment
process.

Since the medical umpires were external to the TECG, but supported by
them, it was never clear who dictated casualty play. Each Marine umpire at
the company/battalion was free to tag or not tag casualties as they desired.It was never determined whose responsibility it was to enforce casualty play
at the unit level. When units or their commanders did not evacuate casualties
the TECG umpires did not follow it up. At the TECG headquarters it was
unclear as to how many casualties were tagged and should have been evacuated.

RECOMMENDATION

medical cell be included in the TECG.

2. Medical umpires be brought in early to develop the casualty play
procedures and tags, and how the evaluation will be conducted.

3. Unit umpires should be well briefed prior to the exercise.

TOPIC: Medical Support for Task Organized Units

DISCUSSION: During Solar Flare (and in other exercises) several Task Forces
were created around the AAV, tank and LAV elements. These detachments do not
have a Battalion Aid Station assigned or designated to support them. Each
element joining the task force may bring corpsmen with a Unlt (first aid
kit). The task force faces a problem in determining where they get medical
support and how casualties are evacuated. The higher headquarters for the
task force, usually the RLT must plan for, aqulre and allocate medical support
for each task force.

RECOMMENDATION: Medical support requirements for task force operations be
included in planning the T/O and T/E for the RLT.

TOPIC: Marine Corps Environmental Shelter System (MCESS)

DISCUSSION: During Solar Flare, Charlle Company (-), BSSG-4, established a
field hospital using the MCESS shelters. The MCESS was used to house the core
of the hospital; triage, operating room, wards, X-ray, dental while the
remainder was housed in GP (M) tents.

The MCESS offers a very good environment for patients in the field Once
set ups they offer a heated/cooled, clean facility that offers many of the
advantages of a fixed building, while retaining the capability to relocate.
The major draw back to using MCESS in the Brigade is its lack of flexlbillty
and mobility.

Encl (5)
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& medical company would carry 20-30 MCESS units plus complexlng (joining)
kits and corrldores. This materlal is carried on the LVS (container carriers)
vehicle. Forklifts, fitted with extended forks and llftlng straps are
required to move the shelters. Site preparation to reduce the slope of the
land to less than 9 degrees is required. The hospltal facility requires about
20 acres and should not be dispersed, since this exposes the casualty to the
outside environment. Set up time is about 72 hours.

MCESS is well suited to a satlc or low manuever situation or as a pre-
hostilities facillty. It also has appllcatlon in a rear seml-flxed combat
service support area. MCESS can not replace the tent in the mobile
environment.

The major area for improvement for the HCESS is the heat pump (TAMCN
BOOll) used with the shelter. The heat pump has a long history of being
unreliable in the field and is very ineffective at cooling or heating. The
MCESS currently has no alternate heating/cooling method. Kero-Sun heaters
have been used in the past with some success. No alternate cooling source is
available.

RECOMMENDATION:

I. The MCESS be utilized only as a follow on echelon asset or
preposltloned asset.

2. Medical Companies must remain flexible and highly mobile to support a
variety of combat environments.

3. The B0011 heat pump be replaced with a lighter, more reliable and more
maintainable unit.

4. That MCESS support requirements (vehicles, generators, forklifts, bull
dozers, etc.) be determined, as well as embark requirements, and provided to
BSSG-4 and 4th MAB, so an estimate of supportability can be made.

TOPIC: Care and Reporting of Actual Casualties

DISCUSSION: Of the forces in the field, I0 casualltles were evacuated for
injuries or illnesses that could not be cared for by MAB assets. Two
casualties were admitted to the Naval Hospital and 8 returned to duty in the
rear. Reporting of daily sick call and evacuation of casualties was spotty
at best. The schedule and formats were not followed by reporting units.
Units reported communication problems in contacting subordinate elements for
information. Alternative communication methods did not appear to be ut.[Ized.
Casualty reports required on personnel hospitalized, were never submitted by
the unit S-l. It appeared that unit S-| personnel were either not in the
field or had not taken the 4th MAB LOI, or the Marine Corps Orders on casualty
reporting with them.

At the Battalion level the Surgeon for 2/2 stated he never received
information from the RLT-2 staff, concerning the availability of the Medical
Company for care of actual casualtles, the reporting requirements or
evacuation support.
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No helicopter EDEVAC’s were required during this exercise.

RECOflENDATION: Frequent meetings between the medical staff planners, G/S-I,
6/S-4 and others down to the Battalion/Squadron level ust be held. Units
must provide a turn-over file to allow newly reporting personnel to understand
the exercise plan.
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HEADQUARTERS FUNCTIONS

TOPIC: Transportation to Camp Geiger

DISCUSSION: The orlglnal request for transportation, to Camp Gelger, was for
over 80 personnel. After this POV’s were authorized and a new count was
requested. The new count still totaled over 60 personnel. On the date of
departure less than 30 personnel showed for transportation to Gelger on-board
two 40 passenger busses.

RECOMMENDATION:

(I) POV’s should be restricted to essentials only.

(2) Accurate personnel counts must be submitted to the Hq Cmdt on s timely
basis. These counts must reflect who will need transportation.

TOPIC: Motor Transport Support

DISCUSSION: New procedures were implemented and they worked very well.
Operators from within the sections were assigned individual vehicles thus,
improving the support to the sections and relieving some of the burden off the
Motor-T section.

RECOMMENDATION: That we continue to use these procedures.

TOPIC: Forward CP Security

DISCUSSION: Elements of the RLT were attached to provide security, thls
concept worked very well.

RECOMMENDATION: Continue with this concept.

Encl (5)
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
2(I Marines, 2d Marine Division, FMF
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 28542

3500
S-3
6 Aug 87

From: ’Commanding Officer, 2d Harlnes, 2d Harlne Division, FHF

To: Commanding Ceneral, th Hsrlne Amphibious Brigade

SubJ: EXERCISE SOLAR FLARE AFTER ACTION REPORT

Ref: (a) HCO 3000.2D
(b) CO, 4th HAB 061333Z Jul 87

I. As directed by the references, the subject report is submitted.

Copy

CG, 2d MarDiv
CO, BSSG-4
CO, MAG-14
Files (2)
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PAT I SCOPE AHD OBJECTIVES

A. SCOFk

I. Exercise Solar Flare was designed to exercise the integration

of active duty and selected Marine Corps Reserve (SHCR) units under

conditions closely approximating those associated with a major

conflict- The Solar Flare FTX, conducted during the period 2-6-29 July

1987, capped the annual two week active training duty (ATD) period for

reserve forces deployed to Camp LeJeune, NC as part of 2d MAB.

2. The Solar Flare FTX was a seml-structured, force-on-force,

free play exercise placlng the 2d MAB against the 4th MAB in a post

amphibious landlng scenario. Both MAB’s were composed of both regular

and reserve forces with the GCE’s of each MAB, RLT-2 and RLT-23, each

configured with one regular and one reserve infantry battallon as

their nuclei.

3. Free play during this exercise was limited only by regularly

programmed critique pauses, exercise area restrictions and safety

considerations.

4. Forces participating as part of RLT-2 were" as follows:

Re$imeutal Landing Team 2

HQ Co(-), 2d Marlues

2d Bn, 2d Harlnes
3rd Bn, 23th Marines

1st Bn(-)(REIN), 10th Mar

HQ B try
Btry B(-)
Btry C(-)
Btry N(-), 5th Bn, 10th Marines

Det, TPC, 10th Marines

2d Cmbt Engr Bn(-)

Co B(-), 2d Tank Bn

Co C(-)(REIN), 2d AAV Bn

Co B(-), 2d LAV Bn

Co A(-), 2d Recon Bn

B. OBJECTIVES

I. Objectives designated by the CG, 4th MAB for Exercise solar

Flare were as follows:

a. To exercise integrated actlve/SMCR units under the "Total

Force" concept. .
b. To support the II MAF Campaign Plan.

c. To support the training requirements of subordinate

commanders.

d. To exercise tactical deception techniques and procedures-

Encl (5)
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e. To refine and evaluate mobile CP tkc.ttcs.
f. To conduct a battalion size NBC decontamination exercise.

g. To exercise casualty and personnel replacement procedures.

2. RLT-2 objectives, supporting those of the CG, 4th MAB, were:
a. To fully integrate the 3rd Bn, 23rd Marines and otherselect reserve detachments into all phases of RLT-2 combat operations.

b. To continue to exercise the C31 and fire supportcoordination using multiple maneuver elements within the precepts ofmaneuver warfare.

c. To emphasize combat engineer operations in every phase ofthe exercise, to include the Engineer Bn(-) employment as a separatemaneuver element.

PART II CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

DATE EVENT

31 May 1Jun 87
15 Jun

19-21 June
6 Jul
17 Jul
21 Jul

22 Jul
23 Jul
24 Jul
25 Jul
26-29
29 Jul

II MAF Final Planning Conference (FPC)
Initial RLT-2 Staff Briefings/Commencement of
Active Planning
RLT-2 liaison visit to HQ, 3rd Bu, 23rd Mar
4th MAB LOI Published
Final RLT-2 Planning meeting
RLT-2/MAG-14 Planning meeting, MCAS Cherry
Point
RLT-2 Field CP Established (Pre-FTX)
Solar Flare COMEX
Solar Flare CPX/4th MAB Orders Group
Final RLT-2 Orders Group
Solar Flare FTX
RLT-2/BSSG-4 NBC Exercise
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PART Ill TOPICAL DISCUSSION

I OPERATIONS

A. TOPIC: Training Area Utilization

DISCUSSION: With Exercise Solar Flare, as with past"
force-on-force operations conducted in the Camp LeJeune training area

complex, there were two significant concerns associated with area use.

a. First, use of all the available training area.was

again not maximized. The initial laydown of forces was such that

followlng tactical moves to contact, we had effectlvely ellminated all

area north of the G-10 impact area. Thus, a full 1/3 of the available

training area at LeJeune was never used to support combat operations.

At least one entire phase of the exercise could have been conducted

north of G-10 had a sincere effort to promote use of that area been

addressed during plannlng.

b. Once again there were alot of disparate forces

located throughout the training area at key locations. Water

production facil, itles, Radio Bn installations, etc", were placed either

in the center or along key peripheral avenues of approach. The

placement of these non-combat forces led to non-tactical related

in tell lgence reporting, undue area congestion and most importantly, an

increased safety hazard. The placement of non-essentlal support units

was obviously determined with little or no regard of the respective

concepts of operations of the opposing ground forces.

RECOMMENDATIONS :

a. Plan future exercises to promote maximum use of

available exercise maneuver area. Avoid the tendency to start all

maneuver in the center of the training area complex.

b. For large exercises request and demand exclusive use

of the training area for exercise forces. Coordinate placement of

support headquarters and agencies to ensure unimpeded movement of

combat forces throughout prime maneuver areas and corridors.

B. TOPIC: Helicopters in Direct Support of the GCE.

DISCUSSION: During the entire course of Solar Flare, HAG-14

designated two AH-I’s and one UH-I in direct support of RLT-2.

Placement and subsequent employment of these assets were controlled

exclusively by the RLT Commander through the AltO. As a r,esult the

RLT experienced extremely responsive CIFS and helo recce support.

Continual face-to-face briefings of the helo crews at the RLT COC

enabled pilots to keep abreast of the rapidly changing enemy sltuatlon

thus assisting in their survivability during mission execution.

Similarly, pilot debriefs greatly assisted the development of the RLT

intelligence picture of the battlefield. There are however two

factors which mu’t be considered with this method of helicopter

employment. Encl (5)
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a. ’The hellcopters must be able to. return frequently to
a home fleld or FAARP for refuellng, rearming and crew changes.

b. The field location of these assets must be carefully.
selected to provide maximum security for both the hellcopters as well’
as the RLT CP. Attendant communications must be carefully planned to
ensure effectiveness and redundancy.

RECOHHENDATION: Continue to provide Direct Support
Helicopter to the GCE in future operations where conditions and
METT-TS support this means of employment. Identify this option early
to ensure adequate time for required employment planning.

C. TOPIC: Combat Reporting

DISCUSSION: Operational reporting, in general, was marginal
during the entire exercise. Moreover the problem was manifested at
all levels of command from the battalion through the MAB level. The
RLT-failed to submit some regularly scheduled SITREP’s, nor did it
receive slmilar reporting from subordinate units. Periodic recaps of
RLT activities were sent on eleven occasions to augment SITREP and
SPOTREP reporting. In addltlon frequent checks were made to
ascertain if the MAB staff was as is common practice, monitoring the
RLT TAC net. Never-the-less the flow of information up the chain was
sporadic and even more importantly often devoid of the RLT
commander’s immediate future intentions.

Information from above was equally sparse. Only one INTSUMwas received and that was prior to STARTEX. Two SPOTREP’s, devoid of
source were received and neither could be confirmed by other
intelligence (in that regard, raw information without the source is
useless in most respects). Reports of activities with the NAB rear
area were at best hours old. MSC cross-talk was minimal from the
Intelligence and operational standpoints.

RECOMHENDATION: In future exercises specify operatlonal
reportlnE proficiency as a specific exercise objective. Pre-exercise
COMMEX’s should exercise passing of pre-formatted reports and
emphasize cross- MSC communications.

D. TOPIC: Tactlcal Exercise Control

DISCUSSION: Overall tactical exercise control, under
direction of Col GARVEY and the TECG, was excellent. Obvious strides
have been made and the lessons learned from CAO 86 were well heeded.
The Solar Flare tactical exercise control plan, to include the
provisions for transportation and communications support, ws well
conceived, meticulously coordinated and widely published. As a result
the quality of exercise control contributed slgnlflcantly to the
conduct of the exercise. Movement control, engagement results and the
effects of fire support coordlnatlon, were partlcularly well umpired.
There is now .a well documented base from which future enhancements can
be made to further improve exercise ,control. Areas requiring further
conslderatlon/enhAncement are:

Encl (5)
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Providing controllers down to the platoon, small task force

level to ensure better control of isolated/decentralized engagements.

Enhancing the control/evaluation of engineer efforts, LAAD

employment and CAS effectiveness.

The provision of extra umpire teams to accomodate the

control of units created as the result of imaginative task organi-

zation; e.g. creation of task forces, special operation groups, etc.

RECONNENDATIOI: Continue to use the Solar Flare TEC concept

as the basis for controlllng/evaluatlng all future force-on-force

exercises and, improve the current concept by incorporating above

delineated enhancements.

E. TOPIC: Critique Periods vs. Operational Continuity

DISCUSSION: The concept of having predesignated exercise

pauses for the purpose of phase critiques was excellent. General block

times for initial and succeeding phases were necessarily established

with the provision, however, that pauses would actually occur based

upon the quality of combat being pursued and not Just because given

time has clasped. Phase I, movement to contact, was Just starting to

get interesting when the first pause occurred, as scheduled. In this

one phase, action should have been allowed to continue, or at least

the respective engaging commanders should have been consulted for

recommendatlous. While it would have been difficult, perhaps even

Infeaslble, a given phase should have been allowed to continue untll a

natural break in actlon/momentum occurred. Once the momentum of a

given series of actions is stopped, it takes an inordlnant amount of

time to be recaptured. Breaks also interupt the natural flow of

logistics support and result in surges which attempt to resupply

everyone during the break so all units will be at 100Z when action

resumes. Once a pause is declared, it is equally important to

designate a restart time that is realistlcally attainable by all

participating forces. There must be time to react to critique points

(lessons learned), change task organization as appropriate, reposltlon

forces, issue orders down the chain, and reactivate the reconnaissance

reporting chain. Reconnaissance, of course drives a force-on-force

scenario.

RECOMMENDATION: None. For future planning consideration

only

F. TOPIC: River Crossing Assets

DISCUSSION: Deliberate river c.rosslngs such as those

conducted during Solar Flare are rarely exercised at Camp ’LeJeune.
One primary reason-- lack of supporting landing craft. Solar Flare

pointed out the necessity for more fequent exercising of this

tactically fundamental, yet complex, evolution. To exercise this

concept adequatel,.y requires assault landing craft augmentation in the

Encl (5)
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form of’LCN-8"s or LCU’s. These craft are only .available from U.S.
Army or Navy assets upon request, and then only for limited periods.
What is required is a permanent ACU detachment at Camp LeJeune. A
cadre of 2 to 4 landing craft, manned by either trained Marines or
sailors, regular or reserve, would greatly assist in both amphibious
and river operations training and would probably receive exteusive
use. This availability would certainly open up portions of the
LeJeune training area to mechanized assets which are normally
restricted to operations south and east of New River. Both Division
and FSSG would benefit from the acquisition of this added training
support.

RECOMMENDATION: Actively pursue the acquisition of
permanently based LCM-8, or LCU’s for local training.

TOPIC: Engagement by Fire Support means of Deep Targets

DISCOSSION= The use of fire support in engaging deep
targets (i.e., CP’s, Fire Support, logistics trains, or assembly
areas) was not a factor in the overall evaluation during the
exercise. The concept in using fire support was centered at the lower
levels where "credit" could be determined and BDA"established.

RECOMMENDATION: Future exercises should evaluate the
capabilities of the RLT FSCC and artillery battalion headquarters FDC
in planning fires on deep targets that normally influence the actions
of the front line units.

H. TOPIC: BSSG-4 Fire Support

DISCUSSION: Due to the limited fire support assets
available during the exercise, the abillty of the GCE to actually
provide timely and responsive fires to the BSSG was not reallstlc.
During situations when the BSSG was under attack the RLT was also
engaged. For the artillery battalion to engage a target to the rear,
howitzers would actually have to be pulled out of their positions and
layed towards the rear: a time consuming procedure. Addltlonally to
reroute air to the BSSG effort degraded pre-scheduled sorties required
for the RLT. The coordination between the BSSG and GCE was good and
fire support was provided when requested.

RECOMMENDATION: A more realistic approach toward fire
support for the BSSG is needed.

I. TOPIC: Artillery Ordnance Required Supply Rate (RSR)

DISCUSSION: A constructive mix of artillery ordnance w-as
not predetermined for the exercise. Consequently the RLT’s planned
use of FASCAM was ruled out by the umpires. Predetermining RSR would
improve logistics planning and fire upport asset selection.

RECOMMENp.ATION: That a basl,c allowance and a varied
ordnance mix be stated in the LOI in future exercises.

J. TOPIC: Target List

18
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DISCUSSION; Deleting targets from the target list as they

become obsolete makes the target list a more responsive tool. This

target list purification is a continuous process. Only on two

occasions during the exercise did a subordinate FSCC recommend

deletion of targets that no longer supported the scheme of maneuver.

RECONHENDATION: In future exercise8 the target list’must be

kept current. When time is available it should be purged and quickly

submitted to higher headquarters for action.

K. TOPIC: Call for Fire Requests

DISCUSSION: Task forces and attached units requesting

artillery fire support tied up the FSCC net with their requests.

RECOMMENDATION: All units should have the frequencies of

the artillery Battalion/Battery COF and should contact them directly

to request fire. The artillery battalion will call the RLT FSCC if a

problem arises in providing support or cross boundary coordination is

required. As a lst resort the FSCC net can be used to transmit CFF

to the artillery battlalou.

L. TOPIC: rtillery Liaison Officers Control of Forward

Observer Assets

DISCUSSION: During the exercise a maneuver element had

decided to use an FO team as a retrans site. The Artillery Liaison

Officer had been directed previously to attach the spare FO team to a

task force which was the POME. The responsibility to have positive

comunlcatlons established between the artlllery battery and the

supported unit 11es with the artillery unit. The mission of the FO

team is to provide artillery, air, or naval gunfire support to the

maneuver commander.

RECOMMENDATION: Forward Observer teams should be utlllzed

in their designated capacity. When a communlcatlous problem exists

between supported and supporting units, alternate nets should be used

to reestablish comm or higher artillery headquarters should be called

to assist in rectifying the problem.

2. INTELLIGENCE

A. TOPIC: Intelligence Collectlon: SCAMP

DISCUSSION: SCAMP provided negllglble support to the RLT-2

collection effort. This was due in part to maintenance poblems and

in part to the fact that the problem "by-passed" the emplaced sensors

after the first phase.

RECOMMENDATION: Retain a sensor "Reserve" for use as

necessary, or recover (for reuse) Implanted sensors which no longer

serve a purpose. :

Enel (5)
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B. TOPIC= intelligence" Collection: Recon

DT$CUSSTON= Division recon assets assigned to RLT-2 were

inadequaCe in number.

0RECONN&ISSANCE: Durlug exercise plauulng every effort must

be made to ensure the necessary number of teams is provided.

C. TOPIC: Intelligence Collection: Recou Hotorcycles

DISCUSSION: The recou motorcycles proved invaluable for use

with the reserve recon tea: and provided speed and flexibility during

their operations.

RECOMMENDATION: Division recouualssauce elements should

continue to develop motorcycle use. Recou reserve team use of

motorcycles has a higher payoff than exclusively using motorcycles as

couriers

D. TOPIC: Intelligence Collection: Aerial imagery/Observation-

DISCUSSON.:, RLT-2 received negligible information from this

source and had none lu direct support.

RECOMMENDATION: From time-to-tlme higher headquarters

should provide direct support lutelllgence dedicated overhead

platforms to the regiment.

E. TOPIC: Intelllge..nce Collectlon: Radio Bu (DSU)

DISCUSSION: There is an understandable reluctance to

source of DSU collected information, but analysls would be

significantly enhanced if this were done.

RECOMMENDATION: If source not ID’d clear language, perhaps

a code word could be used.

F. TOPIC: Intelligence Analysis

DISCUSSION: Very little intelligence analysis was conducted

during the exercise. This was due prlmarily to a lack of raw

information acquired by the collection effort. To conduct analysls

without information is guesswork.

RECOMMENDATION: A greatly enhanced collection effort is

necessary.

3. ADMIRSTATION AND LOGISTICS

A. TOPC: CASUALTIES AND REPLACEMENTS

2O
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DISCUSSION: Casualty and replacement pl.ay" are legitimate
and beneficial. There are many complications in the realistic
development of replacement criteria. The Admin/Personuel Officer, as
well as the commander, must be acutely aware of the impact of
personnel gains and losses, especially men with critical HOS’s.
Gains, losses, and possible redistributions were not exercised during
Solar Flare.

RECOMMENDATION: That identification of casualties include
MOS to facilitate needed replacement by critical specialty, and that
personnel attrition during future exercises, be coordinated through
the various levels (i.e. CSSD and the Medical Company) to allow
redistribution of personnel assets by the respective commanders.

B. TOPIC: Task Forces LAV, AA.V and Tanks were not equipped to
provide internal CSS.

DISCUSSION: The above mentioned task forces are provided
equipment through their own T/E enabling them to provide CSS with
organic assets. These units participating in Solar Flare did not
bring their assets thereby making it very difficult to support them.

RECOMNEIDATION: That when mechanized attachments are task
organized as a separate maneuver element they be required to bring
sufficient assets to provide internal support. This would increase
their mobility and, at the same time, reduce the burden on the mobile
CSSD.

C. TOPIC: Reaction to requests for CSS.

DISCUSSION: On several occasions requests for CSS were
submitted in conjunction with displacements and it was critical to
know when the support could be provided. The BSSG was unable to
accurately predict the estimated time of arrival of support from the
mobile units.

RECOMMENDATION: That the CSSD provided feedback to the
requesting units so to not impede movement on the battlefield.

4. COMMUNICATIONS

A. TOPIC: Naval Gunfire Communications

DISCUSSION: The Naval Gunfire Liaison officer was never
able to establish radio communications with either of the two naval
gunfire ships. The NGF LnO’s radios were thoroughly checked several
times and were always found to be operational. His radio operators
swept through all of the assigned frequencies many times during the
exercise but never communicated with the ships. There was an
unsuccessful attempt on the third da of the exercise to fly the NGF
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LnO out to one or both of the NG ships to coord.lnate establishmeht of

the NG circuit. Post-exerclse phonecon with the communications

officer on one of the NGF ships revealed that: (I) the ship might not

have received the message containing the frequencies and call signs,

(2) the conmunicatlou8 officer on the ship gas unaware that he was

supposed to be up on any NGF nets, and (3) that he believed that GF

gas being simulated by another ship (a ship other than the two ships

that we believed gere providing 8GF support). It seems likely that

there were never any ships operating on our assigned 8GF frequencies

during the exercise.

RECOMNENDATIOg: That in the future, and whenever possible,

the NGF LnO coordinate much more closely with appropriate
representatives of the ships assigned to provide NCF support.

B. TOPIC: Automated Communicatlous Electronics Operating

Instructions (ACEOI)

DISCUSSION Three mouths prior to the start of the exercise,

liaison was made with the various staff sections, as well as the 4th

NAB in order to construct an ACEOI that would accurately reflect the

desires of the commander and support the tactical play of the

exercise. Provisions were made in the ACEOI for the use of one task

force, and for the provision of several spare frequencies and call

signs. Subsequently however, we had created a total of four task

forces (AAV, LAV, RAID, CEB). The use of more task forces than

planned required the assignment of spare frequencies and call signs

that were not necessarily associated with the participating unit.

Furthermore, during the play of the exercise additional task force

organizations were formed (e.g. BINGO) which were not planned during

initial communications planning. These additional task forces and the

use of the spare frequencies and call signs tended to confuse and

invalidate the ACEOI for the communicators, and more importantly for

the commanders and operators.

Encl (5)
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RECOHlfEBD&TIOI: Task organizations should be identified as

-early in the planning process as possible. In re.oat cases It takes a

minimum of one month lead time o produce an ACEOI. This plauulng

figure Is even bigger If he ACEOI Is o be produced by a higher

headquarters (l.e. h HAB). If i Is ipossible o foresee

possible ask organlzalons heu call signs and frequencies should

follo as closely as possible he ask forces ovnlng uul i.e. use a

call sign for Is PI, LAV’s Instead of crealug "BINGO" call. signs).

If neither Is possible hen ve should be prepared o accep confusion.

C. TOPIC= Coaaunlcaions Equipmen vlhln Task Force

Organiza ions

DISCUSSION: A chronic problem wihln he RLT Is he lack

communlcalous equlp:en vlhln ask force organlzaions. Any

organized as a ask force should have sufIclen com:unlcalons

equlpmen o provide or he minimum necessary command, control, and

fire suppor communlcalous. In :os cases hls resuls In four

single channel radio nes In several co:blnaions of HF and VHF. hen

making up hese ask force organlzalons ve mus keep hls requlre:en

in mind. e aus also remember ha he paren unl of he ask force

mus be prepared o provide he communlcaons suppor needed or
ask force. The regimental com:unlcalou platoon does no on, nor do

ve have access o sufflclen asses o provide radio communlcalons

hese ask forces.

RECOHHENDATION: Again, forhough and planning are he key

o avoiding communicalous problems v1h ask orce organlzaions.

Unls providing he ask ore :us be required o provide radio

equlpmen o alloy he ask orce o be active on all required

command control, and fire support commuulcaions.

D. TOPIC: Identification of communications requirements prior

to STARTEX

DSCUSSION: On the day of the exercise several sections

Identfled to the CommunIcatfou Officer requirements for

communications which were not Identlfied during the planning for Solar

Flare. Due to the prior temp loan of ali unused equipment to support

3/23 It was not possible to provide all of the late requested

communlca tlons.

RECOMMENDATION: Sections should be reminded that they must

identify their communications requirements to the communcfations

officer prior to the beginning of the exercise. This will help ensure

that our precious few radio assets will be utilized In an efficient

manner.

E. TOPIC: Use of TACP Personnel
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DISCUSSION: Adequate provisions for the employment of TACP
personnel and equipment were not made prior to the beginning of

exercise Solar Flare. This caused initial problems in the employment

of air as well as communications assets early in the exercise. Since

the amount o air play in any given exercises varies, it is necessary

for the Air Liaison Officer to ensure that his communications needs

are adequately planned. For exaaple, exercise Solid Shield had very
little air play and required llttle TACP play, contrasted with

exercise Solar Flare which required greater TACP participation. It is

not feasible from a personnel or equipment standpoint to dedicate TACP

assets if the exercise is not anticipated to have sufficient air play.

RECOMMENDATION: Maintain close liaison between Air Officer

and Communications Officer to ensure that air requirements are met,

while maintaining efficient use of TACP assets.

TOPIC: TOW Communications

DISCUSSION: Prior to exercise STARTEX all TOW radio’s were

technlcally inspected by the communications platoon technicians.

Additionally crypto variables and ACEOI’s were made available to the

TOW platoon commander; there were no limitations ou the quantity of

ACEOI’s. During t.he exercise extra copies of the "ACEOI were

maintained at the RLT CP. Additionally radio technicians were

stationed at the forward CP, the Alpha CP, and at Bldg 123.

RECOMMENDATION: That the TOW platoon commander avail

himself of the communications platoon’s services both prior to and

during the exercise.

MEDICAL

A. TOPIC: Simulated Casualty Play

DISCUSSION: All acknowledged simulated casualties were

handled properly, medlcally and admlnlstratlvely, at the BAS and RAS

levels. This is not to say that casualties which may have been

assessed at the company level were in fact made known to the BAS(s).

Known casualties were reflected in each morning’s mortality and

morbidity reports. Medical evacuation was requested by the BAS and

RAS for all casualties that required same to the CSSD. However, no

ambulances from the CSSD arrived until the afternoon/evening of D+3,

28 Jul. This was despite repeated calls from the BAS for evacuations

on both 26 and 27, July. The RAS had only two simulated WIA’s declared

at 1206, 28 July. Although evacuation was called for, no evacuation

transportation ever arrived.

RECOMMENDATION: Conduct more contingency planning and

publish more definitive details concerning medlcal evacuation to

levels of command.

B. TOPIC: Requirement for enhanced communications between the

RAS and BAS’s. ..
Encl (5)
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DISCUSSION: As the RAS is not in the evacuation chain from
the BAS(s) to the’CSSD a requirement--or reliable and redundant
communications between the RAS/BAS was not emphasized. When it became
apparent that higher levels of the medical evacuation chain were
malfunctionins, the RAS was tasked with ever increasing data gathering
and message sending responsibilities. At no point prior to the
exercise was the RAS physician informed of these potential
responsibilities. The normal time delay for a response to a-given
message, if it could be sent at all, was from 2 to 4 hours. Host
messages were passed over non-medical related nets and the RLT-2
medical regulating net was never up.

RECOmmENDATION: Place greater emphasis on pre-operatiou
medical planning and instruction, especially with RAS/BAS surgeons, so
that potential problems can be anticipated and solutions identified
before deploying to the field.

C. TOPIC:
Casualty

Inadequate Emergency Room Response to an Actual

DISCUSSION: On 26 July at 1610, LCpl HCGOWAN was presented
at the RAS with a 24 hour history of cramping lower abdominal pain and
diarrhea, with t.hree liquid stools every hour. While his abdomen was
non-tender, he was dramatically orthostatically hypotensive (supine
118/88, 84; standing 100/90, 140, near syucopal: severely
dehydrated). After the exam an I.V. was placed and the patient
bolused with one liter of normal saline, a second liter was hung and
the patient was transported to the ER at the Naval Hospital. The
vehicle departed at 1630.

The RAS surgeon then went to the RLT-2 COC to inform the ER of
the patient’s impending arrival. The ER, in the name of LCdr RIOS,
refused to accept the patient telling the RAS physician, Dr PICHAN,
the he could not accept a "lateral transfer". Dr PIGMAN ignored the
order not to send the patient thus avoiding needless delay of
continual treatment. The patient was eventually accepted at the ER.

RECOMMENDATION: That the Naval Hedlcal Corps do away with
any policy, if one exists, that refuses the transfer of a patient from
a field tent (without Invaslve monitoring, without labratory or
radiographic capabilities, with limlted pharmacy assets, no toilet or
running water) to an ER of a NAVAL HOSPITAL.
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I. Far too frequently, after action reports tend to focus on "Nhat

went wrong during a particular exercise. From the RLT perspective,

Exercise Solar Flare was a salient success. There were no

"warstoppers" in evidence. The NAB and RLT both attained almost all

major exercise objectives. The exercise of casualty evacuation and

personnel replacement procedures never got off the ground. nitial

RLT analysis indicates that there is nothing wrong with our present

procedures. As in past exercises, this important evolution was not

synchronized fully with the exercise control plan. Planning for

medical and personnel exercise play cannot be done in isolation or as

an afterthought nor can we allow the entire exercise to be "held

hostage" to one or two particular disciplines. More work is required

in this area. Hedical personnel exercise planners must get involved

early on in exercise design.

2. The performance of 3rd Bn, 23th Marines, RLT-2"s SHCR unit, did

much to enhance the credlbillty of the "Total Force" concept in the

eyes of regular forces. These Marines were superb and, given closure

times stlpulated in the Marine Corps Mobilization plan, will have no

dlfflculty in fleldlng a viable unit should the need arise. RLT-2 has

had couslderable experience in wo---ug with NATO u’nlts. Appllcatlou

of previous lessons learned in the OPCON chop of subordinate allied

units paid off in the rapid asslmilatlon of 3/23 into the RLT

structure. RLT-2 made a heavy, out of hide investment in C31 llaisou

with 3/23. This paid off.

3. The overall exercise control structure establlshed by Col Pat

GAEVEY, USMCR and his Marines deserves speclal mention. Solar Flare

was the best controlled exercise that I have observed in the recent

past. 4th MarDiv invested substantial time and money into the

development of an exercise control plan by KAPO$, INC. There were

minor flaws, i.e., medlcal/personnel play, umpires for task forces,

etc., but these were relatively insignificant compared with the

overall success of the control plan. The regular establishment should

make every effort to build on this effort. Moreover, it would be to

our advantage to seek the services of Col GARVEY and crew for future

exercises

4. The lessons learned by Col GARVEY when he observed the CAO in

November 1986, apparently escaped those regular officers involved in

positioning forces. Given the high degree of mobility inherent in II

MAF forces, maneuver areas need to be maximized. This was not done.

Moreover large enclaves of non-maneuver forces were established in

and along maneuver corridors. II MAF failed to reserve training areas

for the exclusive use of exercise forces. The result- [LT-2 had

innumerable contacts with SOl, 6th Marines, 22 MAU and various other

units, to include the Mexican Marine Corps during the exercise. It is

recommended that all non-maneuver units and command elements be moved

outside CLNC, i.e., Oak Grove, Camp Davis, Gieger, Bogus Field. This

is a reallstlc test of real world loglst.lcs and communications

requirements and would-free up maneuver space.
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5. From a tacticalperspective, tere is no 8ubs.titute for the combat

realism provided by a force-on-force, free play exercise. The fact

that both HAB’s did it without any accidents is in itself noteworthy.

KUDOS should go to the small unit leaders who made it happen

safely.

6. Combat reporting is essential in maneuver warfare. This s an

area which was poor within the RLT and, from the RLT perspective,

deficient throughout the HAGTF. Cross talk between HAGTF HSC’s was

non existent. Feedback must be provided by the NAB to MSC’s regarding

intent and contacts particularly in rear areas. We need to look

more in this area Cold Winter 87 worked well because we worked at

it: We did not take adequate advantage of the time available during

the preexercise period to shake the dust off the system.

7. The greatest benefit from Solar Flare, and the most significant

accomplishment of 4th MAB, was not mentioned iu any exercise critiques

nor was it identified iu exercise objectives. Perhaps more by

accident than design, in Solar Flare we came very close to replicating

the deployment profile we would find in a short fuze, "come as you

are", NATO scenario. All MSC’s and the HAB command element were in

the midst of summer .turnover and faced with the add"ltional challenges

of high optempo, disparate forces and short time to form for

operations. With minimal planning time, and virtually no pre-exercise

work-up, 4th HAB and its MSC’s again demonstrated the capability to

fight and win.
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

3000
CMDO
18 Aug 87

From: Cmanding Officer, Marine Aircraft Group 14
To: Commanding General, 4th MAB

Subj: SOLAR FLARE AFTER ACTION REPORT

Ref: (a) CG 4th MAB 061333Z Jul 87
(b) MCO 3000.2D

Encl: (1) Problems/Discussions and Recommendations

1. As directed by :the references, enclosure (1) is submitted.

2. This report contains information related to the conduct of Exercise
Solar Flare 87 (SF-87). Although the problems discussed are peculiarto
the ACE’s participation in the exercise, their resolution will help to
improve the overall integration of all elements of the NAGTF in similar
exercises in the future.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: OPERATIONS
Topic: Purple Assets

Discussion: Throughout the exercise "purple" assets were divided evenly

between both ACES, Publishing a "purple frag" did nothing to enhance

utilization of "purple" assets but did add considerable time to the air

tasking process. Each ACE utilized 2 KC-130’s per day which was half of

the KC-130 assets and used the EA-6B’s during alternate phases which were

published well in advance. Scheduling of these assets independently by

both ACES would have been.more efficient and much quicker.

Recommendation: During future exercises like Solar Flare, divide assets

evenly between the ACES and do not publish a "purple frag".

Encl (5)
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: OPERATIONS

Topic: Block times for fixed wing air.

Discussion: The block times assigned for fixed wing A/C had the effect

of providing "imnediate air" for the GCE but, unfortunately did not encourage

the use of pre-planned strikes. As a result, there waslittle fire support

coordination (i.e. artillery used o suppress AA positionswhile air hit a

hard target, etc.)

Recommendation: That in future operations more effort be expended to

integrate and coordinate the use of all supporting arms.

30
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: OPERATIONS

To__: Block times for fixed wing air.

Discussion: The 30 minute block times.assigned to each ACE for F/M air did

not allow momentum to be achieved or confirmed by the application of this

-force multiplier to the point of main effort.

Recommendation: 1 Extend block times. 2. Have OCE/TECG declare that one

force or the other will have local air superiority during a particular

evolution or for a particular time.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: OPERATIONS

Topic_: The air war for exercise Solar Flare.

Discussion: The opportunity to exercise the full ra.ge of aviation

capabilities and to use aviation assets to help shape the battlefield for

the ground commander was extremely limited, un.der the constraints of the

exercise scenario. I! MAF could easily have provided a framework within

which air could conduct advance force operations.prior to start ex.

Additionally, deep targets could have been identified to simulate air inter-

dicting enemy supply routes, preemptive strikes on airfields, etc. Also,

exploitation operations using air could baYe been developed once the ground

battle had achieved decisive results. Much of this was done on the initiat-

ive of HAG-14, but it could have been more effective if HAF had developed

the scenario and used both ACES in a "purple" role to respond to these

missions.

Recommendation: That the OCE develop a plan to support all phases of a

combat/amphibious operation.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: TECG/OPERATIONS

Topc: BOA (Bomb Damage Assessment)

Discussion: BDA was not available (often for several hors) after CAS

missions were flown, thus preventing air from inf|uencin9 the battle

directly and reducing the effectiveness of CAS to attrition only.

Suppression and or nuetraltzat)on of enemy forces was not addressed.

Recommendation: That in future exercises, immediate BDA be made avail-

able.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: COMMUNICATIONS

Topic: Computer Generated Frag.

Discussion: Use of Z-150 computers to generate daily frag orders saved

4-6 hours during the air tasking process and were essential. The one day

the network was inoperative, the frag was transmitted from the TACC after

0430 and was never recieved by some units. With the computer network, frags

were routinely received by 2100.

Recommendation: That computer networks be adopted Marine Corps wide to

publish daily frags.
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FUNCTION./I,,EA: COI4ICATIONS

Top’c: Use of tactlcal cunicaton crcults.

01scusson: From I/G-14’$ perspective tact|cal conunications were

vrtua|]y non-existent. A|though the. nets had been established, only a

handfu| of messages/trafflc was passed over the tactica] circults.

Virtua|ly9 of our comm was va hard wire colrcia] telephone. Obvlously

not a good test of our ability to cunicate using tactical means.

Recndation: Force re reliance On tactical comm assets and

the use of colrcia| te.ephones.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: COIUNICMIONS

: FAC/DASC Communications

Discussion: Although coma between the’DAS’C and aircraft was usually very

good, often there was a breakdown of comm between the DASC and FAC’s

(ground). This-could be .a training problemo a prOblem related to radio’s

or equ.pment. AL any rate, amumber of sorttes went unused because DASC was

unable to talk with FAC’s nd effect the hand-off of ar to them.

Recommendation:

1. Increase FAC training between FAC’s and squadrons.

2. ’Mork to ensure solid comm link between FAC’s and DASC.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: COMMUNICATIONS

: Terminal Control of Aircraft.

Discussion: Although communication links with senior controlling agencies

for control of CAS aircraft were readily established the passage of control

to FAC or FAC(A) was poor. On tony occasions the FAC, FAC(A) was not ready

to receive aircraft or was not in position conduct close air support. Most

aircraft were cleared for armed RECCE both beyond and inside the FSCL just

to funnel aircraft into the AOA vice attacking under DASC control.

Recommendation: That the communication/control interface between DASC and

the maneuver elements be established and rehearsed prior to the start of the

exercise or at least prior to the arrival of aircraft.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: COIUNICATIONS

Topc: VHF Communication problems.

Discussion: Because of decisions made late in the planning for Solar Flare,

4th NAB and NAG-14 were further apart than originally anticipated. Hany

nets were planned as VHF nets assuming the original planned locations of the

4th NAB and NAG-14. Mith last minute changes, it was too late to change these

nets to HF. To make VHF work over the extended distance involved, it was

necessary to use direction.a1 antennas. Although successful for point to point

communications, it was not possible for the ACE to monitor the transmissions

of other stations on these nets. Because of this, the ACE was not capable of

anticipating requirements, gathering additional intelligence, and learning of

problems relevant to the air war. An additional problem was the simultaneous

usage of the same net by stations which could not hear each other’s trans-

missions.

Recommendation: With the use of directional antennas, all stations must not

assume that their transmissions are being monitored by other stations and

secondly Net Control Stations must assist by passing informations to other

stations.
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FUNCT]ONAL AREA: COHHUNICATIONS

Topc: Equipment Availability

Discussion: The scope or size of Solar Flare required more communications

equipment than could.be provided by MWCS-28. Without equipment augmentation

from the Reserves, several nets would have had to be combined. In some inst’

ances low power radios had to be used as substitutes for high power models.

An example of this was the HAG-14 Command Net. With all GRC-Ig3’s committed

elsewhere, this requirement had to be handled by the less powerful PRC-I04 at

New River. As a result, New River could hear Cherry Point but not the reverse.

This reinforced the need to use garrison telephone system.

Recommendation: Equipment limitations must be considered during the planning

process. Stretching communications assets to support and expanding exercise

can result in poor communications performance.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: INTELLIGENCE

Topc: Dissemination of Intelligence.

,Discussion: Throughout the FTX there appeared to be a real difficulty in

oaining timely/accurate intel on both the friendly and .enemy situation.

The intl was not :pushed down to us, but .had to be pulled from .hight head-

quarters. In order I be able toprovide accu..ate int.el ,to pilots and to

place strikes outside :the FSCL, the ACE needs to be included in the intel

low. On at least one occasion incomplete intelligence led to routing trans-

por.t helos directly over a large enemy force with resultant heavy losses.

Recommendation: Ensure accurate, timely dissemination of intel (both enemy

and friendly) to all C’s.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: EMPLOYMENT OF AIRCRAFT

Topic: All Weather Close Air Support.

Discussion: It is Inossible to conduc All Weather Close Air SuDoort with-

out qood offset data for a radar reference location or without usino a RABFAC

beacon. Since the Camo Leeune AOA has few radar significant locations which

FAC’s are familiar with and can use efectivelv, the only loaical alternative

is to employ a RABFAC beacon for AWCAS for Solar Flare. RABFAC beacons were

not used effectively

Recommendation: Ensure that the maneuver elements utilize the RABFAC beacon.
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: ORDNANCE

Topic: Simulated Ordnance. *

Discussion: SIMCAS with unexpended ordnance is authorized virtually every-

where except at Camp Lejeune. Aircraft routinely perform SIMCAS with unex-

pended ordnance on numerous exercises without any add.ed safety risk. Flight

over uncontrolled airspace with ordnance is authorized and aircraft perform-

ing actual CAS at G-IO fly over populated areas. The restriction negates

any possibility of accomplishing training for attack crews.

Recommendation: Change the Camp Lejeune range regulations to allow SIMCAS

with unexpended practice ordnance
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UNWED STATES MARINE CORPS

.ET tlm r.oec.. ATUmnc

3000
3
4sep 87

To:
Commanding Officer, Brigade Service Support Group-4
Commanding General, 4th Marine Amphibious Brigade, FMFLant, Little

Creek, Virginia 23521

Subj : FIARE-87 P(T EXERCISE REPORT

Ref: (a) CG 4th MAB 041533Z Aug 87

(1) su.ary of scope and objectives
(2) Functional Area Com.ents
(3) C_naander’s Stmary

i. In accordance with the referere, encloeures (1), (2) ar (3) are submitted

in reqards to our participati in exercise Solar Flare-87. The objectives of

this report are to highlight significant events and lessons learned

from a combat service support perspective.

Bo Lo GRIC-
By direction

.1’

Copy to:
CG, 2dFSSG
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L The mission of Brigade Servie Support Goup-4 was to provide combat ser-
vice support, less aviation peculiar items to 4th Marine Amphibious Brigade
units during Solar Flare 87. To support the concept of CS, the BSSG nucleus
staff planned and ormed Combat Servie Support Detachment 1/4, the CSS element
of the BSS In addition to providing support from a CSSA, three mobile Combat
Service Support Detachments (NCSSDs) ere formed, with two in direct support o
maneuver battalions during all phases o the exercise.

2. The objectives of BSSG-4 were. diversified and varied depending upon the
tactical scenario. These objectives and their outcoe are summarized below.

a. concept of integration o reserve (BSSG-2) and active (BSSG-4)
units provided a unique opportunity for our Nartnes to gain insight on the
capabilities resident in the reserves,, and to p-ssionally grow by working
hand-in-hand with their counterparts. The integration was a success and s.houldbe actively pursued, on a larger scale during future exercises. .

b. Providing responsive logistics support was successfully carried out
through the MCSSDs remaining in cloe proximity to the maneuver battalions.
In addition, a Logistical Liaison Officer was attached to the S-4 of th
maneuver battalions to ensure supply classes I, III, V and IX were delivered
in a timely manner.

g. Providing required support to a highly mechanized combined arms
force presented the BSSG with an opportunity to use several means of delivery.
Delivery means consisted of motor transport assets which were resident in each
of the MCSSDs, HST and air delivery missions, bridging and ferrying and
LCM-8’s from the USS Charleston. These various means of delivery ensured CSS
was flexible, continuous, and professional.

d. Using the reverse osmosis water purification unit (ROWPU), BSSG-4
produced over 17,000 gallons of potable water for 4th MAB units.

e. To improve the survivability of the BSSG, without degrading the
responsiveness of CSS, and to comply with the higher headquarters requirement
to coordinate rear area security, a Rear Area Security Operations Center
(RASOC) was established within the BSSG. Although requests for artillery and
naval gunfire forward observers were denied, the RASfX was staffed with a Rear
Area Security Operations Officer (BSSG-4 PlansO), an Air Officer (2d MAW), and
an S-2 section (G-2, 2d FSSG). The rear area boundary was established daily by
4th MAB. Units within the rear area established point security. The RASOC
coordinated fire support and Military Police patrols along the main supply
routes and between the point defenses. These active measures were augment4d by
deception efforts, effective use of camouflage and dispersion, and frequent
displacing of the command elements and MCSSDs.

Encl (5)
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:3. Supply Usage/Support Data:

a. Class I 45,276MRE’s
17,450 Gallons o5 water

b. Class III (Bulk POL)
19,619 Gallons Diesel

750 Gallons Mogas

Class III

c. Class IV

(Packaged POL)
2 Drums 30wt oil
i Drum 10wt oil
8 Gallons Brake Fluid
1 Ga]lon Hydraulic Fluid
1 Drum Anti-freeze

58
2500
745
20
5000

rolls barb wire
engineer pickets 6 ft
roils concertina
rolls engineer tape
sand bags

d. Class V

DODIC ISSUED D

A080
All1
G930
G940
G945
G950
L307
L312
L314
L598
L599

26,220
12,800

4
32
20
21
53
49
33

231
115

2000
22,000

0
0
0
1
1
3
1
0
0
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WX94
L311
A075
L306
G895

500 0
6 3

3600 0
6 0
2 0

eo Class IX (Walk-thru transactions)

14 total
Ii filled
3 NIS

Class IX (Batteries)

BA4386 707
BA1372 226
BA5590 882
BA211 31
BA3030 2945
BA200 36
MX306 40
RLI59 14
DR8 36

/
f. Transportation (Motor Transport

1800
980,000 lbs
26,117

Passengers hauled
Cargo hauled
Mi]es driven

Transportation (HST)

26 July
27 July
28 July

4 pallets MRE/2 pallets batteries
4 pallets MRE
M149 Water trailer

Transportation (Air Drop)

26 July 6 PAX, 50 water cans
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Rear Area Security

Topic: Requirement for a Dedicated Cummicatioas Net for Rear Area Security (RAS)

Discussion: For the defense of the .’TF rear area, the RAS Commander must have
a dedicated means to coordinate the efforts of all friendly units in the rear
area. During the exercise it was apparent that the RAS Coordinator was not
always kept aware of friendly units in the rear area. This nearly resulted in
two fire missions being called on friendly forces in the rear area by the roving
military police patrols. In addition, a military police patrol was ambushed by
friendly forces who were not aware of the MP trol routes because they did not
coordinate with the RAS Coordinator. Prior to the exercise, it was discussed
and areed that coordination of the rear area would be over the BSSG C(mand

Net. Unfortunately, friendly forces did not always report in over this circuit.

Rec(mmendation: That a dedicated communications net be established in the CEOI
for RAS. The CSSE would be net control. All friendly forces entering the rear
area would be required to enter that net. The net would link the scattered
friendly forces, coordinate patrols between point defenses and identify missions
of reaction forces. It would also provide an alternate means of requesting fire
support, and fire support coordination, in the rear area.

Topic: Forward Air Controllers

Discussion: The Rear Area Security Operations Center (RASOC) coordinated air
support in the rear area. Close air support(CAS) for defense and rear area
security was extremely limited because no forward air controllers were assigned.

Reccanexdation: That in the future, a UHF radio be established in the RASOC
along with a forward air controller and supporting teem who could be dispatched
as necessary to areas requiring CAS on an inmediate basis. This would greatly
enhance rear area security and the BSSG’s defense by increasing air support
responsiveness. This team could also be employed in support of the MCSSD if
they were deployed outside the umbrella of the supporting battalion.

Topic: Close Air Support (CAS)

Discussion: Severely limited due to nonavailability of a FAC at the BSSG.
Requests for CAS had to be accompanied by a request for a FAC. Thus marW of
our CAS missions were delayed or denied. In a combat environment this handicap
would be totally unacceptable. CAS is vital to both the defense of the BSSG
and rear area security. The results of CAS requests were 8 close air support
missions requested, 4 completed after’delay and 4 denied due to nonavailability
of a FAC.

Encl (5)
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ation: That aviators continue to be assigmed to the BSSG’s on a %D
basis to fill the billet of Air Officer for major operations. All future BSSG
air officers shouldbe school trained forward air controllers and be acccmpanled
by a full FAC team With their cunplaent of radios in order to properly
coordinate and direct close air support.

Topic: Fire Support Coordination

Discussion: To coordinate fire st%port within the rear area a fire support
coordination center (FSOC) was established within the BSSG-4 RASOC. Although
not properly matured with artillery and naval gunfire liaison officers the FSCC,
with a fire support coordinator (BSSG-4 PlansO) and an Air Officer (2D MAW),
managed 27 fire missions and 5 CAS missions. Despite this success the
requesting proced re was too lengthy for "immediate" missions as each request
had to be relayed two or three tmes to reach the firi,g battery. It should be
noted that most of the fire missions were caled by the mbile military police
patrols.

Fire support coordination for the MSSSD’s was handled by the FSCC of the
supported battalion. If a MZSSD returned within the rear area the FSCC within
the RASOC coordinated their missions.

Recommendation: That if the CSSE is tasked to coordinate rear area security,
then the rear should be treated as another zone of action. To ensure positive
control over fires within this zone of action the CSSE commander must establish
a. FSCC. That the MAGTF cummand element must ensure that -this FSOC is properly
Staffed with liaison officers froa the various supporting arms.

Air Operations

Topic: Helicopter Support

Discussion: Resupply, not only for supported units but also to replace duap
levels, needs to be accuaplished rapidly over a long distance. Helicopter
resupply allows isolated units to receive additional support rapidly. Both
their speed and heavy lift capability readily lend themselves to the tactical
situation. Direct coordination between air control agencies and BSSG/CSSD
would speed up the timeliness of support.

Recunaendation: That direct liaison with air control agencies be allowed, and
that the BSSG air officer be kept abreast of aircraft availability to best
utilize limited flight time.
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Topic: OV-I Support

Discussion.- Needs sme more work to be @ffective. Our first air recon mission
(to photograph both friendly and em positions) was assigned to the reserve
OV-Ig detachment (Enm) by the 4th MAB/VN0-1o The day prior to the mission, we
learned that the 4th MAB/O-I (Friendly) had decided to "share" OV-lg assets
and missions with the reserves. No prior notice was given from higher head-
quarters. Upon discoverin this OPSC breach we initiated the proper procedures
and dealt with it. The second problem area with OV-l’s was photography
sufx)rt. On several occasions we requested poloroid instant photos of .various
locations to be taken and dropped to us in a specific LZ at a predetermined
time Not one photo was ever received by the BSSG.

Rec(mmendation: That in the future, have a FAC assigned to talk with and direct
OV-l@’s. This would greatly increase our chances of receiving requested photos.

: Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPV’ s)

Discussion: Only one RPV was allocated for use for Solar Flare-87. During the
oeration, it was only available to the 4th MAB as a whole for a total of one
day. Consequently, difficulties with the RPV monitor location (with 2dMAW/
distant from BSSG), daily situations, mechanical trouble and demand Irom other
users prevented us from utilizing this asset.

ation: That more RPV’s be provided ercise_forces for ercise

CSS Function

Topic: Delivery Modes (AAV/LAV’ s)

Discussion: Mobile logistics presents a challenge to CSS units. To resupply a
highly mobile unit means that the CSS elements need to maintain several means
of delivery. Use of air assets are lmited by the anti-air situation and must
be augmented by ground support means. Both LAV/AAV’s have a heavy lift
capability coupled with an amphibious capability. Understanding there is a
limited amount of these vehicles available for CSS units, we must make maximt
use of their versatility.

Rec(nendation: That during mechanized operations, the MCSSD’s should be
equipped with vehicles similar to the mechanized force supported. This will
facilitate the concept of unit distribution support of these units.

Encl (5)
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TOpic: Operator Level Maintenance , ":.-

Discussion: opera,or feral maintenance was very poor "throughout the
M3TF. On several occasions contact tens where dispatched to repair an item
and the only probln was the lack of ist echelon maintenance.

Pcumma]ation: nat operators inspect their equifment daily and that added
e.phasis is place on the operators to know their echelon of maintenance. OIC’s
and SNOIC’s should conduct ore frequent inspections of their equifment to.
prevent damage.

Military Police

Topic: Military Police support needed for MAB rear area

Discussion: During Solar Flare-87, BSSG- was sported with an MP company (-).
During thi"time the MP cumpany was stretched to the limit of it’s resobrces. If
Eneay Prisoner of War (EPW) play had been involved, the MP cunpany would hot
have had sufficient manpower to support the BSSG effectively.

Rec(mmendation: That a cuapany of military police be employed to suprt a
BSSG.

Topic: Military Police Company crew served weapons support

Discussion: During Solar Flare-87 the MP company was equipped with one M60
machine g n er vehicle and either one dragon or one LAAW per vehicle. The M60
has severe limitations against armored vehicles that are likely to be
encountered in the rear area. It is unlikely that the MP cnpany will be
equipped with dragons during our next conflict. The SMAW has a range
limitation against the rear area threat. The M-2 machinegun is not intended
to be used on troops in the open and will not penetrate the frontal armor of a
MP. For the MP’s to be effective in the rear area, they should be equipped
with a suppressive fire weapon capable of defeating small enemy troop formations
and light armored vehicles (BMP class).

Reccrmendation: That the MP’s be equipped with the MK-19 MOO 3, 40ma machine
gun. This weapon is unhampered by the limitations of the M60 and M-2 machine
guns.

5O
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I. No supple,ental armor protection for the crew

2. No armament carrier momts for M6 or M-2 machinegs, or MK-19 grenade
launcher.

Recumendation: That the MI43 be procured as the primary MP veicle.
This "hardened" HMMNV, equip[ed with suppleuental armor and an armament
carrier, would be an acceptable c(mbat military police vehicle for all of their
assigned missions.

Topic: Military Police Mission

Discussion: The danger to the rear area increases the importance of the
military police as a cmbat power in the rear area. In past exercises,
military police have been used primarily as security in and around the C.P.
area. In spite of the fact that Marine Corps doctrine discourages the use of

MP’s as C.P. security, cumanders have been reluctant to relieve then of this
function. With too few MP’s to go around, duties in and arour the C.P. have
received priority and few if any MP’s are left over to provide securit on the
MSR’s and throughout the rear area. As a result, the cunaander must depend
pon a shallow perimeter defense supported by the limited effectiveness of foot
patrols, LP’s and OP’s. During exercise Solar Flare, military police performed
their cunbat missions of circulation control and rear area security
exclusively. The use of MP’s in these roles provided the BSSG commander with
aggressive, mobile combat patrols that were able to assist in accomplishing the
following:

i. Provided the commander with depth to his defense

2. Worked as the ccnnander’s eyes and ears, collecting information and
intelligence about the eneay’s location and disposition

3. On several occasions denied the eneny the advantage of surprise

4. Provided the ccander with the ability to anticipate, respond, attack
and cotnterattack

5. Ensured that friendly forces were not diverted from the main battle area

Encl (5)
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tiofl: That Military Police be. ehite aay f CP/Operation ente
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Wdic

Topic: tdical Controllers ro
Discussion: Little or ,o iut was injected b the mdical controllers. The
ability of the controllers to assist am guide personnel could only enhance the
learning experience. If the controllers as a gro were given guidance prior
to the exercises, the learning objectives could he discussed, addressed a,d
practiced. This would in turn allow each area to "police" themselves and strive
to meet the objectives.

Recati0n: That ial controllers be allowed to inject edical play
daily in an orgaize maer as t detezmine to be appropriate. They should
be afforded the opportunity to tailor each situation to meet the training
objectives while keeping in mired the "flow" of the operation.

Topic: Evaluation of Simulated Casualties

Discussion: No more than ten simulated casualties reached the Medical Cmpany
from Battalion AID Stations. -Apparently, aid station personnel did not realize
their role in the simulated medical play which required the to evacuate
casualties rearward. The nber of persons available for casualty play is also
in question, and it is not known how many simulated casualties actually reached
the

Recommendation: That all medical personnel in the operation know the medical
training goals. Also, that line cmpany officers be briefed about medical play
and the rearward evacuation procedures of personnel when casualties are assessed
during tactical play.

Topic: Exercise Cnd and Control of Ambulance Evacuation

Discussion: An ambulance and corpsman were assigned to each of the two SSG
MCSSD’s. The CSSD ambulances were utilized to go forward and pick-up actual-

Encl (5)
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Ibec(mmendation: That a MAB lewel medical meetir be held to infozm all players
involved in the medical play of their expected roles and responsibilities.

Topic: Medical Regulation

Discussion: Because one of the stations (4th MAB) did not have authentication
and encryption materials, the medical regulati,g net operated in the clear.
Medical administration reports, such as the Daily Morbidity Report, CNC
Hospital admission infomnation and patient disposition data was sent uncovered.
No "by definition", medical regulating was conducted over the net.

Recummmation: That the practice of medical regulating be built intm the
imulated casualty play scemerio. Otherwise, use of the medical regulating net
becomes purely an administrative drill.

Discussion: A hasty equipment decontamination station (EDS) was set up during
So’lar Flare-87. The followirg vehicles were ran through the DS=

3 Amtracs
2 5 Ton, Cargo Trucks
5 M998, HMMV
1 5 Ton, Dnp Truck

The RLT was tasked with conducting the EDS during Solar Flare-87 and the
BSSG was to provide any equipaent beyond their capability. Overall coordination
did not begin until approximately 24 hours prior to the event. This caused some
ccmand and control probleas resulting in a 2 hour delay in running the
exercise. The 4th FSSG NBC platoon, who supplied the manpower to run the EDS,
received excellent training in the operation of an EDS during their counterpart
training cycle at FMFLANT NBC School.

Reccnmndation: That.BC coordination meetings be held prior to STARTEX to
determine responsible players and eqtkipment needs. In order to operate a proper
EDS, two MI2 Decon Units would be required, vice only one which was allocated.
Equi[:ment should be picked up earlier than when it was to allow for a complete
LTI.

Encl (5)
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C0DERSS

I. Overall, Bxercise Solar Flare-87 povided this Organization a trenendous
training opportmity in a highly mobile arena while intergrated with Selected
Marine Corps Reserve (SMCR) uits. This alled us to practice ad refine the
utilization of all mans of Cmbat Service Support (CSS) delivery available t
us, exercise tactical deception, evaluate mobile CP tactics, coordinate rear
area security, provide bridging ar ferrying support, ar employ mobile Cmbat
Service Support Detachments (MCSSDs) to accumplish unit CSS distribution.

2. In general, our objectives were accplished. However, there are a f
areas, as. indicated in eclaure (2), as well as otr intermal areas asso-
ciated with fonairg a training of the CSSE ich require refinement. Based
on lessons learne during Solar Flare-87, we believe that these areas will be
resolved.
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JNITEDW:JI"ATiS MARINE CORPS
2d MARINE AIRCRAFT WING, FMF, ATLANTIC

MARINE CORPS AIR STATION

CHERRY POINT, NORTH CAROLINA 28533-6001
,0Y REFER TO

SCl
13 Nov 87

Subj

General, 2d Marine Aircraft Wing
Comnding General, 2d Hrine Amphibious Force

Ref: (a) CG, II MAF 062042Z AUG 87
(b) MCO 3000.2I)

Fcl: (i) Problem Areas and Recommendations

i. As directed by the references, enclosure (i) is submitted.

2. This report contains information related to the plarmimg and execution of
Solar Flare 87 from the II MAF Tactical Air Cmnder’s perspective.
Additional After Action reports dealing with specific aviation issues are
being provided separately by each ACE through the respective MAB

3. Conceptually, Exercise Solar Flare 87 provided a unique fra-rk for the
conmmnd and control of opposing force aviation assets. The II MAF Tactical
Air Corander located at Camp Lejeune, NC exercised airspace control and
deconfliction functions from the TACC through a single TAOC and joint DASC.
The ACE coanders ere sited at HEAS Cherry Point, 4th MAB, and HLF Bogue
Field, 2d MAB, nd did not have direct access to the established commmd and
control system for the prosecution of their respective air-campaigns. This
structure created a situation wherein the II MAF TE had operational control
with no tactical planning requirements and the doctrinal TAC’s (MAB ACE’s),
planned and executed air plans without co=mand and control assets. Given the
airspace and range limitations, the single II MAF TACC functioned well in
deconflicting opposing forces, managing airspace and ensuring the availability
of SIHCAS and Assault Support sorties. However, in future exercises
procedures enabling MAB ACE Commanders to function with a dedicated coand
and control system should be sought out and implemented.

4. From the Tactical Air Cmmnder’s vantage point the mjority of the stated
exercise training objectives were met. The limited scope of the individual
ACE Force Lists and the extensive number of SIAS and assault support sorties
prevented in depth aircrew training in the remaining Marine Air functions.
Although identified and accepted as a shortfall by the TAC and ACE ccmmnders
as early as the mid planning conference, it is certainly a requirement which
can be facilitated in follow on exercises by time expansion and/or force list
expansion techniques.

or that are considered worthy of modification or enhancement in future
exercises of this nature.

Enclosure (i) provides specific topical areas identified as deficiencies

By direction
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FUNC(L AREA: OPERATIONS

Utilization of CAS Missions

Discussicm: Several CAS missions during SOLAR FLARE were Rl’d because
could not contact a F to control the missions. Several

different factors contributed to this problem: (i) The FAC’s were not
located in a position that enabled them to commicate with the DASC (2)
The FAC’s experienced problems with their radio equipment; and (3) The
FAC’s were often buttoned up inside LAV’s or AAV’s when maneuvering to new
positions and were not able to monitor their nets continuously. This last
actor should have been better coordinated to allow for maximum
utilization of all CAS missions. The FAC’s daily scheme of maneuver was
not closely coordinated with the preplarmed CAS missiorm that were
scheduled. The ACE agreed to support the GCE by committing a CAS mission
to every 30 minute block time, but did not coordinate a FAC to control
every mission. Because this plan was not entirely coordinated, several
CAS Fssions were never utilized.

Reconmendation: That the GCE and ACE better coordinate their preplanned
requests so that CAS missions are not lost due to lack of terminal
controllers.

Encl (6)



FUNCTIONAL AREA: OPERATIONS

Topic: Purple Assets

Discussion: Throughout the exercise "purple" assets were divided evenly
between both ACES. Publishing a "purple frag" did nothing to enhance
utilization of "purple" assets but did considerable time to the air

tasking process. Each ACE utilized 2 KC-130’s per day which was half of
the KC-130 assets and used the EA-6B’s during alternate phases which were

published well in advance. Scheduling of these assets independently by
both ACES would have been more efficient and much quicker.

Recomrendation: During future exercises like Solar Flare, divide assets

evenly between the AL"ES and do not publish a "purple frag".

Encl (6)



FUN6TIONAL AREA: OPERATIONS

: Range Regulations for Camp Lejeune

Discussion: Camp Lejeune Range regulations permit one fixed-wing missionat a time to wrk within the R5306 D/E. The only exception to this allowsan OV-10 in a FAC(A) role to control a separate fixed-wing aircraft in therange area, thus both missions are allowed in the airspace concurrently.

In addition, the range regulations do not allow a sinlated Deep AirSupport mission to be run without positive control by a FAC. The
regulation states: "Any aircraft participating in live firingoperations, bcbing, close air suppoc (live or si/lated), paradrops orcombined air-ground exercise requires positive control by FAC. FAC can beon ground or airborne [FAC(A)] ." These restrictions virtually put a haltto a MAB on MB FEX involving twp ACE’ s.

Recommendation.. Revisit range regulations and within the context of safecontrol allow two independent sections simltaneously. In addition,address current A/C targeting capabilities which permit safe and accurateDAS profiles without FAC control.

Encl (6)



FUNCTIONAL AREA: OPERATIONS

Topic: Block times for fixed wing air

Discussion: Block times assigned for fixed wing AJC had the effect of
providing "inediate air" for the GCE but, unfortunately did not encourage
the use of pre-planned strikes. As a result, there was little fire
support coordination (i.e. artillery used to suppress AA positions while
air hit a hard target, etc. )

Recnendation: That in future operations more effort be expended to
integrate and coordinate the use of all supporting arms.

Encl (6)



FUNCTINLAREA: OPERATIONS/INTELLIGCE

: RPV and Air OPS Integration

Discussion: RPV airfield and flight requirements must be clearly defined
to all participating air elements early in the p]arming cycle. e lack
of. comxication, of details and, reirmts, create,i misunderstandings
which required resolution during the FE.

Reconmendation: Enhamme Intel/RPV-AIR subcommittee interface during the
planning conference cycle.

Encl (6)
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]JNCTIONAL AREA: OPERATIONS

: LAAD Fire Direction/Excessive Missile Engagements

Discussion: There ere a total of 140 engagements recorded by LAAD tems
and forwarded to the TACC duing Exercise SOLAR FLARE. These results are
misleading due to a rmber of factors such as the availability of Stinger
weapons, actual response time to resupply LAAD tems via CSS charmels,
most importantly, the lack of missile signature and excessive time on
station by hostile aircraft. As a result, after one or two tems from the
same section engaged a target, the aircraft would continue its mission and
invariably come under fire from teams assigned to their sections. The use
of pyrotechnics to signal engagements was not identified to 2dLAADBn or
4thFAADBtry representatives until hours prior to deployment. Once
procured in short numbers the color of pyrotechnic changed, to no avail
though, as fire hazard conditions precluded their use.

Recommendation: Restrictions on the number of weapons available, as well
as missile resupply support, continues to improve with each operation.
However, the following measures are recorended for future exercise:

a. That additional TECG umpires be mmde available to monitor nd
evaluate mission engagements.

b. That the use of pyrotechnics (i.e. Smokey Stars and pop-up flares
by color) be identified in the OCE’s Letter of Instruction in order to
facilitate procurement in a timely manner, as well as coordination with
all other units using the same pyrotechnics.

c. That the use of MILES (Air Defense Variant) be considered for
employment.

Encl (6)



Top: MEDEVAC

Discussion: No dedicated MEEVAC package ws utilized by either MAB ACE
MEDEVAC’ s. The option of diverting aircraft assigned to

other missions to support, this essential,rt proved only partially
effective. On three occasions no aircraft were available and the ACE was
compelled to constitute a package.

Recommendation: More appropriately provide for the requirement. Address
deficiencies early in the plam cycle.

Encl (6)
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: OPERATIONS

: Sinmlated Ordnance vs Range Regs

Discussion: SlIIS with unexpended ordnance is authorized virtually
everywhere except at Cmp Lejeune. Aircraft routinely perform SIMAS with

expended ordnance on nrerous exercises without any added safety risk.

Flight over uncontrolled airspace with ordrnce is authorized and aircraft

performing actual CAS at G-10 fly over populated areas. The restriction

negates any possibility of accomplishing training for attack crews.

Reconendation: Change te Camp Lejeune range regulations to allow SIMCAS

with unexpend practice ordnance.

Encl (6)



FUNCII(AL AIEA: OPERATIONS

Topic: All Weather Close Air Support

Discussion: It is impossible to conduct All Weather Close Air Support
without good. offset data for a radar, reference location or without using a
RABFAC beacon. Since the Camp Lejeme A6 has few radar significant
locations which FAC’s are familiar with and can use effectively, the only
logical alternatvie is to employ a RABFA beacon for AWCAS for Solar
Flare. RABFAC beacons were not used effectively.

Reccmmeation: Ensure that the maneuver elesnts utilize the RABFAC
beacon.

I0
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: TFX/OPERATIONS

Topic: BDA (Bomb Damage Assessment)

Discussion: BDA was not available (often for several hours) after CAS
Missions were flown, thus preventing air from influencing the battle
directly and reducing the effectiveness of CAS to attrition only.
Suppression and or neutralization of enemy forces was not addressed.

Recommendation: That in future exercises, immediate BDA be made
avail’able.

Encl (6)
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Topic: Ccmn-Electronics Operating Instructiorm

Discussion: An automated CEOI was develped for each MAB and an
dditional training CEOI for pre-exercise use by 2nd MAB. With minor
exceptions, these documents .proved oth exteve .in coverage and accurate
in detail. Widespread distribution on t_he CEOI greatly enhanced
implementation of the cxmm plan because operators at all levels had access
to the crucial information on frequencies, call signs and circuit guard
responsibilities. We experienced no difficulty whatsoever in maintaining
the daily changing call-sign and frequency progression. Additionally,
because frequency assignment within the (O1 ss thoughtfully
accomplished, instances of nmtual interference were rare.

Recocmendation: The CEOI would he more versatile if the call signs listed
were drawn f-m the National Security Agency (NSA) data bank. Presently
call signs for II MAF CEOI are self-generated within the computer progra
used or publishing the CEOI. Use of NSA call signs would correlate the
CEOI call sign/unit associations with widely used NSA call sign books
available to all services.

12
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FUNCTIONAL AREA: ICATIONS

T__: Leased Line Requirements

Discussion: During the initial pla conference leased line
requirements were defined for support of the TACC and other ACE agencies.
At the final planning conference the original leased line needs were
confirmed by the users and new requirements added. At some locations,
particularly OP-2 and LZ Penguin, leased line requirements far exceeded
the base cable pair available. As a result, cable pair had to be
tactically extended over long distances from other base locations to

support leased line requirements at OP-2 and Penguin. he quality of
service provided on the telephone circuits extended over these limes was
marginal because of voltage drop and increased noise inherent in such long
cable rms (in excess of 8 miles). During leased line installation the
week prior to he exercise, two of the leased lines were abrubtly
considered unnecessary by the requesting unit resulting in significant
waste of effort and resources by base telephone personnel.

Recomnendation: That leased line requirements be kept to a minimum with
only AUTOVCN, data and safety circuits receiving priority of
consideratics for assignment of available pairs. If base cable nst be
extended to the main CP locations, only those circuits of lower priority
should be assigned to the lines provided in this manner because of the
degradation of service likely.

Encl (6)
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Topic: Use of Tactical Circuits

Discussion: Internal and external plarming of the ACE was accomplished
primarily through the use of the garrisun telephone system. Because of
the geographical location involved, this telephone system was well suited
to support SOLAR FLARE. Planners -re accustomed to using the system and
the large number of extensions available at the Cherry Point site
provided easy access.

Recuumdation: To enhance the realistic tra/ning provided by such an
emrcise, tactical circuits nst be utilized to a roach greater extent.
Planners who become accustced to smply picking up a telephone will find
their jobs comiderably more difficult %en deployed to an expeditionary
field or i NATO Operations.

14
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Tic: Commmications Call Signs

Discussion: During the course of some tactical evolutions not all units
used their tactical call signs identified by the ACEOI, but instead their
squadr call sign’s. In addition, II MAB and IV MAB ACEOI’s were
identical. This hindered the perception of 2 separate opposing forces at
war.

Recommendation: Stress importance of remaining "tactical" as umch as
possible. Have separate ACEOI’s for each force and ensure compliance.

Encl (6)
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Tic: CcputerGeneratedFrag

Discussion: Use of Z-150 computers to generate daily frag orders saved
4.-6’ hours during the air tasking process nd wre essential. The one day
the network ws inoperative, the frag as transmitted frc the TACC after
0430 .and wms never reeieved by some units. With re ecter network,
frags were routinely received by 2100.

Recommendation: That computer networks be adopted Marine Corps wide to
publish daily frags.

16
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Discussion: Air Frag transmission for Solar Flare was accomplished
through a triply redundant system involving data link via Zenith
couters, tactical teletype via mltichnnnel radio and AUTODIN via
Defense Commnication System (DCS) Entry. This combination of paths
proved highly reliable for both field nd garrison based units, regardless
of location. Despite these precautions, misunderstanding by comn center
watch and duty officers resulted in late receipt of the frag on
occasions.

Recommendation.. Concentration on the electrical path of the air frag is
not enough. Duty officers of garrison based units and comn center watch
officers from all pticipating comn centers should be briefed by the C0
on routir procedures.

17
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